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The Karate Dad

Bird throws in triple-double,
then goes into traction
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1991

Fearful refugees
leave mountains
By JOHN DANISZEWSKI
Associated Press Writer

SATURDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
BEIRUT, Lebanon — The most
influential Shiite Muslim cleric
in Lebanon, Sheik Mohammed
Hussein Fadlallah, said in
remarks published today that the
issue of the 13 Westerners missing in Lebanon has "reached an
advanced stage of ripeness."

STATE
LOUISVILLE — Former state
tourism secretary Mary Ray
Oaken says the governor's
office pressured her to raise
money for Martha Wilkinson's
campaign — a task she derisively called "delivering the bad
new s.'

SPORTS
NEW YORK — Roger Clemens'
shutout streak will last for at
least another week after Commissioner Fay Vincent upheld
his five-game suspension.

BUSINESS
Stock prices gave ground in
light trading Friday as the market confronted a gloomy assessment of the economic outlook.
The Dow Jones industrial average dropped 8.66 to 2,912.38,
finishing the week with a net
loss of 53.21 points. The dollar
edged aimlessly higher.

FORECAST
Tonight, mostly cloudy withthunderstorms again 'likely.
Some possibly severe. Low in
the lower 60s. Southwest wind
around 10 mph. Chance of rain
60 percent. Sunday, mostly
cloudy with a 30 percent chance
of thunderstorms. High 75 to 80.

genous" Iraqi poke.
After a standoff of several days,
more than 300 Iraqi police left
town in buses Thursday and early
Friday, U.S. officials said. Townspeople said about it appeared that
700 to 800 left.
Military officials, speaking on
condition of anonmity, said refugees in the mountains, hearing of
the retreat, started to descend from
the camps. It was not known how
many were leaving.
Just a few hours before the last
busload of Iraqi forces rolled out of
Zakho, however, Kurdish rebels
struck the small police force left
behind.
Zakho's mayor, Daoud Hassan
Suliman, said Friday that five
officers were wounded in the late
Thursday attack on a police station.
Other residents said two police
were killed, but this could not be
confirmed.
-The police had only light weapons and could not fight back," he
told reporters.
The wounded.Iraqis were taken
away from Zakho with one of the
last busloads of police leaving Friday, said British Marines Capt.
Mark Wolsey.
Other Iraqi police stayed out of
sight on Friday, according to an
Associated Press photographer who
spent most of the day in the city.
Allied soldiers, meanwhile. conducted patrols in Zakho. British
and Dutch were on foot; Americans
were in armored personnel carriers.
U.S. military officials said 90
more troops entered the Zakho area
Friday, and that 300 or more were
en route to bolster the U.S. military

ZAKHO, Iraq — Kurdish refugees have begun trickling down
from the rugged mountains along
the Turkish border after word
spread that most Iraqi forces
retreated from this northern town
near the first allied refugee camp.
President Bush, meanwhile, said
Friday that while the United States
is "not looking for any fight" with
Baghdad, it will keep military forces in Iraq as long as it takes to
help Kurdish refugees.
The U.N. secretary-general,
Javier Perez de Cuellar, said the
United Nations will soon begin
replacing the allies in running the
Zakho camp, through a dovetailing
of the allied and U.N. forces.
His announcement follows Iraq's
agreement last week for the world
body to to administer relief operations in the country, where about 2
million refugees fled failed rebellions that erupted after the Persian
Gulf War.
Perez de Cuellar said that latest
figures show that 1 million refugees are in Iran. while 416,000 are
just inside Turkey, at the border
with Iraq and 200,000 to 400,000
refugees are on the Iraqi side of the
frontier.
Of those along the border with
Turkey, many remain in squalid
mountain camps, refusing to return
home or take refuge in allied
camps under construction for fear
of reprisals by Saddam's army.
To help alleviate these fears, the
coalition demanded all of the hundreds of Iraqi security forces that
have been roaming Zakho leave,
except for 50 well-identified "indi- (Cont'd on paze 2)

MSU Alumni Weekend/Inauguration

One mud-covered competitor
(aliove) seeks the aid of another
equally-filthy teammate during
the Student Alumni Association's
Mudball event Friday that kicked
off Murray State University's
Alumni Weekend events. At
right, Oakhurst, the presidential
home of Dr. and Mrs. Ronald
Kurth is decorated with a banner
welcoming the alumni back;
Kurth is to be inaugurated today
at 2:30 p.m. as NISU's eighth
president.

Photos by Mark Cooper
and Marianna Alexander

U.S. officials critical of Saudi non-role in peace ta

Giving it a toss

I

(Cont'd on page 2)

ANDOVER, Kan. (AP) — Tornadoes ripped
across Kansas and Oklahoma, killing at least 32 people and flattening
hundre
ds of homes. "All
our neighbors are dead," said a woman
whose mobile home park w as
leveled.
The twisters, reported across a wide area
of
northeastern Oklahoma, chased legislators from southeast Kansas and
the Kansas Capitol and
blew apart a hospital wing at an Air Force base.
Twenty
-nine people were
reported dead in Kansas and three were
killed in Oklahoma.
Hardest hit was Andover,0 town of 5.000 just
east of Wichita. Andover
Mayor lack Finlason reported 22 killed
and 500 homes damaged.
Rescuers searched today for more bodies
believed buried under the
rubble. Dozens of people shouted out the
names of missing relatives.
The number of missing was not known early
today, authorities said.
Most of the dead in Andover were residents of
the Golden Spur Mobile
Home Park, a 400-trailer park on the southe
ast side of town. It was
leveled.
"All of our neighbors are dead," said
Judy Ingalls, who ssa away
when the twister struck. "They didn't go
to the shelter. They've/always
rode them out. We've always rode them out.
We've been here 15 years.
They didn't go. They are taking them
out."
Ingalls, whose mobile home was among
those destroyed, was looking
for her grandson, who lived in a different
Scores of people were injured, and ambul trailer at the park.
ances streamed in and out of
Andover carryin$ people to hospitals in Wichit
a.
at several Wichita hospitals estimated that moreAuthorities and officials
than 200 people were
treated for tornado-related injuries.
A tk ichita TV station reported that a
13-year-old Andover girl was
blown 400 feet into a tree. Authorities could
not confirm early today
whether she lived or died.
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ith the United States, Israel's main ally.
Baker hoped to capitalize on this Changed attitude on the
part of Saudi /qabia and other countriest in the region to
jumpstart peace talks and end 43 years of Arab-Israeli wars.
Baker was chagrined by the Saudi decision. said oni U.S.
official who spoke only on condition of anonymity.
"He was led to hope that the Saudis were on board." said
the official. Baker found out about t'le Saudi decision to or

Over 30 dead after
storms rip midwest

Kentucky Lake
359.0, +0.2; below 314.2, -3.1
Barkley Lake
358.7, 0.0; below 317.1, -5.6

28 Pages
11
14, 15
13
13
11
1
6,7
12
4
8, 10
12 Pages

Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:38 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

lks

WASHINGTON (AP) — Members of Congress and admihelp us achieve peace and stability in the Middle
nistration officials say they feel betrayed and frustra
East, they
ted by say 'no thanks.'
Saudi Arabia's decision to sit out a proposed Mideas
t peace
The Saudis sent out an SOS when Iraq invade
conference.
d Kuwait.
In a letter to Saudi King Fahd, 64 senators say they hope said the letter's other sponsor, Sen. Frank Lautcnberg, D-N..1.
he'll reconsider his refusal to join an Arab-Israeli peace con- Now "the Saudis are still sending out an SOS — Same Old
ference being arranged by Secretary of State James Baker. Story," by refusing to deal, with Israel, he said.
Membcrs of Congress and administration officia
"We risked and lost American lives to assist Saudi Arabiwith Saudi leaders in recent months were under ls who met
a" against Iraq, said Sen. Bob Packwood, R-Ore., co-aut
the impresshor ion that the Saudis had moderated their
anti-Israel position
of the senators' letter to Fahd. "Now, when we ask them
to after experiencing the Iraqi threat and closel
y cooperating

LAKE LEVELS

Two Sections
BuNiness News
Classifieds
Comics
Crosswords
Dear Abby.
Dr._ Gott
Iforoscopes
Murray Today
Obituaries
Perspective
Sports
TV Week

50-CENTS

This contestant received a roar of applause for his effort
Friday at the Special Olympics held at Roy
Stewart Stadium while Doug Fain, left, of Murray Moose Lodge
#2011 waits by to help measure the throw.
Moose Lodge members ran the softball toss event for the boys
at the morning-long festival, which was
coordinated through the West Kentucky Regional Mental
Health/Mental Retardation Board. Special
Olympics coordinator Gayle Wadlington praised the Moose and
other volunteer groups for their volunteer
contributions of time and money to Special Olympics.
Staff photo ay kart Cooper

Welcome back, MSU alumni
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NASA ready for Sunday shuttle l
au

•

•

nch

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP)
— NASA officials said
they're
confident that engine -related trouble on the space shuttle Discover
y
has been resolved and that
prospects are good for a Sunday
launch.
The first launch attempt for the
"Star Wars" research mission
was
called off earlier this week beca
use
of a had engine sensor. The part
was replaced.
"That problem is behind us,"
test director Eric Redding said Friday. "There are no technical problems oe: there. We're working
to
the i .r.e.f.11e. and I don't see any
prohlem at this point in making
a
Sunday launeh."
Even the weather seemed to be
on NASA's side: the chance of
favorable conditions on Sund
ay

VrAisigic Chef.

4-BUTTON. 7-CYCLE
DURA 10—
UNDERCOUNTER
DISHWASHER

was 80 percent.

will study the shuttle's exhaust
plumes from one to six miles away.
Mission commander Michael
Coats and his crew have trained
twice as much as previous crews.
They took advantage of the fiveday delay to get more practice on
the shuttle simulator at Johnson
Space Center in Houston.

Discovery is scheduled to blast
off at 7:01 a.m. Sunday with seven
astronauts and more than 5260 million worth of Defense Department
instruments. The crew will work in
non-stop shifts collecting information needed by the Strategic
Defense Initiative office, or SDI,
better known as "Star Wars," to
develop a space-based system for
detecting enemy missiles.

The astronauts were to fly in
space in early March. Their eightday mission was delayed until this
week so workers could replace
metal mechanisms that open and
close two fuel inlet doors on the
orbiter's belly.
NASA was fueling Discovery for
a Tuesday sendoff when a sensor

Flight directors said this shuttle
flight is one of the most complicated because of all the maneuvering required for some tests. In the
trickiest set of experiments, an SDI
spacecraft released from Discover)

BEIRUT, Lebanon (A13 — The
most influential Shiite Muslim cleric in Lebanon, Sheik Mohammed
Hussein Fadlallah, said in remarks
published today that the issue of
the 13 Westerners missing in Lebanon has "reached an advanced
stage of ripeness."
Also today, the leftist Beirut
newspaper As-Safir accused President Bush of banning financial aid
from wealthy nations to Lebanon
pending the release of the Western
hostages.
"I believe that this issue has
reached an advanced stage of ripeness, but it will not be discussed in
Lebanon." Fadlallah said in
answering an interviewer's question on the issue of the Western
hostages.
His remarks coincide with a
three-day visit by Iranian President
Hashemi Rafsanjani to neighhoring
Syria for talks v.ith President Hafee
Assad. Hostages were expected to
be one of the central issues.

Asked whether his remarks
meant a hostage release was not
expected soon. Fadlallah replied:
"In international contacts, months
are equal to reene:es and seconds."
Fadlallah's imersiew was published in the week,y. Al-Nlassirah.
mouthpiece of the right-wing
Christian Lebanese forces militia.
Fadlallah is the reputed mentor
of the pro-lranian Hezbollah. or
Party of God. which is the umbrella for the various factions holding
most of the mlss,ng Westerners.
including six Americans.
The other missing Westerners
are four Britons. two Germans and
an Italian.
U.S. Journalist Terry Anderson.
43. chief Middle East correspondent for The Associated Press, is
the longest-held foreign hostage.
He was kidnapped March 16, 1985.
The As-Safir report quoted an
unidentified ranking Lebanese official saying the Beirut goVernment
hopes that the Syr,r—iranian

that monitors pressure for one of
the three main engines malfunctioned. Mission managers halted
the countdown and had the sensor
and electrical connections replaced.
Engine experts said the sensor
was affected by the fuel's cold
temperature — minus 423 degrees
Fahrenheit. NASA said it was the
first time in shuttle history that the
component failed.
Discovery's voyage 161 miles
above Earth will be the 40th shuttle
flight. It also will be the first of
eight Defense Department shuttle
flights to be unclassified. The Pentagon cited national security. when
it imposed a blackout on the first
seven military missions.
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Listen To This Radio Broadcast
Every Sunday Morning •• 8:00 a.m.
to 8:30 a.m.
WBLN•FM (103.7)

SUBJECT TO BE DISCUSSED:

General
Questions
This radio broadcast is dedicate
d to answering Bible
Questions and responding to Bible Com
ments from listenners ofthe Searching the Scriptures Radi
o Broadcast and
the Searching the Scriptures television
program. If you
have any questions concerning the Word of
God and uould
like to hate them answered on radio, or
TV,then .send them
to

SEARCHING THE SCRIPTURES
P.O. Box 984

Murray, Ky. 42071

NEWS OF THE WORLD
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6 000 people
s n,ce rebels from the
community resumed their
.
last June for an inde
• --:•-e north and east
island republic
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E3,1sh se.

officials...

Tarr

1

tonI'd from page 14
wrote.
weeks ago but only revealed
it last weekend, he said.
"It is our s;rong belief :h..:
PubLly. Baker played down the
Saudi Arabia's participation in tl negotiations with Israel is ihe
importahee of the Saudi position —
wilier: is that an Israeli-Arab peace
pensable for any real peace pro,e,,
conferer,:e should be confined to
to succeed." they said.
partieipaeon by Israel and its
Several offieials reported that :ne
immediate Arab neighbors. And
Baker acknowledged that if Saudi Saudis told them privately they
Arat.a ,jo,ned. a number of other were willing to make COne.:iin.
less :nVolvecl Arab states might toward Israel if the Israelis reeiprowant :o follow and titat could make cated. One suggestion made hy
Baker to both sides, was for
the prxess unwieldy.
the
Saudi
s to stop boycotting internaBut the senators disagreed. Saudi
parti ea:ior. would lend "extraor- tional companies that trade with
dinary weigh.t to the moderate Arab Israel and for the Israelis to recipart.,..nts at the expense of the procate by freeing Palestinian prisradical players in the region," they oners and stopping Jewish settlements in the occupied West Bank
.

Celebrating 145 Years (if
\linistry on

• "."

L.:users
months
allVerSI
The(
consecu
1 1, 28, .
630 to
Richard
Services
at the NI
cover all
Federal
sate Pik
.ourse
room do
nd prol

mit could result in "a joint effort
to close the hostages' file in return
for releasing aid badly needed by
Lebanon.••
Iran has influence on the factions
holding most of the missing Westerners in Lebanon.
Syria, the main power broker in
Lebanon with 40,000 peacekeeping
troops deployed throughout most of
the nation, has been instrumental in
previous hostage releases.
As-Safir quoted the official ;1
saying the Lebanese gosemment
was facing difficulty in obtaining
financial aid as because potential
donors were acting under orders
from President Bush not to help.
Lebanon, heavily damaged by 16
years of civil war. needs at least S2
billion for launching a nationwide
reconstruction campaign.
Oil-rich Arab states of the Persian Gulf, feeling the pinch of the
costly war with Iraq. have failed to
The space shuttle Discovery sits on its laun
donate pledged allocations to the
ching pad at Cape Canaveral, waiting for Sunday morning's sche
Lebanon reconstruction fund.
duled launch of its "Star
1Vars" mission.
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in the mountains near Zakho to
By The Associated Press
persuade them to tell refugees to
come to the new camp in Zakho.
SRI LANKA
Department official will travel
aecording to reporters at the scene
to
-- Gcvernrnent troops shot
next week in an attempt to smoot China
h relaBut the leaders w.ere reluctant to
7amil separatists in two
tions- between the United States and
Beijs,parare
make that decision until they were
ing
U S officials say Robert
northeastern Sri Lan Kimmitt,
.
a
-3ry
n."•oia
under
's sad Saturday At
secretary for political affairs,
convinced all Iraqi police, includis
er.
were k
believed to be the highest-ranking
in a land
ing secret police, had left.
U
7".,
2 o"isials speaking
official to travel to China since Dece S
mber
L
Bush. speaking in an imp.rom:,.
•
rut a: c- ym ty. said trocps
1989 Aside from the M•ddle
East and the
r••
i-d
-amil rebels al
civil war in Cambodia,'Ximrnitt
news conference at ,tie White
will raise
,"•,ar.ar- Lra . nagcr. ,ni -- ortfreavern
U S concerns about human rights
TrincoHouse. said he was ,..ot,fident thal
, nond trit
F•J:-.‘y Three more
proliferation and trade, State Depar
tment
'‘?toc.. s
Saddam would continue to keep
• ‘•-•:: v.`-en they tried to
deputy spokesman Richard Boucher
said
•
s: :. te,s at Sa•t- tarat,4u village.
m,litary forces away from the
Friday U S officials have descr
ibed ties
Triee:—a,ce The soldiers died
with Beijing as a "burdened relati
gee camps in northern Iraq.
onship•
.eas1 1.0 were wounded when
because of a variety of issues, includ
ing
"
'I don't think Saddarn
on a., a- tl personnel mine
concerns over China s human
••••
-age in Trincomalee OF
is dumb enough t(s W arit to ha‘,. .
record two years after the crack rights
down on
otre than
pro
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Fearful refugees•••
,Cont'd from page I
met with Kurdish guerrilla leader,
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Cleric says hostage issue 'ripe'

in

NDERWOOD

MS
cot
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PANAMA
;-re -destroyed rifle
piundered others in
•:•-: ra.r.i.3ed Caribbean coas--- toe:ter of Panama And
'unties said About 200
ev- :.7ridled canoes across
a
•
,
.. • co,.;,,ry from Pana
ma
i.:oses Fr day in the town
r",„ae ro
•
Ins northwest of
•
a C -'d e.e f'-deral National
Civil
(
,,,yere reeorted 11 said the
.
-et froe, s.,pbry shortages
r.aseous earthquake that
bit Monday
ransapked Guabito and
padded their boats back across the Six
a•oa R der to Costa Rica while author'
t.es tattled to control a blaze in the
the
tcwn s central shopping area Hinde
red
ty a water system damaged in the
quake firefighteri took four hours to put
out ti:Jrnes that leveled nine Guablo
stores said Amiicar Viliareal. the lire
department spokesmen in nearby Changu.nola He sad no one was injured The
o se rec; stered 7 4 on the Richter
soale
89 people — 57 in Costa
▪
a- d
--- Panama It left hundreds
wo,rided 4-.1 thousands homel
ess,
-c
LI: in Costa Rica
NORTHERN

FOUNDER'S DAY
MAY 5, 1991

IRELAND

Brian and Ireland have
to suspend their consultations
T.-hey! Irela-d to make way for
.-cty talks that begin in Belfast next
e- e future of tr.e troubled British
'..crthern Ireland Secretary
-.•e the Cabinet member
'or the province, and Irish
ter Gerard Collins called
•
,•• a historic opportunity
London on Friday In
Sinn Fein. the legal
• outlawed IRA, sad
exclusion from the
Sinn Fein vice ores'
-ess said in a plate
'due to commence on
e prospect of a per
' • ioe'u•
we would wet
e added "The fact
,• we nave br-i- evoluded is in
our
undemocra. -_. and a fundamental
flaw which militates against the possib
ility of a permanent solution emerging from
these discussions

10:45a.m. - Worship Ser
vice

Guest Speaker: Dr. Gars Cook
Vice -President tot Church Pr' ram
and Services
Baptist Sunday School Board

12:00 Noon

Dinner on the Ground

CHINA

1:30 p.m.

— A h

"Some Golden Daybreak"
Presented by Saints Alive Choir

ran•.rg State

-democracy demonstrators at Tiena
nmen Square Other stick
ing points
include China's alleged abuse
s in Tibet
and allegations in the U S Congr
ess that
some Chinese exports are
the products
of forced labor There is stron
g support in
the Congress for redoiring
trade prid!I•eges from C:na because of
perseiaed
rights abuses The sentiment for taking
action against China has also incre
ased
because of the burgeoning U
S trade
deficit with Beijing. which reached,
110 4
billion last year

PA141.1LitiJOM — A delegation'of excit
ed
South Korean legislators cross
ed
border today to visit archrival North the
Kore
a, the first such visit in 46 years
and a
Move seen as a possible step
toward
reunification The trip comes only a week
after Soviet President Mikhail S Gorba
chev visited South Korea for summit
with President Roh Tee woo Gorba talks
chev
and Roh pledged joint efforts to encou
r
age Moscow-backed North Korea to open
its doors The delegation s leade
r. Park
ChUng-soo, said the group hopes
to see
North Korean Communist leader
Kim II
Sung and convey a message from
Roh
asking for summit talks with 'Kim as sc,or
as possible

JAPAN
TOKYO — Two handmade rocke
ts were
fired IMO the Osaka office of
the Obay
ash, Corp , a major general contr
actor
involved in building a controversial
air
port in the western port city, police
said
today The rockets Friday night
shatt
the windows on the 28th and 26th ered
floors
of the 33 floor building that
includes
Obayashi s offices, but no one was hurt
police said No one claimed respon
sibili
t,y, but police said they suspect the
attack
was linked to the plan to build Kansa
i
International Airport on a
manmade
island in Osaka harbor

PERU
LIMA -- Leftist rebels on Friday
bombed
a think tank with government conne
ctions
in Lima. and clashes between
rebels sol
diers and peasants claimed at least
31
lives in the southeast Andes
The vio
lence — which included an
unconfirmed
report of an attack On the U S
Consulate
came a day after rebels dynam
ited 40
bank branches in attacks throu
ghout the
capital In the capital witnesses
told The
Associated Press that a
cas
In rlitbuo
temib
r
exploded Friday night outside the
offices
of the Liberty and Democracy
the commercial district of Mirafl
ores
institute is aiding the go4ernment in The
draft

mg a drug agreement to be
month with the United Statessigned next

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
203 S. 4th St.

This program is supported by the

GREEN PLAIN CHURCH OF CHRIST

Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage

Fustvim lastsforever

6th & Main

753-0489
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MSU sponsors
course during
May, June

YOUR HOROSCOPE

Cosmonauts take
3 1/2 hour spacewalk
examine faulty antenna

28. 1991

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF
R LIFE:

-Private
prec lam e ot sour Mort,. A suggesPilot Ground/Study
tion In MI a relan‘e or friend pro% es
Course.- a non-credit community'
our talent and perse%
e make quite helpf ul Repa% a fa'. or.
;:ourse sponsored by Murray State
you a leader. A sudden \k Mdtal Of
\ IRGO i Aug. 21-Sept. 221:
L mersay, will be offered during the new
in estmen
unpro%C i.ur \A at, h %%hat %ou ,a% and curb a ten
months of May and June on the financial situat ut
in. September finds
he e%tra% agant. Mawr busi.dniversity campus.
you pondering a mator change on the ness transac ti*ttis
shi mkt he p<istponed
The course will be held on seven domestic scene. Ri imam e comes
until I, in), urn iv. An ilder relatRe's
consecutive Tuesday nights - May 14, swiftl% and une\pei.tedl iii Decem
inan. e• ...I'me up during a 1,111111,
21, 28, June 4, 11. 18 and 25- from
her. Tend to a IN itential health pri
•
6:30 to 8:30 p.m. Conducted by lem before it gets out (it hand \n ni
1.11t14 Sept. 21-00. 22i: Not a
Richard Erskine, CFI-CFFII Aircraft portant partnership can he stren2th
risks real estate deals. A
Services of Murray, flight instructor ened in earl% 1002. F i nd "Lit cch.
...Lau instill) that appeared to he fadat the Murray airport, the course will 'me(' one reall% %%ants in the long jr1:1 could come to lite again Promises of truant. al support ma% not he
over all subjects required to take the run.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON. fuddled.
Federal Aviation Administration PriRel% on %ourselt.
THIS DA-FE: Loinolian Jo% Left,.
SCORPIO ,Oct 21-\o'.. 21r
‘ate Pilot
written examination. The
,ourse w ill consist of lectures, class-

70orr, discussion, video presentations
.and progress tests in the following
areas: introduction to airplane and
aerod)narnics, airplane performance,
airplane instruments,engines and per'ormance. airports and air traffic
control, v.eight and balance, weather,
Federal Aviation regulations and na% igation.
The fee for the course is S40 plus
pphos. For more information. call
-4 59 or I -800-669-7654 outside
a> County

Doctors have

new theory behind
Mona Lisa's smile
LYON. France (AP) - Two
doctors searching for the cause of
Mona Lisa's enigmatic smile said
Thursday they are convinced the
person who posed for the portrait
suffered from muscular atrophy on
the right side of the body.
Dr. Jean-Jacques Comtet, a hand
surgeon, and Dr. Henri Greppo, a
joint specialist, worked with sculptor Main Roche to reach their
conclusion.
Their effort, in which Roche
made a marble bust of Mona Lisa
for study by the doctors, is the latest in a series of attempts to dissect
the mystery behind the famous portrait hanging in the Louvre
museum in Paris.
Others have speculated that the
person who posed for the Mona
Lisa suffered facial paralysis or
was schizophrenic. Others have
suggested the model was a man.
Some even say the painting by
Leonardo de Vinci is a selfportrait.
Comtet and Greppo told a news
conference in Lyon that upon examining the bust they discovered
swelling in the right hand, which
could be due to a cramped or atrophied muscle. They said the limp
right hand is supported by the firm
left.
They said many doctors who
observed the bust also concluded
that the Mona Lisa model may
have suffered from atrophy.

SecretarN ot State Lillie. A. Rak er
III. actress Ann - 'Margaret. Iraq's
Saddam Hussein.
ARIES \lard) 21- April 10,
Attending a speL al reunion will put
ou in an upbeat mood. Get together
with someone %
usual l. see oiil:.
during working hours. the Sunda \
papers ci mid gi% e
nc‘k emploc,
men! ideas.
TAURUS Apnl 21)-Ma%
home entertainment holds specia l
appeal toda%. lanut the amount or
money %ou spend. 1-amil% member
will he glad to gi.e in a helping.
hand. Diplotnae% helps bridge the
generation gap'
GEMINii Ma 21 -June 211, 1.1,'“:
goes hand-in-hand v. ith underst and mg now . A famil% member w illc ham pion y our cause. Be eandid ith older
relato.es. It %ou un% ell %our longrange plans. someone ma% otter financial help.
CANCER (June 21 -Ink 22.\
good da% Ii ir paperwork and nral,Ill.:11
tasks. Demand e clusi. \ in a c Ur rent romance. (jetting tigetlic.t
one or two cherished friends ci\
%ou a fresh perspecti%e
LEO iJul% 2 -\ug. 2.21 A lecture
strikes home Yoii re' ii'. e iihreak
had habit. Fanul% memhers ale ap-

MOSCOW (AP) - Two Soviet
cosmonauts on Friday went on the
fourth spacewalk of their mission
to inspect a faulty antenna on a scientific research module of the Mir
space station, Tass reported.
Viktor Afanasicv and Musa
Manarov spent 31/2 hours in space,
starting shortly before midnight
Thursday, the official news agency
said. The antenna is thought to be
the cause of docking problems on a
cargo spacecraft a month ago.
The cosmonauts installed an
experimental thermo-mechanical
joint, and later removed it. In the
future, such joints will be used to
add large modules to the space
station.
They also removed samples of
structural materials that had been
exposed to space for a long time,
and re-attached a television camera
used in geophysical research, Tass
said.

Laree gatherings are hest ..a%iuded
\ Lund memher could foist
e tra responsibilities on %our shoulders Do nu it hesitate to ask tor a
icprie.e. Keep an% poimises you
make to small tr
S AGITI \RIt S
22-Dec.
21 \ cud da% to think about the
I inure and rut- long-term goals.
Welcome the'. ic".%s of our mate and
her tannl% members. -Eriendl%
c4unpention "
n miance is not as
PRI(
N Dec. 22-Jan. 191:
sharing spiritual e‘perience will
bring %on and niatt, cliser. \lake
amends to someone %ou may ha% e
slighted reeentl% A bouquet or ho‘
ot '.and % could do more than words.
1.(,)( ARIUS Ilan. 21)-Feb. Ir
Si imeone who is energetie and orcetul has great appeal for %ou now.
Protect %our position. Thinking logicall% ill help %km a% old an embarrassing situan‘M. Romantic emotions
ma% run high tonight.
PISCES Feb. I 0- \larch 201:
Dunk and act In a more posin% e
manner' Clear reasoning w ill help
>On emerge triumphant from a ditticult situation Look tor opportunities
t,.
\ our social horytons.

vioNI)
H \ITN HMI

\F.I

1 HE

FR Of NM 14 LIFE:

Patience and Illph Ii al ,Ire
Int
strongest assets. ket use ti I he rushed
into making a 0/MI1111111CM 111 .\ u guq.Genen iris and sincere. \ tql sultile
times put %our trust in the kkronz
people. Protect %our legal rights h.
listening tot:wen ad% ice in 00,1her
A partnership eni y,c s in• ire aluahle
as'.'. inter appn ,aches. n% est in a small
business it the iippimunit% arisys
Romance w ill gi% e %ou better in
derstandmg of %% hat %on \\ ant tr.qn
lite nerl Januar\ .

CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS D ATE: actresses \Lchelle

Men's or Women's
2-pc. Matching
Suits

Your Winter
Clothes This
Summer

HOURS:
Mon -Fri. 6:30 am -6 p.m
Sat. 6:30 a.m.-2 p.m.

H A i I liii.

i heir

Or Call for More
Information

Professional Dry Cleaning
That's A Step Above The Ordinary

411.I u.i. ti' a Nrek.lai

grand entrance at a
\ IR( 1 I

\

21-Sept. 221: \
helps %ou
eloser to .1 long -sought goal. Your
salesmanship could make %ou a legend in \i lirr /V.• 1111111e II e romance
another chance. It is time to torgi% e a
mistake.
LIBR Sept.Ai
2 LOt.t. 22.Sortiere..iu.'p'.'

thong

i /Ill e '
,LA:Med 11111,
1 1,,Ible

now looks highl% likel%. A speculacnture make'a hig '.tit terence
\ off tInaIlLe‘. N ou and sour mate
bring each idler luck' W iirk together
as a team.
SCORPIO Oc t 2 ;- No%. 21 •
N
reLC1\ C some special it
ormani
t se It \Ansel \
VU111I1:1 all ol oUrLard,on the table
N.1
/
4 ill ‘‘ iii‘ou
second chance. 'awl.
cu nil identl% to the t uture. Romance
deepens
SM:ITTARIUS
22-Dec.
21, Approach Lund% members in
the spirit of lii%e and understanding.
)1.1 ma% Vs in them IA er Iii noukt ‘4,,,1
lit thinking. Set no terms_ A gi%
and-take attitude.'. ill cement a promising relationship.
C.APRICORNI Dec. 22-Jar:i...IOu
\Ithi.ughe er%htkl. appears triendl%
and coopetati% e. %ou cannot he l'ef fain th at 011 u.s ill obtain the
results
Cktil
MCIre up into %our

Get $5 Free long distance service from US Sprint
with any $5 Hallmark purchase.
Even if you're not a Sprint customer.
This year, your Mother's Day could have a special ring to it. Here'
s all vou

have to do.
• Just make any $5.00 Hallmark purchase at a participating store and pick
up your special redemption envelope. Mail it to Hallmark with proof of
your purchase and, in a few weeks, you'll receive your S3.00 Certificate
from US Sprint good for long distance service.
• If you're a Sprint customer, go ahead an make N'our long distance call(s
)
as you normally would.
• If you're not a Sprint customer, you can still access the nationwide
,
crystal-clear fiber-optic network by dialing 10333, then 1 plus the area
COde and telephone number. This call ‘von't affect your normal long
distance service in any way.
• The cost of your call(s) will appear on your regular phone bill. Enclo
se
the 55.00 Certificate when you pay that bill and it will be applied just
like cash.
This offer is limited to one per household and %'our purchase must
be
made by Mother's Day, Nlay 12. So, visit your participating Hallmark
store
today. If you have questions, call 1-800-736-1138.

.AQUARIUS iJan.

20-1-eb. 181:
i mm our toes. Someone .'1 %.% ho
lacks %our scruples could try to decei% e nuiu. Pan more attention to joint
incestments and tat. mat 1%11. Re‘clations abound' tonight
Better da% s he lust ahead!
Feb_ 10-Marc h
Put
.1 hi:: 'oh aside and tackle those little
,,ne. Out ha%e been piling up A
relati% e could he dill it.'duo get along
ith now 1.unit
spending and build sa.
Nta‘

US Sprint
II ,
\ \I

I

Only at this Hallmark retailer
Murray

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For Your tomenience Now Oilers

p
UPS Pick-Up
mi.

Daily Monday - Friday
Ship Weekly & Sa%e money
d.m.• 8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.- 7 p.m. Sun I.

(41 'S.

1/1$mpic Plata

Readmore Book-n-Card
Chestnut Hills Sh Ctr
759-9758

UPS

p.m.
753.2380
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Let Us Store
Drive-In Location
Central Center
753-9525
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TOD ‘Y'S CHILDREN are L1111441,. well-read and ambitious'()lien amhidecrous. these 1 aureans loci. to kit. things with their hands. I hen
ha‘e
tremendous energ% and dri% e hut ma% ItAill Inunfe iii si.'. eral directions
at one
time. Their triendi%. 01.1112011* Manner helps these children get ahead in
both
school and business 1 heir peers are %\ illume ti i ;21‘ .111111,
;u.sIth then- le‘ cnn
presented ideas
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Magazine praises
Krystal commercials;
parents not sure
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TODAV'S CHILDREN are torthr chin. arnhitii ius and imagmati.e. Bright
colors and % el% 1111.1,1. stimulate these :,, ,,un:sters. ;Jean%
it% . The% will
enjoy .de...orating their ow n rilotns and w Ii w ant to frame their
paintings.
Learning omit:,easil \ to these I Jut eau,. I hie I it. e ti ,
read. Pu/iles and
mu del kits make e client gitts
these.
\ career in engineering.
teaching of Meths. tie
lid
.IppC,11

Pk:lifer and Celeste Holm. coacii
George Allen. conductor In bin
\tehta
.ARIES i \Lira 21- \pril
Financial matters continue II, dorm.
nate our thoughts Si imeone cot'
thought Was i quint:n(1mA% betr%inc
to pull a fast one. Stick to pro le,is
you can handle alone.
T.AURUS (April 20-‘1.1% 2104. A
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. (AP) Lund% meinNr's erratic hcha
ior
- A bizarre series of fast-food ma% he ditticult to understand Isc.
restaurant commercials starring a reasomntoe\tricate%ourselttn‘111.1
disembodied, talking head named stick% situation. Concentrate on one
Bob is getting raves from the! thing at a tune 1 eattlW irk will pro% e
sanst% mg.
advertising industry.
GEMINI I \Li. 21 -June 241 ,
But ,some parents have complained to the Krystal Co. that Bob Throw ay. a% outdated ideas Start
is appearing offscreen in their something new toWi 14 unemakers
dISCO\ er ‘ka
to make 'none% trom
children's nightmares.
their
creati% e and artistic skills.
Krystal, known for its tiny Kryspotential lu.e interest
tal hamburger, has 236 restaurants Approach a momen
t'
11%e for the
in Alabama, Florida, Georgia, MisCANCER dune 2 I -Jul'. 221: You
sissippi and Tennessee. All but are better at e pressing %oursel
f 11qr,k
four are operated by the company, A telephone call to a traend could
making Krystal the nation's largest lead to new business Ira'.el goes
privately owned restaurant chain.
hand -in hand'.'. ithroinan)..e It single.
In the TV ads, Bob the talking %ou gice mOre- and morct thought to
marriage.
head extols the virtues of the
1.1.:0 1.411\ 2 L -\ug 22 1. \ ne,A
restaurant chain while perched in a
variety of locales, including a pick- relationship helps %ou open pr'.'. !up truck bed, a front lawn, a hen- oust% closed doors Financial gams
result from a special encounter. M ate
house and a Krystal grill.

The commercials end with the
tagline: "Head to Krystal."
Advertising Age magazine gives
the new television ad campaign,
developed by Bloom FCA of Dallas, three out of a possible four
stars in its current issue.
"It's all very bizarre and ... marginally offensive," Bob Garfield
wrote in Advertising Age. "But the
outlandishness is sure to capture
the imagination of the teen-age
target audience."
But Krystal officials report some
parents have complained that the
campaign, which began airing earlier this month in some markets, is
frightening their children.
"It wasn't intended to be scary.
It was intended more as a fantasy
character," Krystal spokesman
Mark Williams said.
Williams said the criticisms have
been few and Bob soon will be
seen in most of Krystal's market
areas.
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Letters to the editor

Rankling rankness in the rankings

Park director thanks groups
for their help in landscaping

"Rank" is an ambiguous word.
-Rank" Most often ir.dicates levels
of distinctiveness in a series.
Military rank, university faa..
rank, athleti6 team rank, and pop
music chart rank are good examples
All sorts of Top Ten lists make
interesting rankings boxes for newspapers and maga/ales: Ten Bes:
Dress. Ten Se x ieat. Ten Best Places to
Live. Ten Worst Dressed, Ten O..:
07'
standing Young N1.;:: of America.,T,......
Best Restaurants.
The normal fun.. no: of rank is to
set apart selected e\mp:es
or: of authoriat:Ne sta.ndards
or
s
any fed on uri.:uas or. In onie
rank
:
Deu',eau:or-as . ith hundreds
y"
.••
• nd rea,:aaca....one la happy
t1.1,
:u flaw en.Corantariantems as a Top
and
len guide to :he most important.
rank :. b..•
Ranking. of
is a form of
elitism. It is awn:
that, even in
a democracy. all:: • es ,. :re not equal.
is an attempt to : ..: actaats by w hial:
,femocracy can
pursue
±.:oals. The democ%n.,
of hap" 70•S depends ,a•
ai
--..",s:ags of happthuss :
interplay on ar..us and
•. a'alusis one sour.:e U. Inc
the word.
Another ar.'..n:g.u.:‘
:n tne
ord s secor.d deliMtion. As an
rani:. means sorne'.-.:
:
ng. over-r:be. or dn.:anti-:a:a,

Dear Editor:
On behalf of the Murray-Calloway County Parks
I
this opportunity to commend two local organizati would like to take
ons. The Ky-Barkley
Bass.N Gals & Bass Ladies, and The Farm
Bureau Auxiliary.
The contribution they made toward landscapin
g the new sign area on
Chestnut Street is commendable. The shrubs and
trees they donated adds
tremendously to the parks beauty.
Again we thank your organization's for it's civic
pride and interest in
the park and look forward to working with
you in the future.
Gary P. Hohman, Murray-Calloway Co. Park Direc
tor
P.O. Box 224 Murray. Ky. 42071

CIV thanks community after
successful 'Springtime' event
Dear Editor:
The Community Improvement Volunteers
want to thank frieads of Murray and Calloway County for their support
and participation in the Springtime in the Park Festival. Even though it was a
not keep people away. We had a good crow cool and cloudy ‘1.1. it did
d who enjoyed themselses in
spite of the weather.
Proceeds from the festival will be used for
beautification and improvements in the parks and the city. Many indiv
iduals, clubs and oriaaniaations
volunteered their time, talents, and funds to make
this festival a success.
Local businesses that offered special event
s to the community during
the month long activities were: John Hopk
ins at Cheri Theatre. Jackie
Weatherford at Far Lands Travel Agency,
Jerlene and Jimmy Sullivan at
Sa.:ivan's Gold and Sports Center, Ron Efing
er
Charles Bell and Roy Hammond of Murray Memoof Shoney's Restaurant.
rial Gardens. and Rob
Staafa of Rolling Hills Nursery.
WKMS-FM, WSJP/WBLN, W'NBS - Chann
el 46. and the Murray
L.';':;or and Times did an outstanding .:ob.
We are gratefal to every one that worked with us
daring the month :on

,

:

decide which
rar.kings
!_::::errnan has
.. snow, hut
comeds. A
mos:
.7:en.
....on from..

a:aka:a of the
aurno •.e:1 more
cc th:5
Ltt

:

eola „a: a.meath
Z -z..;()hiaher
NCAA
:07".••

Jo Berson. Community Improvement Volunteers
Murray. KY

Television onslaught has begun

WKMS appreciates donors
Dear Editor:
In honor of Volunteers Week, April 21 through
the 27. WKMS would
like to thank your readers who helped 91.3
FM during its "Pledging
O'The Green - Spring Fundraiser' last mont
h.
the Four Rivers Region volunteered time to answeOver ninety people from
out for pledges, to record interviews about WKM r pledge phones. to callS programming, to write
and perform humorous pledge messages.
or to donate things like a tn -.
free long distance telephone line or FACS servi
ce or food for earls morning volunteers. Without Friends like you all.
WKMS would not be celebrating 21 years of broadcasting quality Natio
nal Public Radio news and
information. classical, jazz, and folk and blueg
rass music to the five states
of our region.
This second fundraiser of the WKMS '90/.91
the first day of spring after six days of on-ai fiscal year concluded on
r pledging with 800 Friends
:omit:ling their financial support to the stati
on. Now, a month late7.
WKMS record indicates 834 Friends have
pledged a total of nearly
S31),200. Thank you for your loyal listening,
your pledges. and your
enthasiastic volunteerism.
Janet R. Kenney. WKMS station mana ger
Murray tate University. Murray KY 42071

for one or .:7".

"

P.•;:..",'•

.

muIn

..,..estion now is whether
\\,;:kinson, who forgo: aho..:
rei;:stcred
-In Cu We
on the
.
.aai. Larry llopkin,
l'Orgy at e‘ery-o4or:..n:ty. He also a‘oids ta1;sing about
ansthing remotely controversial or
sabstaritive, a front-runners tactic
that sometimes backfires when people
being wondering if the candidates had
any substance.
Of course. before it's oyer. well be
nuaring about some on al: of these
.. h:ngs on television.
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From The Kentucky
Post:
.
a notable csent, and the one-year anniv
ersary'
ation Reform Act of 1990 celebrated (rece
ntly) is no

Fire & Rescue Squad thanks
those helping in fundraiser

bC:eVe that (about) a year
ago
• refor7""., of its system of public educa ... the Commonwealth's
tion became law. Yet, the
of Ef..
and educators throughout the state have
been
e :he firs: s:eps toward implementing
various facets of the plan.
:the preschool program for 4-year-olds
boasts an enrollment of
aan far:10 stadents. The
extended services program is affording
s'aderas rn ail grade levels. Poorer
districts arc
ol funds. Some schools are exploring benefiting from a
the challenges of
: ba:::agernent. a concept which place
s decision making in the
of teachers, parents and the school
ams develop at different rates, the imple principal.
mentation of the
Y
,aar
a with varying, degrees of speed. And
no one should
.inue the plan was designed to be phase
d in over a period of
not overnight. Aspects of the reforms
also may' need to be
.are that the best possible plan is in
place to give our childaa.sit;:e education.
;ria Leads to instill in us a desir
e to
....a darnand of Kentucky's education see instant results. To
reform plan would be
KERA needs a chance to succeed. Kentu
ckians can do.
•,
that happens by keeping a patient and
watchful eye
ra...
',nay unfold, by speaking out when chang
e is needed
• 17.g s,,pport when the programs
go well.
7

Dear Editor:
The Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squa
d woulkl like to thank eery one who has contributed to our annual fundraiser.
This once a year oN•ent will still be going on for
about
Representative will be at the CCFR fire station today another month.,
from
10 a.m. to 9 p.m. and Sunday from noon to 9 p.m.
no star: laking the first
group of pictures.
If you nave not been contacted for a scheduled
appointment. please call -753-4112 at the times --and date listed for assistance
. Please do not call our
emergency number as this could preven: some
one from being itble to call
for emergency assistance.
Mike Sykes. Information Officer
Calloway: County Fire & Rescue Squad

Today In History
Today is Saturday. April 27. the I1,n day
19'a I. There are 248 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Two hundred years ago, on April 27, 1791,
the inventor of the telegraph. Samuel Morse. was born in Charl
estown. Mass. :
On this date:
In 1509, Pope Julius II excommunicated the
In 1521. Portuguese explorer Ferdinand Magel Italian state of Venice.
lan was killed by natives
in the Philippines.
In 1805, a force led by U.S. Marines captured
the city of Derna, on the
shores of Tripoli.
Today's Birthdays: "Woody Woodpecker- creator Waite
r Lantz Is 91.
Actor Jack Klugman is 69. Civil sights activist Coret
ta Scott King is 64.
Actress Anouk Aimee is 59. Actress Sandy Dennis is
54. CBS News Correspondent Phil Jones is 54. Actress Judy Came is
52. Opera singer Judith
Blegen is 50. Pop singer Sheena Faston is 32.i
Thought for Today: "The trouble with our age is all signp
osts -and no
destination... -- Louis Kronenberger. American autho
r (1904-1980).
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take what is being ranked very seriously'.
All privates are as important as
generals. All teachers are as important
as tenured full professors paid by
endowed chairs. All young people are
as precious as the valedictorians and
homecoming queens. All citizens are
as vital as their elected and appointed
representatives. All juries are as crucial as any Supreme Court. All widow's mites are as big as any church
member's tithe. All education ranks
above ignorance any time.
Who wants to be told that they can
only watch those movies which win
Academy- Awards. listen only to
in.:sic which wins Grammies, attend
only plays which win Tonnes. slew
only television shows which win
Emmies,or marry only beauty contest
winners or Phi Beta Kappas?
Ranks indeed are sometimes useful
for shorthand guides and for models.
They make good motivators, too.
sometimes,too. they- define authority.
They also are sometimes fun for
humorous relief. But we often take
them far too seriously. We forget that
there are intentions and bigger pictures and live. humans behind the
rankings, and that intention. achievement. and human beings are not
reducible to rankings.
Let rankers beware. lest rank:ngs
become rank W. ith over-sin:pia:a:ions
and rankle with misleading irrnplicaaoas. And let readers and quiaiers of
beware as well, !,.!st we
and pass :Agments Ilk 11
..nranked

Looking back
Mr, Ma -1'.•a Tab„ --Ten pears ago
a: d C rr,,!r
of Murray Bass Club
Fishing Toarnament out of Kenlake 9(ith
Marina are Don Curd, Gary Mar- h
Ni7
quardt. Don'. E. Jones, Eddie Rollins and Paul Nlaggard.
dip _sears .:agn
Reita Marie Ladd and Charles
Eiabay s:niXs from s:x
Edwin Robinson were married
high s;.:•.-•:,
April 11 at Herndon United 4..asnn Gre. Almo. New
Methodist Church. Herndon.
and Faxon.
receive :heir
Tent- years ago
mas as a symhol of h,sh s..
Sgt. James Gamble. son of Mr. graduation
the nest la..
and Mrs. Edmond Gamble, is serv- weeks. a:...c,rd:ng to offi:.e
(,1
ing with the Armed Foreces in Sai- loway Conty
S
gon, South Vietnam.
Superinite:Ca
An amount of S50,000 in state
Bernard Bed. Jarr.CS Lmer IL:funds has been approved for the son. Charles Delmar
building of a new Murray Voca- Wesley Redden, Palmer (ul.
r-eprer
tional Extension Center on Murray and James R. Williams
left :or
High School campus.
induction in Armed Fors on
April 22.
Thirty years ago
A May Day Band Festival on
Ground ,has been broken for a
May
1 at Murray High School stamarried housing development at
dium
will open a drive to secure
Murray State College. This is the
S275 or more for new uniforms for
fourth major building program now
members of Murray High School
in progress on the MSC campus.
Band. according to Music Director
Births reported include a boy to
Harlan K. Inglis.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Maxey, April
Mary Sue Rose, daughter of Mr.
7.
and Mrs. Cary Rose of Almo, repForty years ago
resented Calloway County at the
First Li Tassanilla Hopson, son
State Spelling Bee held during
of Mr. and Mrs. Hood Hopson, has
Kentucky Education Association
been assigned to duty at Bolling
meeting at Louisville. She was
Air Force Base, Washington, D.C.
accompanied by two of her teach-

'-!r and Mrs. diaries Baugh.
•..
this week include
, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Ar.: 16. and a boy to Mr.
• • Mr, Pat Thompson. April 23.
C„:ford NIL:gin. Mr. and
Mr!, E. s Di4aid Jr.. Bill Pogue
:
Washburn represented
Co,:n:y at annual Conven• Am.:rican National Red
ap7I; 21-24 at Washing!) c.
M - and Mrs. Earl Adams and
.:•
Barbara Lue, of MierInd.. were the recent
e a. of relatives.
s17. Fannie Nold NIcElrath was
f
red April 15 on her 90th birth_ a. an a dinner held at the home of
,on. Dr. Hugh NIcElrath and
Mrs. NIcElrath.
Mrs. Carmon Parks, Mrs. Make
Erwin, Mrs. Wiley Parker and Mrs.
Ina Dunn Nesbitt are new officers
of Hazel High School Unit of
Parent-Teacher Association.

Murray's new post office and
federal building will face toward
the west v,ith the main entrance on
South Fourth Street, according to a
letter received by Postmaster M.L.
Whitnell from the acting architect
of the treasury- department.
G.B. Scott, manager of Murray
Milk Products Co., attended a special meeting of Milk Manufacturers
and American Dry- Milk Institute
held at Chicago, III.
Graduates of West Kentucky
Bible School at Murray at the session closing April 23 were Carroll
Hubbard of Shady Grove. John
Flynn of Paducah and J.O. Coltharp of Pilot Oak.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Claud
Andrews and two small children of
new Brandon's Mill was destroyed
by fire on April 17 while the family was in the field working their
crops.
Marriages announced this week
include Lora Lassiter to Chester
Willis, April 18.
Sixty years ago
Births reported this week include
Dr. Rainey T. Wells, president of a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Caleb Parks.
Murray State College, made his a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. P.T. Thompformal announcement of his candi- son and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs.
dacy for Democratic nomination Elvie Philli
ps, April 20.
for governor of Kentucky, subject
Herbert Young has been named
to state convention at Lexington on as distributo
r of Shell Oil Products
May 12.
in Calloway County.
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DR
. GMT
by Peter Gott, MI)

Fourth graders proudly display their finished
project.

Students learn the "how-to's" of constructing birdh
ouses. Pictured
from left are: Anita Smith, Markise Foster, Andre
Stalls, Terry Hart
a
of Murray Lumber and Johnathan Cr:nes.

Fourth graders construct bird houses
When spring came, Murray
Elementary fourth grade students
were ready. Through a partnership
with Murray Lumber, Bank of
Murray and Carter Elementary, the
fourth grade stufdents have made
bluebird houses, learned about
fractions and carpentry, learned
about bluebirds, and have recycled
enough to pay for their birdhouses.
Terry' Hart of Murray Lumber,
worked with the students on the
math and carpentry skills necessary
to construct the birdhouses. He and
volunteer Frank Ryan cut the
pieces for the one hundred houses.
Jane Stokes, Bank of Murray, spent
a day with the students telling them
about bluebirds, their habits, where
to place the houses and how to care
for them.
With some parental help, each
student built his/her own bluebird
house at school. Their mission for

Teacher Faye Beyer is pictured with Drew Thompson and Tre‘or
Per inc as they discuss the project of building birdhouses.

Post office wants
to know why FBI
investigated letter
to Gorbachev

the spring and summer is to record
how many bluebirds come to their
houses and to do their best to make
conditions right to encourage more
bluebirds to come.
Two fourth grade studen:s. Tracy
Pervine and Drew Thompson,
developed a science fair project
from what they learned about bluebirds. Their project earned a superiOr at the Murray State University
Science Fair held April 13.
This partnership undertaking
with Murray Lumber Company and
the Bank of Murray is an excellent
example of the way schoolbusiness partnerships make education come alive for students. The
instructional program for the entire
system is enhanced by the many
activities of the partnership programs of which Murray City Schools
participate.

DEAR DR GOTT After being diagnosed as having irritable bowel
syndrome, I now find I have diverticulosis Should I avoid a high-fiber diet.
and if so what foods are specifically
to be avoided"
DEAR READER Diverticulosis.
the presence of little sacs in the lining
of the large intestine, is a comm
on
condition that affects many middle
aged and elderly people The condition is probably caused by poor bowel
practices (such as straining and not
evacuating when the urge is present)
However, it is not harmful to health
and, ordinarily. causes no sympt
oms
Treatment includes bowel training.
the avoidance of fruits with small
seeds that can become wedged in the
sacs. causing infection), and the use of
roughage to stimulate evacuation
Irritable bowel syndrome, by contrast, is marked by bowel irregu
larity. probably related to tension, stress
and anxiety. Diet usually does not affect irritable bowel syndrome, although some patieriTs diScover that
certain foods
such as spices and
fats
may aggravate the constipation or diarrhea; that characterizes
the condition
Rather than paying a lot of attention to your diet
with resultant
stress and worry
you'll probably be
most comfortable eating a regular
Well-balanced diet that contains fiber
in the form of fresh fruit salads and
cereal grains If certain foods give
you abdominal distress or bowel difficulties, you can certainly modify your
diet accordingly I doubt you need to
eat supplemental fiber, such as bran.
for diverticulosis. but this material
should not, in theory, affect your irritable bowel.
Many patients with these two disorders have found that psyllium compounds. such as Metamucil improve
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AMERICA'S TECHN

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — The
FBI wanted to know why Joe Lee
was writing to Soviet President
Mikhail S. Gorbachev. Now the
U.S. Postal Service wants to know
what business the FBI had in
asking.
Lee, who is a longtime celebrity
autograph collector, sent a letter
last winter to the Soviet president
and asked for a signed photograph.
On Tuesday, the FBI showed up
at his doorstep.
"They showed me their badges
and said. 'We're with the FBI. Can
we come in. please?"' said Lee.
2, a courier service dispatcher.
'Th;y were very polite, very
nice. But they got right to the
point.- Lee said. They said they
had reason to believe Lee had been
in contact with someone in China
or the Soviet Union.
Lee then simpl-y showed him his
albums ft,!1 of Signed pictures from
•h celebrities as Elizabeth Tay.. r, former pro football star Joe
Theismann. Sen. Edward Kennedy
and Vice President Dan Quayle.
"I must have done a good job of
convincing them because they
didn't take me in," Lee said.
He said the agents told him the
inquiry AA routine. But a query
Wednesday from a reporter for The
Indianapolis Star about the FBI visit raised the curiosity of local postal inspectors. who wanted to know
why :he autograph hound was
hounded.
"In fact. the inspection service
is concerned that omethtrig was
happening there that shouldn't be.
and (inspectors said) that we
should advise this customer that we
would look into this." said U.S.
Postal Service spokesman John
Henry..
. Henry said government agencies
'may monitor mail only when there
is evidence of criminal activity.
But in Washington, FBI spokesman
Stephen Nlarkardt said the agency
routinely investigates reports of
mail going to certain foreign
destinations.
"We attempt to contact any
American who might be in contact
with an official of a country which
is potentially hostile to the U.S.,"
said Markardt.
Lee, who began collecting autographed pictures when he worked
as a busboy at a downtown restaurant while in high school, doesn't
plan to pursue a complaint, but he
wants to avoid future visits from
federal agents.
"I don't think I'm sending any
more letters outside the United
States," Lee said. "Maybe Canada.
but that's as far as we're going."
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GARLAND'S
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PAINTING
Phone 753-8823
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Give.
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American Heart
Association
t
—75

Radio Shack Makes It
Easy to Fly American.
And Save!

GREAT American VACATION
Save Up to

1•
AP__7

420

-

SALE!
4 DAYS
ONLY!

Excursion Coach Class Tickets
Off the Purchase of RoundtriP
American Eagle'
When You Fly American Airlines - or
Las Vegas•Phoenix
in To Miami•San Diego•
Conti
guous 48 States
Anyw
the
here
in
. . . or
purchases
Certificates with qualifying Radio Shack
I Earn GREAT Amencan VACATION

Receipts'
2 Save your Radio Shack
American VACATION Order Form Envelope
3 Ask for a GREAT

VACATION Offer good at
4 GREAT American
.
-

Hurry In! Sale En

ds Tuesday 4/3
0/91

200-Channel Handheld
Programmable Scanner

GET 6 AA
CERTIFICATES

Save
$100

An Easy-to-Use
20MB Hard Drive
Home Computer
That Can Organize
Your Household

Color TV With VHS Player

Save 900
Low AS $15 Per Month •

22995

39995

Save $211

Reg. 499.95

•Runs On Home AC or Car DC Power
• 111-Channel TV Tuner• Remote .'6-4O4

Reg. 329.95
Low As S15 Per Month •
.20-'35

Portable CD/AM/FM Stereo
•Our Best! Covers Police. Fire, Rail.
Aircraft. Military. 800-MHz Band
•Instant Access to 32.058 Frequencies
•Scan • Keyboard Lock • LCD Display

Reg. 189.95

•.1

1

Reg 79 95

•Handset Paging
•Touch-Redial
•Security Code
Tonerpose d almg

• Big 8" Woofer
• 211" Tweeter
• Walnut Finish

•

• •••_
•

•
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Compact Radar Detector

Save $80
Low As 515 Pen Month.

*22-1627

11995
Reg. 199.95

•Credit-Card Size a Only.7/16^ Thick
•Spots All Types of X/K-Band Radar

•

•

CB With On-Mike Controls

Save *SO
or Panel Controls

a Never Drive "Alone" Again! 021-1513

You

SkTCHA&E TONE PULSE OnOnnS *On,On bon- Tone anC pu,se ..nes
Tne,e,c,e n eras na;."; On'y Ou.St irota• 0.an OleS yOL can st,1 use sen,ces
FCC •egissrae Fite to, ce.n cr pacts net Most
'egu,nng tones
bafferii powyea eowoment e.ouses satteres MS •005 kcensed (torn Microsoft

Coro

• ••
.
•Ant

6995

Reg. 119.95
•Scan/Change Channels From Mike

Check Your Phone Book for the Radio Shack Store or Dealer Nearest

:•••

•

Reg. 999.95

*25-1451

PRICES APPLY AT PARTICIPATING STORES AND DEALERS

.

788

Low As $25
Per Month•

Cordless
Telephone

59

Each

.Reoc She°. Val4eP,..s'
riihroty,
s9 c,e0.•
Payrropnr may wary OepanChne
yOur purCnaSeS

LOWEST
PRICE EVER!

Cut 25%

Reg. 59.95
.40 1 992

East Main St. 753 4461

11995

Low As $15 Per Month.

\

HALF PRICE!

Daily & Weekly
Rates

Save $70

•Includes 24 Easy-to
-Use DeskMate°
Applications for Writi
ng Letters,
Planning Meals,
Balancing Your
Checkbook, Filing
All Pre-Installed onInfo and More,
the Hard Drive
•Built-In MS-DOS'
•
3/
1
2" Drive
•PC Compatible
•Quiet—No Fan
in Clock With
Battery Backup

• Enjoy CDs at Home or On-the-Go
• Auto-Search• LCD Display
n42-5026

Floor/Shelf
Speaker

A&A
Auto Rental

•

go.c
more information. I am
sending vim tree lipit'S of my Health
Reports •Diyerticular Disease- and
"Irritable Bowel Syndrome ether
readers who would like copies should
send $1 25 tor each report to P() Box
91369 Cleveland. 011 44101-3369 Be
sure to mention the tit le. si

OLOGY STORE -

BRINGS YOU THE

29

.

evacuation by providing extra bulk
Also, you might look into stress
counseling to reduce the symptoms of
irritable bowel
In short, don t avoid fiber in your
diet, use your own judgment
about
how much to eat Make sure you
heed
a call to Nature when it appea
rs and
don t eat fruits
such as strawberries blueberries and raisins
with
small •4'1•(1,

Most Major Credit
Cards Welcome
Sale Ends 4/30191
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MURRAY TODAY

Senior citizens have s ecial event

CALENDAR

JO'S DATEBOOK

Saturday, April 27
spring Pot Pourri of Arts
/
al!oway Counts Public Libra
ry/9
-c p.m.

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

,ospel Singing/7 p.m./Ferguso
n
Baptist Church.
‘,Ipha Department of Murray

\‘oman's Club/meeting changed
May 4
hird annual West Kentucky.
''lay %rights' Festival/
8
m. Pia house in the Park.

‘lurray-Calloway County Senior Citiz
ens had a special hat para
de recently at Weaks Communit
The group also had a parade of
y Center.
their hats at West iew

it's 60's Dance by Singles Orga, izational Society/7:3
0

m.•Benton.

151. e%ents

Nursing home and Fern Terr
top left, are Marzie Whiteside
ace Lodge. Pictured.
and NU. Whiteside: top right
, from left, front row. June Carl
Crider, N1attie Thomas. Lala Boyd,
son, Ruth
back row, Ethel Walker, Elsie
Carson. Ludean Bass and Lena
bottom left photo, from left. front
Bucy:
row. Dell Frazier. Hilda Whit
nell. Marie Williams. Jewell
row, N1arelle Farless. Maggie Paschall,
Byrd
,
back
Trilby Cunningham and
Marie Tucker: bottom right photo, Edit
Hutchins..
h

Irfo, Pamela.
753-0114.

riadc Alumni and
1:30 a.m.: lnau. Ronald
J.

•
2 "z!

moo.b

Post-inagural

Health Express stops listed

71:
t'

Health Express of Murray-Calloway Coun
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thur ty Hospital will make stops on
sday, April 29 and 30 and May 1
and 2. Offered in April will be blood
pressure, pulse and two hour blood
sugar screenings. In May offered will be
blood pressure, pulse, cholesterol
and triglycende screenings. A Stool for
Occul
available for $4. Monday stop will be at Call t Blood Screening Kit will be
oway County Public Library from
9:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 1 to 3 p.m. Tues
day the express will be at Bonanza
at Drattenville from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and
12:30
day the express will be at Wal-Mart at Camd to 2:30 to 3 p.m. On Wednesand from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. Thursday the en, Tenn., from 9 to 11:30 a.m.
express will be at Piggly-Wiggly,
Murray, from 8 to 11:30 a.m. and
12:30 to 3 p.m.

— 'American
Sixth and

_

V,.7raty

-lain Street Youth Center/205
•
St..,spen 6 ;1 p.m.

._.i c.771
events inel't.de

CO-7 .%

•casted cdzatces *ca:-•
•
*—

S7
:
Mer
in
feteria The program is designed
ing the guidel.nes of AmerFie,':Assct.n and
D
F,• 77". 7r,
A-7:2
R
hospItal.
Foods marked
heart-smart sele,.: ons
Mond. April 2.). thr,
't.LA 5. are as foo
Monday

Sunday
sh

Saturday

d:ine, Hungarian
..- e•s and kraut.

por.

y

• and
bee'
etatles
day.

et

ss c'e.r-se sa
▪ - cr.
.".
•—

*steanred
corn oasserc:e •s

-oast

sc ., .;.; of ire
a' tne

s:.- ;Jash, creamy
O:ackeyed peas,

C

Tne me-..s a-e s.:,ect to chan
ge
rOtiCe .e.,,berry added.

Jean Cloar honored

oasse-o e saucy meat'saf, •,•y,c1
'ice
a' •rcoIe kernel
•green beans
•
ne as:,a•ag
us and pea sasser
-c -rato crentre soup

Thursday
y

cce:

c' es'wheat bu
cacce•ce,i•b•eacled
•t. ;cc_ sceark 'esca ce
se,sc-ed

oneese sc..;
Friday
• a
S •s. • 7;.-, —ennera,
Atoredc, cc' roast of beef

Hickory Grove Church of Christ will have a gospe meeti
l
ng start
day, April 28, and continuing through Wednesday, May 1. John Maysing Sun, minister of Dexter Church of Christ, will be speaker for services at
7 p.m. Sunday and at 7 p.m., Monday through Wednesda9:55 a.m. and
y.

4ho

Jean Cloar,
retired the first of the year
from
position 'as
County Extension Agent in Hom
e Exonomics for Calloway
County,
was honored at a luncheon
held April II at Kenfrake Mite
l by the
Purchase Area ExtenOon Agents.
Among those 'present were six
agents from the Manthoth Case
Extension Area. according to
Ted
Howard. Cayoway County Agrii
altural Agent. Pictured, from
left,
are Mrs. Clitar, her husband, Al..
float-, and Walter Jones, county
agriiultural agent for Hart Coifinty.
who had worked with Mrs. Cloa
r
prior to her coming to Calloway
County.

Cou::
Inc.

her

Tuesday
ek onion grary, mashed
a•ces ,b-sssel sprouts hot roll,
•c:.1- • e t•opical fruit salad, milk,
Wednesday
catty (wh:te mean, g•een
sauce Whole baby oar': —arparine. orange. milk

S,.or Citizens Pr6grarn.

N1ea., a- 7c ser.ed at 12 noon.
Ihrough Friday, at Haie:
Ccn:crs, Meals wi:1 he
sent
:71'•atC Limes each wee'0,:
„.:

759-1141

NI

1,

- •

Thursday

as

Monday
7,.'ee - se..
blackberry

baked potato
• c.▪ I margarine
W coffee or tea

SPRING
EXTERIOR HOUSE
PAINT SALE
OFF

Size.,

Spring Saving Sale

10((-20(' OFF

Gallon

....ma •

STOREWIDE

,
Nowa s deal

•.;;,•

Cr !ea

steak scalloped tomaa :-,6f s hot roll, margarine,
— • cc`fee or tea.
Friday
c atter corn nuggets,
cc, e s:a4v bread sticks, marc' ccc ate cudding,,milk, coffee

I.R.A.
8.10/0
(12 Months)
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Saturday
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Ky Farm Bureau
(A+
753-4703

Dixieland
Center
753-27
)
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Superior Rated)

306 Main St.
759-4979

Patients are dismissed

Memorial sponsoring drive
Memorial Baptist Church is sponsoring the
Robbie Key Fund Drive. She
recently underwent a liver transplant at Presbyteri
Pittsburgh, Pa., but is now at Family Housing there an University Hospital,
. Checks may be designated for Robbie Key Fund Drive and mailed
to Memorial Baptist Church,
906 Main St., Murray, Ky. 42071.

Quilt Contest and Show
The 1991 Kentucky Fall Festi
val of Quilts will be Sept. 12, 13 and 14 at
Commonwealth Convention Center,
Louis
festival sponsored by Louisville Nimble ville. This will be the fourth annual
Thimbles. In conjunction with the
festival, a 'Quilts in Bloom' wall quilt
contest will be held. This will include
flowers of spring, summer, winte
r or fall; boldly blooming from quilts to
adorn bare walls; designs in
miniature, small, or grand wall; with flowe
rs
pieces andfor appliqued. Contest
entry deadline is July 1, 1991. For official
rules and entry form, workshop, lodgi
ng and other information send first
class postage to Festival '91, Dept. do
,
Juanita Yeager, P.O. Box 22642.
Louisville, Ky. 40252-0642,

Pinochle Club being organi
zed
A Pinochle Club is being organ
ized to play each second and fourt
nesday of the month at 1 p.m. at
h WedWeeks Community Center. This is for
pinochle players and those
all
interested in learning how to play
the card game
For more information call Doyl
e Williams, 753-1438, or 7530929.

Freedom Pest event planned
Murray -Calloway County Cham
Murray-Calloway County Fourt ber of Commerce in cooperation with the
h Annual Freedom Fest Committe
e with a
'Mr. and Miss Freedom Fest'
Pageant on Saturday, June 29, in
Lovett Auditorium. Girls age 0 and up may enter
'Sunday Best' pageant. Pageant dres as well as boys age 0 to 7. This is a
ses will only be required in the girls
and up category. Winners will recei
16
guests at all festival activities on July ve some great prizes and be special
3-7. For more information and
tions call Vonnie Hays at 753-5171
appli
or after 5 p.m. call Jane Barne ca753-0137 or write P.O. Box 190,
tt at
Murra
y,
Ky.
42071. Deadline for
tions will be June 20. Cash only
entrants will be accepted at applicathe door.
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CCIIS Class of 1966 plans
reunion
Calloway County High School Class

of 1966 has planned
reunion on Saturday, July 6. A
coffee for class members and its 25-year their
and

faculty members will be from 9 to
famil
11 a.m. at Calloway County ies
School. The dinner and dance will
High
ray State University. 'Silver Thre start at 6:30 p.m. at Curris Center, Murads to Golden Memories' will be
the theme
of the reunion's festivities. Each
class member has been mailed
a letter with
instructions for reservations to be
made by Friday, May 10. The
about 150 members which have
class had
all
William E. Ahart, Jerry Cowen and been located except for three who are
Ronald Webb. Any one having any
mation about these three members
inforis asked to contact a member
class, according to Jim Kelly, a
of the
class member.
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Local persons recently dismissed from Padu
cah hospitals include the following: Jerry Darnall of Hardin and Leanne Smit
Wendell Allbritten of Murray and Clara Pasch h of Murray, from Lourdes;
all of Puryear, Tenn., from
Western Baptist.
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Hickory Grove services
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Nutrition -Program
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An organizational meeting for the campaign of Larry Forgy, candidate
for
governor, will be Monday, April 29, at 7 p.m. at the home
of Cindy Barker,
1326 Main St., near corner of 14th and Main Streets, Murra
y. The public
and students are invited. For information call Barbara Frank 1-247
,
-4701

Elder/it menus re/t'ased for next week

J.T. LEE, Jeweler

Ladies' Apparel Jr. &

The Pearl Harbor Commemorative Assoc
iation will observe the 50th
anniversary of the Japanese attack on Pearl
activities at Hyatt Regency Convention Cente Harbor Dec. 7, 1991, with
r, Lexington. "We will pay tribute to all those who were at Pearl Harb
service, appropriate speeches, film docu or 50 years ago with a memorial
riotic music and a reception and banq mentaries of the actual attack, patuet in the evening. We invite everyone
to take part in the anniversary activi
ties to remember this 'Day of Infamy'
and America's entrance into World War
II,' said Ellis L. McCollum, president, Pearl Harbor Commemorativ
e Committee, P.O. Box 12315, Lexington,
Ky. 40582-2315, phone 1-606-277-16
29. For more information contact
McCollum

Organizational meeting Monday

•„

Wednesday
*Oricicen uanna,ca chopst.ok t.na

•

Pearl Harbor event

...
• APBS •

Siteaknoi,se chicken r..2gets
"bai•ed f sh fiiet Johrry Ma•zett
•rrn:oped potatoes •seasoned spineon •steaMed yel:ow soL.ash
breaded vegOatle stioks c-ea—
of
potato soup

a-

The ,
Guild
Wednci
Item5
"One pi
treasure
Therc
books,
other it

•

Tuesday

•,

req,,cle

.

'Baked salmon oatt es
:"E•'sa ad croissant, broccoli beei we no
ton *whole baby carrots 'seasone
d
g•eer beans crissc.t potatoes
"led
souash chicken nbce SD -4;

• Rent your ciovies•at he mmies!
1008 Chestnut • 733-3314
•
Open lkam to 10:pm

Mun
from 8
of the
All I
attics a
SOMCOr

Adult Great Books Discussion Group will
meet Monday, April 29, at 7 p.m.
at Calloway County Public Library. Gary
Schroeder will be the leader for the
discussion of the book, Tuck Everlastin
g
nave read the book are invited to takeby Natalie Babbitt. All persons who
part in the discussion.

'Heart-Smart' menus listed by hospital

Deer Up

icont'd on page 71

•

AJ

Adult Great Books Monday

• itional Scouting Museum (;0;

.4-

MHS Band banquet Tuesday
Murray High School Band will hayed
Tuesday, April 30, at 6:30 p.m. in the high its annual awawrds banquet on
bers will be recognized for their achievem school cafeteria. The band mements and new officers will be presented for the band and the band boost
ers.

erons Grogan

Dance Theatre
p in : Inaugural

BL

Eastwood Christian Academy will have
registration for the fall 1991-92
term starting Monday, April 29,
and continuing through Friday, May
3,
from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m, each day. This
fall, Eastwood will have a 5-yea
r-old
session from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and
an afternoon session from noon to
3
p.m. The four-year-old session is a
readiness program for the student
to
get prepared for kindergarten. Libb
y Conley, assistant principal, said
Eastwood has a strong elementary prog
ram with students ranking high on
achievement tests and the strong
phonics program produces no nonreaders. The high school program
follows the pre-college curriculum
requirements for graduation. Pers
ons may come by the school offic
e,
located one mile east of Murray on
Highway 94, or call Mrs. Conley
at
753-7744 for more information.
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Westside hears Dunman
Susan Dunman, left photo, periodicals librarian at Waterfield
Library, Murray State University, presented a program about
"American Famous Women" in
recognition of March being Famous Women's Month for Westside Senior Citizens of Murray
and Calloway County. Westside
members at a birthday luncheon
pictured, bottom photo, are, from
left, seated, Anna Lou Jones,
honoree, and Novie Lee Wendt,
standing, Mary Chambers.
Myrtle Byrd, Elizabeth Haneline,
Mary James, Reba Lee, Louise
Williams, honoree, Carrie Story
and Ruth Banker.

•

Photos by Verona Grogan

•

Art Guild plans yard sale

Murray Art Guild v.ill hold a multi-party yard sale on
Saturday. May 4.
from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. to raise money for the operat
ion and special proiects
of the guild, located at 103 North Sixth St..
Murra
All members and friends of the Guild are urged to y..
check their closets.
attics and drawers for items they no longer use
that could be of use to
someone else and at the same time benefit the Guild.
This is also a way to
recycle things no longer being used.
The Guild will be happy to accept for sale items from the public. The
Guild will be open from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. on Tuesd
ay. April 30. and
Wednesday. May 1, to accept items for the yard
sale.
Items at die sale ill be many and varied, some treasu
res. some "junk."
"One person's 'junk' can be another person's treasurer,
so
come see %hat
treasures you can find," said Patricia Clark, presid
ent of the Guild.
There will be small appliances, health and beauty items,
books, clothing, collectibles, crafts. art, toys, fabrics, camping items,
cards and many
other items.

CA
LENDAR
(Cont'd from
Sunday, April 28
Owls/11:30 a.m., Snakes
Alive/12:30 p.m., Red Wolves/1:30
p.m., Eagles Up Close!/2 p.m..
Attracting Hummingbirds/3 p.m.,
WNC: Planetarium Show/12 noon.
2 and 3 p.m./GPVC: Iron
Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m..
Sheep Shearing and Wool
Working/ 1 - 4
p.m./Homeplace-1850.

Sunday, April 28
Westside Baptist Church dedication service/2 p.m./reception
follows.

Monday, April 29
Senior citizens' activities/9 a.m.-4
p-m./Weaks Center.

National Scouting Museum/closed
today for Easter.

Senior citizens' activities/10
a.m.-2 p.m./Hazel Center.

Brass Choir Concert/3
p.m./Annex Recital Hall, Doyle
Fine Arts Cagy, Murray State
University. Admission free.

First United Methodist Church
events include Exercise Class/10
a.m.. Apple Pie Brigade/I:30 p.m.,
and Council on Ministriesr7 p.m.

Singles Organizational
Society/1:30 p.m. at Chamber of
Commerce to carpool to Playhouse
in Park production. Info/Pamela,
753-7638, Jeanne, 753-0224.

Saints Alive/11 a.m./First Baptist
Church.
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.

Third Annual West Kentucky
Playwrights' Festival/2
p.m./Playhouse in the park.

Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./education unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

Reception for Library Director
Ben M. Graves/3 p.m./Calloway
County Public Library.

Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Department/6:30 p.m. at Water
Valley Community Center.

Spring Pot Pourri/1-5
p.m./Calloway Public Library.

Weight Control Group/6
p.m./Glendale Road Church of
Christ.

Tennis Kickoff/5:30 p.m./Murray
Country Club.
AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/4 p.m./American Legion
Building. South Sixth and Maple
Streets. Info/759-4059 or
753-7663.
Narcotics Anonymous/7:30
p.m./St. John's Episcopal Church.
1n1o/753-0086 or 753-7046.
LBL events include Deer Up
Close!/9:15 a.m., Hawks and

Lynn Grove Classes of 1939
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Boy Scout Troop 77/6:30
p.m./First Christian Church.
Work Day at Murray Woman's
Club Hbuse/9:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
LBL events/Iron Industry/10:30
a.m.
and
1 : 30
p.m./Homeplace-1850.

By NYU SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
For AP Newsfeatures
Paying heed to mad hypertension can greatly reduce the risk of
stroke and coronary heart disease.
Of the estimated 58 million
Americans with elevated blood
pressure, about 40 million have
what some consider a "mild"
problem.
Dr. David Liu, clinical instructor
of medicine at New York University Medical Center, said the importance bf treating mild hypertension
was underscored in a recent study
published in the medical journal,
Lancet:
"In a review of 14 clinical trials
it was shown that treatment of mild
hypertension resulted in a 40 percent reduction in stroke risk, and a
14 percent drop in the risk of developing coronary heart disease.''
Blood pressure readings consist
of the systolic pressure, or the
highest blood pressure while the
heart is contracting, and the diastolic reading, or the lowest blood
pressure between heart beats.
"A proper blood pressure reading is taken from two or more measurements per visit to a physician
after five minutes of quiet rest.''
explained Liu. Elevated blood pressure should be confirmed over
three separate visits before a
patient is labeled as having
hypertension.
Mild hypertension is defined as a
diastolic pressure of 90 to 104. A
diastolic pressure of 105 to 114
indicates moderate hypertension.
while diastolic pressure 115 and
over is considered severe.
Once mild hypertension has been
clearly demonstrated and a thorough medical evaluation done. the
treatment will depend on the diastolic pressure and any other cardiovascular risk factors involved, said
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Liu. These risk factors include vascular diseases in other organs,
smoking, obesity, elevated cholesterol levels, diabetes, and a family
history of heart disease.
If the diastolic pressure is 90-94
and there are no other risk factors,
a trial of blood pressure control
through use of diet, moderation of
alcohol consumption, regular aerobic exercise and relaxation therapy may be used.
"People with a diastolic pressure
over 95 are usually treated with
medication because they require a
more immediate reduction in pressure," said Liu.
Hypertension may be treated by
one or a combination of several
types of medication, including
diuretics, beta-blockers, ACE
(angiotensin converting enzyme)
inhibitors and calcium channel
blockers.
"But all have some potential
adverse side effects. A clear understanding of the possible adverse as
well as beneficial effects is therefore required in selecting the best
medication regimen for each individual patient," Liu added.
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Our Customers Are Very Important People

Murray Neighborhood Girl Scout
Core meeting/6:30 p.m./Girl Scout
Cabin.

...and we try hard to give them the very best
insurance protection and service we can
provide - the kind they expect and deserve. If
youi;c1 like to be one of our V I.P.'s give us a
call

Adult Great Books Discussion
Group/7 p.m./Calloway Public
Library.
Dan McNutt, AA!
Rauf••••or.9

Free
Toastmasters
Demonstration/7:15 p.m./Curris
Center, third floor, Murray State
University. Info1153-7638.

PURDOM THURMAN
& McNUTT

State Auto
r- instoranc•
Ce444.44444•4

or
State Auto Insurance
A

Preschool Screening for
Murray/8-11 a.m. and 2-5
p.m./Robertson Center.

Cr

II

407 Ma•le St.

753-445

o)II

a
•
P`t
Q•
vootoo 3 New Orleans • Style Ribs
3 0e
With Our Specialty Sauce

Special meeting for Kentucky's
Plan for Early Adolescents/7
p.m./Murray Middle School.
V.

and other daily specials.

MURRAY
TODAY
Members of the Fourth and Fifth Grade Class
es in
left, front row, Lenith Rogers, Billy Bryan Story 1939 at Lynn Grove High School are pictured, from
, Wren Smotherman, Dean Lassiter, Billy Camp Kelly,
Charles Edd Rogers, James Cooper, Henry
Steven McReynolds, R.L. Myers, Charles K. Miller; secon
d
row, Lyda Bean, Winnie Lou Jones, Margaret
Ann Cathc
Crawford, Donald Lawrence, Dulcie May Swan teach art, Palmer Lee Camp, Lynn Wilkerson, Glenn
n,
er, Anna Faye Miller, Marjorie Hutson, Genella
May Hart, Gerald Miller, Paschall West; back row,
Charles Nelson Howard, Harry Edd Rogers, Emmit
Kelso, Andy Duel Carter, J.T. Stone, Junior Hughe
s, Brond
zabeth Morton, Willie Rue Cole, Martha Ett Myers Helen a Sue Morton, Lottie Sue Bedwell, Mary Eli,
Tidwell, Martha Jo Fain, Lourell Miller, Moyna Arnett, Charles Pogue and Joe Max Easle
y. The picture was furnished by Helen Tidwell for
publication.

1991
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Heed mild hypertension
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Saturday, April 27
Close!/9:15 a.m., Hawks and
Owls/11:30 a.m., Red Wolves/I
p.m., Eagles Up Close!/2 p.m.,
Hike to Honker/3 p.m./WNC:
Planetarium Show/12 noon, 2 and 3
p.m./GPVC; Iron Industry/10:30
a.m. and 1:30 p.m., Sheep Shearing
and Wool Working/1-4
p.m./Flomcplace-1850.

SATURDAY, APRIL 27,
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SIDEWALK SALE
LEFTOVERS

Olympic Plaza
753-6149 _• -
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SUNDAY ONLY

75% OFF!

V0

t•NIVERSITY
l'IAZA
IA CHESTNUT STREEr

A PlaceloDiscovet.

Beta Club elects officers
•11141

FOR A FRESH NEW LOOK,
EVAN-PICONE RECOMMENDS
OUR SANITONE® DRYCLEANING.

Aft

Evan-Picone knows the importance of looks that last. That'
s why our
unique Sanitone process comes so highly recommended.
By
constantly purifying drycleaning fluid, we're able to resto
re colors
and textures, keeping your clothes looking fresh and new.
And that's a
lot more than a fashion statement.
ML&T

MLSET

$2 OFF

$4 OFF

On Any $10 or More
Drycleaning Order!
Southwest Calloway Elementary School Beta Club office
rs for
1990-91 are, from left, John Eric Yezerski, president, Kenn
y Ernstberger, vice president, Jason Eaves, secretary-treasurer, and
Kelle
Travis, chaplain; back row, Jane Cothran and Gail Turner, spons y
ors.
Not pictured is Heath Van Volkinburg, reporter.

On Any $15 or More
Drycleaning Order!
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ANNUAL SPRING

SIDEWALK SALE

3 BIG DAYS
FRI., SAT. & SUN.

MINIMS
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UNIVERSITY PLAZA
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Dardens ready for
Karate Superstars

Back, Pacers can't stop Celtic great

PARKER
Ledger & Times Managing Editor

The Darden family of Calloway Couniy. has
already contributed to the
ond of martial arts through teenage son Clint,
known as "Ice Man- to
the karate v.orld and ranked as one of the
top youths in the nation, and
through iittle sister Candi Rae. whose dedica
tion
tling so cro epilepsy has been used as a motiva to the sport despite battional tool by karate teachers +A hc.cver she has performed.
But no another Darden is ready to turn
the karate world on its ear.
Don Darden. father of the to competitor
s. is unveiling his "Battle of the
..perstars" format in Murray next month. and
"this is the birth of possibthe mos: exciting thing to happen in karate
.- Darden says.
eiaim to be a martial arms expert. His backg
round is in'
"ut the two worlds collided when Clint began
performing :1:
: ."•

run — long. grueling, two-session
the audience and the promoters. When he
dint's competition ,•-sts. ne get Ls
the "Superstars- 1.,771.:;
Ma), 4 in the NISU
already begun drawing anch:.
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BOSTON (AP) — The nurses at
Jim DONAGHY
New England Baptist Hospital
Associated Press
probably wouldn't believe the story
Larry Bird could have told them:
His bad back kept him out of
seven of his team's last eight
NEW YORK — Bud Harrelgames. Then he sat out four son's radio
days are over for
straight days of practice. And his now.
coach didn't know until shortly.
After a week of having subbefore the first playoff game if he stitutes filling in,
the New York
ould play.
Mets manager said Friday he
He did play and ended up being wanted out of his
pregame
the hero. Then he went to New radio show
because the tone
England Baptist Hospital to spend
was getting too negative.
the night in traction.
"The Bud Harrelson Report"
Unbelieveable.
is part of the Niels' pregame
"That," Boston Celtics coach
programming lineup heard on
Chris Ford said. "was the greatest,
'FAN, New York's flagship
gutsiest performance that I've ever radio station.
seen."
For the last few days, how-evBird had 21 points. 12 rebounds. er, players and coach
es have
12 assists, three steals and a con- filled in with
"Mets Extra"
frontation with Indiana's Chuck host Howie Rose.
Harrelson
Person as the Celtics overcame the says he was becom
ing
tough Pacers 127-120 in Friday
increasingly' uncomfortable doing
night's opener of their best-of-5 the show — a feelin
g that
playoff series.
started last season.
No one played more than Bird's
"I thought it should have
41 minutes. Afterward, stoic been more positi
ve, more promdespite the pain, he talked without otion of my ballcl
ub," Harrela hint of discomfort crossing his son said before the
Mets beat
face. then walked straight-backed Pittsburgh 2-0 Friday
night.
out of Boston Garden and went to "The fans hear the
bad stuff
the hospital.
on TV and read about it in the
"It's not a medical emergen..- y.- newspapers."
Celtics spokesman Jeff Twiss sa:d.
Harrelson took over the show
"It's just to help him relax."
last Nlay when Davey Johnson
There was no word on whether was fired as manag
er. Johnson
Bird would play in Sunday's see- started the progr
am in 1987 and
ond game. The Celtics. 46-14 when used it to explain
why he made
he was in the lineup and 10-12 certain moves.
when he as sidelined, need him.
In an unrelated matter, it was
On Friday night. he had help also disclosed Friday that
John'
7.71 Reg,
,ne Lev.is with 28 points. son has not been invited to
ith 25 and Robert New' York's old-timers' celebra20 as the Celtics tion of past Mets' World Series
the four-garne losing teams. Johnson managed the
that ended the regular sea- Mets
'
cif its past the
l6
to :he world championship
. h. Indiana v.as led by Reggie
ifont'd on page 91
'Davey Johnson did the show'
for three years and never
r.-i.s.sed except when his mother
ill." Rose said. "It's his
Warrelson's) decision: We've
always had a good relationship.
1 hold no grudges. He's making
a
business decision."
SOFTBALL
Harrelson said he talked to
..y County Lady Lak;2 .,.
.tf
the Heath Lady Rose before before Friday's
game and -there's a chance a
„ in soi- ihall action.
Heath :ook 11-1 and 8-6 victo- new format could be developed.
'At this point I'm not doing
ries over Ca-,"ek.:.
the
show' but we're talking."
r
.Ths: came. Terri Burke
en
•
Joel.
.ayton each had two Harrelson said. "It's not a big
.4-5 but V A.-HO.: Christy Lambert issue.
"It's not a money situation.
and Kadorma Randolph.
It's time. I'm willing to sacriShelly, Rudolph. Valerie SheltQn
and Krista Stalls all singled for fice. I'm willing to work things
out.Calloway.
Recently', Rose and callers on
In the second game. Shelly
the
postgame show questioned
Rudolph had three hits with a douhaving Dwight Gooden throw
We, while Randolph. Shelton
and
150 pitches in a game in the
Stalls each had two hits and Burrain
against Montreal two weeks
keen. Clayton, Darnell. Ferguson
ago.
and Lambert al knocked out
"It'S not strictly' time," Har' s.
,ingie
relson said. "I felt ;uncomfortakle. I feel pressured in other
areas. It's a tough call for him
, Ro.e.). It's his job to be
critieal. I think it should be
5 ie.
i:.e
upbeat. I'm not trying to change
But
Lean,-.
Howie
Rose. I just don't want
• 'r
•
• ..
:he cost 0:
1 to do the show."
•
posed should be
Rose said while he was willsaid
n.r.:e-page ruling. ing to discuss changes. he
, •,•••
er any other dee:- didn't want to turn the shotan umpire on the lied
into a public relations segmhnt
a
.tering games within cer:a.n for the Mets.
"I'm not Sam Donaldson or
_J..: Baseball Pla‘iers Assotiation. howev
er. Mikt WallaCe," said Rose, who
"inteflectually dishonest- and
also does the Mets' postgame
i- eh.r ;axed the commissioner two
radio
show'. "But I have to ask
angry
a response. trying to calm him.
questions just like the print
'
eme Cy Young winner, has v.or. all of his
media would. But there's
Ca ,,
he has allowed on]v 1 7 hits.
nothing in his contract that says
oet 34 ai.d
us:
he has to do the show."
• - h the long run, it m.„:.- ht he good for
him because he's had
Rose said there may' be a
tough games.- Morgan said. "Better
now than later. I
percep
tion among fans that Hart-n't know why it had to take so
long.
relson
is backing off the show
Inc whole mess began as: Oct. 10
in the second inning Q1
because of critical comments..
(,,,hee 4 of the playof:,
.74st Oakland. Clemens got upstt
"What's going to happen in
,T.ont'd on page 9,
July when they- lose five or six
games in a row?" Rose 'said.
Rose said the first time he
noticed Harrelson was defensive
came last season when Bob
Ojeda was demoted to the
bullpen.
Hatcher had a 262-72 record in
was:
' ke'hxecnitedBuadbo
dyulgodtoitnhge th
joeb he
six years at Williamson (W.Va.)
High School and six seasons at
show." Rose said. "I was surMarshall County High School in
prised he was a little defensive
Benton. He was an assistant at
since
we always had a good
Valley Conference Western Kentucky in 1990.
relationship."
Burkhamer served with Gaither
Rose said it was the opinion
at Baptist College in Charleston.
-a..; he was interviewed
of
the radio station that WFAN
S.C. He had a Top 20 team at
tVednesday.
had to protect its journalistic
t;
North Greenville (S.C.) Junior Colit went OK,- he said
integrity. He added there/ was
from his Knoxville, Tenn.. home. lege the past two seasons.
"no
bad blood or animosity."
DeVoe served as interim coach
Carter has been at Northwestern
Last Saturday in Montreal,
at Florida in 1989-90. Before thatp for one year. He also served as an
Harrelson said he was not feelhe comp.:61a 204-137 record in li
assistant under Leonard Hamilton
ing well and could not do the
years a: Tennessee, which did not at Oklahoma State.
renew his contract after the 1989
Former Austin Peay coach Lake show. Ron Darling and Charlie
season.
Kelly was reportedly among the O'Brien filled in for two of the
DeVoe, a native of Wilmington, final 10 candidates before the list games in Philadelphia and
Ohio, said. he was familiar with
was cut to six. Cumberland coach another show was spent discussMorehead State because he had
Randy Vernon reportedly asked ing the firing of Nick Ltyva.
"It's a delicate situation and
several friends attend the eastern
this his name be withdrawn from
it got out before all the facts
Kentucky' school.
consideration.
were in." Rose said.
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Don DeVoe appears to be Eagle fron
t-runner
NIOP.EHEAD. K
.AP) — Former Tennessee coach,,Don DeVoe
heads a list of five finalists for the
vacant basketball coaching position
at Morehead State.
Also in the running for the job
are current Morehead State assistant Allan Hatcher, former assistant

Tim Scruggs, FIC
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Actions& Reactions Cards shut out Expos, 4-0

GENERAL

BUENOS AIRES. Argentina — Diego Maradona, suspended from soccer for using cocaine,
was arrested for possession of illegal narcotics
A package of white powder confiscated at an
abanment in which Maradona was present will
De analyzed, a police spokesman sad The
powder is presumed to be cocaine. sad Danos
y Notcas and Noticias Argentines. two local
news agencies Maradona, 30, was suspended
by the Italian League on March 29 after he
tested positive for cocaine following Napoli's
March 17 victory over Ban His 15-month suspension was upheld by Italy's highest soccer
Cady two weeks ago and extended world-wide
by the International Federation of Association
Football Perhaps the best-known athlete in
the
word, Maradona led Argentina to the World
Cup title in 1 986 and to tne final last year He
led Napoli to hakan League championships in
1987 and 1 990 and earns an estimated $12 million to S15 motion annually.
LAS VEGAS — UNLV will avoid the NCAA's
death penarty for violations in the latest probe
of the university's basketball program, according to the head of the NCAA Committee on
Infractions G Alan Williams said the Runnin'
Rebel basketball program does not fit the
guidelines for the death penalty, which shuts
down a program completely for a certain
amount of time. Williams said the penalty is
reserved for programs that have been found to
have Committed a major violation within five
years of the man of a major penalty. UNLV *11
not be allowed on live television or in the
NCAA
postseason tournament next year, but those
penalties were the result of alleged recruling
violations in 1977 UNLV legal counsel Brad
Booke sad earlier this week that UNLV wouid
admit to some a olations in the 29-count letter
of inquiry received by the university from the
NCAA in December But he sad me university
would vigorously contest other Ylegations
Most of the allegations stern from the university's recruitment of former New York City prep
star Loyd Dan.els, who was later arrested at a
crack house and never p'ayed for UNIV UNLV
has until June 1 to lornally respond to the aliegations. and is expected to go before the Cornrn.ttee on Intractions in August or September to
Oiscuss the case

BASEBALL
HOUSTON — Tne Hous'on Sports Associat.on
nas expanded its eons to''td a buyer for the
Ast•os because no su,lable local biuyer had
been found HSA, tne parent company of the
baseball team, said hao received two offers,
one from a local group and another from a
non-iocal" group Astros owner John McMul-

len, 71, announced last
Novemb
would sell the team, which coud er that ne
be
than $95 million, because he wantsworth more
to spend
more tone with his farniiy

FOOTBALL
FOXBORO, Mass —
Grogan, a ve'e•an
of 16 NFL seasons andSteve
hoider of a host o' New

England Patriots' all-trite pass rig records, ras
been waived by the club Grogan, 37,
injuries and played in 149 games torovercame
the Par riots He is the team's all-time
leader kr-,
26.686 yards passing and 182 touchdo
wns He
also ranks 10th in rush ng wtn 2.164
yards anni
in scoring *In 216 po-rts
INDIANAPOLIS — Freud Yount:.
a 'ou•'-e
Pro Bowler and an Indianapolis
Colts fineback
et' since 1988, is retinng at the
Young started 38 of 41 games withage 0 29
front 1988 through 1990. but failed the Cc's
play
live of the last six games last seasontobecause
of a hip injury For his career he
vaned
100 games arid made the Pro Bowl 70 o'
- •-e
1984-87 seasons'
LOS ANGELES — Los Arge,es
Pane's
•e
backer Winston Moss was placed
on p•ota' on
for one year and fined $400
by a
Judge after he pieaded no contest Tampa F a ,
to imp,coe•
exhibition of a firearm Moss, recently traded
to
LA by the Tampa Bay Buccane
ers, a so was
ordered to Serve 300 hours of
commun
vice for allegedly threatening a cocktail • y se•
wa'•ess
rtri a handgun at a club last
January The -e
backer also pleaded no contest to
a
rh
nor traffic charge, was fined $85 arid orde•ed
'o
perform an additional 290 hours
of COrh
,
-.6 •y
service
GREEN BAY, Wks —Dave Brown.
lied for
place on the NFL's all-time
intercept
« •••
62, was released by the Green ion
Bay
Pattre
alter missing all of last season w
th
an
Ach
es
tendon injury Brown, 38.
troke in w In rne
Pittsburgh Steelers in 1975
as their No
d•an
choice and played in the Super
Bowl that sea
son He joined the Packers in
'387 ate.
seasons with the Seattie Seahaw
ks

S I 1.0LIS IAP) — St. Louis' Bryn Smith stayed targeted, Felix
Jose
re,mdir,..,i hot and Montreal continued cold.
piLlied seven innings and allowed five hits, striking out four and
ine, to improve his record to 3-0 Friday night as the Cardinals
the L‘p1) 4-0.
bailed Smith out after two straight Montreal hits in the
and earned his first save.
J-. A
4-for-4 with two singles. a double and a triple and raised his
7at:1:
/4 to .377. He had a single, double and triple against Chicafds
a homer against the Cubs the night before.
has lost six straight and hasn't scored in 26 innings.
hy Smith. a former Expo.
,
ti •ohlems has been keeping the ball in the ballpark in the
,.•' Smith said. "Maybe I wasn't ready when the game
jUSI tried to stay focused a little more. I tried to keep
the plate and keep their leadoff hitters off base. I didn't
i o pert-it.''
r Buck Rodgers said he was impressed.
.,:ner and tonight he had good control," Rodgers said.
ballpark here, and he knows how to use it. He was a
r for as. and he's a quality pitcher for them."
Li- •
Joe Torre called Smith "terrific" and
also praised
ani2,"ody, except maybe Andrew Dawson (of Chicago),
-1.,!7% said.
A ;:s iTi-7-.-•,5fc7sed by Jose and by the young Cardinals as a
r...;,crs are playing the way ours did at the start of last
"We'll have to see if they can keep it up. Jose is a
sAinging a hot bat."
.:...:ehye as a reason for his early success.
• :::e plate. I'm working every day on my swing," Jose
,,:i.i.dence in myself. I'm making the pitchers get me out,
N ,. 2:f out.lCe in the first inning
but should have scored more.
a single. double, two walks and a stolen base but
Gilberto Reyes' passed ball to get their run
. a- nd Pedro Guerrero made baserunning errors and
rundowns.
ourselves out of some innings, and that's what
Torre said. "But we're not going to quit running."
gave his hometown St. Louis family and friends
:
first Busch Stadium homer in the fifth inning. "I
L.fly in the season, and now I'm relaxe
d," Gilkey

GOLF
GREENSBORO. NC — Gene Saue•s
s^o• a8-uncler 64, one shy of the 'curry
•e•_P•n.
and Lahr)
, Waok Its had a 65 to gah-en'
a sha'e
the lead a! 10-under 134 atter two rounds
p'
51 25 million Greater G•eensbcro
Open
Slurry!, *nose last victory was -e J.-''
PC..!
Champ onsh in 1988. and 'rs'
Bob Wo cott were at 13E and
C•eenspp.:
native Jon Jr man was alone ri "*"
;.•• ape d'
137 aner

a 67

Back,Pacers ...
(Coed from page 8)

Miller with 24 points, Person with
23 and Micheal Williams with 20.
Bird was at his best when he was
needed most. Indiana had rallied
from a 99-92 deficit to tie the game
110-110 on Rik Smits' tip-in.
Then, with Bird contributing on
nearly every possession of both
teams. Boston reeled off the next
10 points, took a 120-110 lead with
2:07 remaining and led by at least
six points the rest of the way.
Bird had four points, assisted on
the other three baskets and had a
steal and a defensive rebound in
the spurt. He had 11 points in the
fourth quarter.
"Larry was just awesome,Boston's Dee Brown said.
"lie gave us an emotional lift,"
said point guard Brian Shaw.
'‘'eve watched the pain he's
endured. lie's an inspiration to
•

I.

The Celtic' captain assisted on
the first three baskets in the run —
a 20-footer by Lewis and a reverse
layup and 10-footer by Shaw. On
thic. next posfession, ‘‘'illiams
missed a shot Ind Bird rebounded.
Then. after making just 5-of-19
shots and only one outside basket,
Bird buried a 19-footer, raised one
finger in triumph and was surrounded by his teammates as Indiana' called a timeout.
"Larry wasn't getting it done,"
person said, "but he came back
down the stretch and made some
.big plays. That's hat great players
do."
Bird stole the ball from Person
on the next possession. Person then
picked up his sixth foul, and Bird
ended the surge: with two free
throws.'
"I just wanted to be involved in
every play down the stretch," Bird
said. -1 just Wanted to A in the
game. They had a great opportunity
to take one from us."
He had worked out with his
teammates earlier Friday but
wasn't sure at that time if he could
play in the game.
"I didn't know what to expect,"
he said. Its hard to play when
you haven't practiced."
Indiana had closed a 36-25 dpficit after one quarter to 61-56 at
halftime. The Pacers opened the
third quarter with a 9-2 run that put
them ahead 65-64. But Boston

-Exhaust Work
-Brakes
-Tune-ups
-Tire Rotation and Balance
-Air-Conditioning
-Oil Changes and More.
"Keeping your car
or truck maintained,
helps keep major
repair costs down."
Put

scored the last five points of 1.•k.
period and took a 92-90 advania.:-.
into the final quarter.
"I was pleased with our
especially that of our younger
ers," Indiana coach Bob Hill said
"We ran well for three quarters
we didn't run in the fourth:.
Hill also pointed to the
shooting discrepancy as a key.
the first half, Boston mad.
15-of-17 and Indiana 14-of-20. B.:.
in the second half, the CeltiLs
22-of-26. while Indiana nit
I 1 -of-l3.
With Boston ahead Hl9- Bird and Person got in a s::
•
match. McHale then pushed
son, drew a technical. and M. ,•‘:7
.sank the shot with 5:18
A confrontation "always
fire him up, "especially.
Chuck," Bird said.
"I'm out there competing any
there's a confrontation, there's
confrontation," Person said.
He then fouled Bird, v..ho made
one of two shots to put Bos:07
ahead 110-108. Smits then tied the
game. but Bird took over after ',ha:
and the Pacers couldn't deli
when they had the ball.
"We didn't play well offensively when it was time to move thL:
ball," Indiana's Detlef Schrern:•:
said. "We were supposed to do...ble
team and rotate (on defense)
nobody was rotainng over.''
• • • •
In other action Friday, all firs;
games of best-of-five series. All:inta defeated Detroit 103-98 ,ard
Portland beat Seattle 110-102:

SCOREBOARD

• ••••
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Vincent upholds ...
,tt

8,

was calling
ani after swearwas ejected.
lemens. his agents
the players asso%:deotape and a lipssoncr's office
case.
Vir-,cent said testi::: Clemens' version
ith Coopi:;:hr did not
s,..cur words the
he said.
.
that the report
Cooney conVincent

said. "It is my view that some of
the statements Cooney asserted he
heard Clemens make prior to the
ejection were not ... uttered at that
time."
Nonetheless, Vincent said, Clemens' actions were not acceptable.
'Putting aside the circumstances
leading up to the ejection and the
precise words Clemens shouted at
Cooney after the ejection, I find
that the physical contact with
umpire Evans and the statement
that Clemens would find out where
Cooney lives and 'get' him ... to be
serious actions that warrant significant discipline," Vincent said.

For Insurance Tailored to Your
Growing Business...

THINK SERIES ONE

cc -rprenenSiVe policy. One surprisingly modes premi
t
um
pay In convenient installments.

•

•,

S .es One Business Policy. Its particularly attract
ive for small
- s ze *ail stores, offices, apartments and church
es.
O-e you can ccver specific loss perils or get blanke
t
A-1d "ere are optional coverages fitted to your requirements
.

awc.,t Series One protection. Special insurance for your special
ess

Holton, Melugin & Haverstock
Insurance Agency
211 S. 121h
Lindy Suitor Representing

-AA

753-3415

• 5 HP Briggs & Stratton Engine
• Counter-Rotating Fully Covered
• 7 Position Depth Stake
• 12" Tines/17" Tine Width
• 13X5.00 Pneumatic Tires
• Adjustable Handle
• 2-Year Limited Warranty

,r7 State Auto
L1J insuranco Companios

Isn't It Time
To Prepare
for

What's Down
The Road?

As we travel, were aware, of our need
to know what's going on ahead of us. But
in life our
journey is slower, and we sometime forget
s
to plan for what's coming up. At Miller
Funeral
Home. we think its important for peopl
e to plan for their family's future now.
- You can
plan for the future today by arranging estat
e plans and preplanning funeral services at
Miller Funeral Home. Preplanning
Is easv. and gi‘,es your family valuable guide
lines they'll
need. Plus you'll ha\•e the securit.
‘ if kniDAing plans are in place if they're needed.
Preplanning is easy to do. and there
s no obligation to you. Prefmancing optio
ns are
available for those who wish.
So inok ahead. and learn more about the
convenience of
preplanning. Call or stop by Miller FL,ner
a! Home today for more information.

• 11 HP Briggs & Stratton Synchro-Balanced Engine
• Step-Through Design
• 4-Speed In-Line Transaxle
• Convenient Operator Controls
• 12 Position Height Control with Memory
• 2 Blade 36" Deep Draw Mowing Deck
• 24" Cutting Radius
• 2-Year Limited Warranty
• Grass Catcher Optional

MILLER

Your Trust in...

Complete Auto Repair
of Murray, Inc.
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e
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•" at" Street • Murray Kv
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U.S. proposes broad
Reciprocal agreement dissolved
logging restrictions
to protect spotted owl
By RUSS KENNEDY

Kentucky Afield Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Fish and Wildlife Service proposed cases that could affect the owl or
today that logging be restricted harm its critical habitat, officials
across 11.6 million acres of North- said.
"I am concerned there is a widewest forests to protect the northern
sprea
d misconception that critical
spotted owl from extinction.
habit
at
prohibits all activities withAgency director John Turner
said the proposal will be revised in designated areas. That is not the
over the next five months and case," Turner said.
Bill Calder, an aide to Hatfield,
could be made smaller to minimize
said
there was no question that the
the loss of jobs.
propo
sal would constitute the most
Still, the proposal was described
as the most sweeping protection of sweeping protection of wildlife
ever under the Endangered Species
wildlife in U.S. history.
Act.
Members of Congress from the
The 11.6 million acres include
Northwest contend that restricting
5.1
million acres in Oregon. 3.3
logging in the forests will cost the
region tens of thousands of jobs. million in Washington and 3.2 milThis is biology run amok — lion in northern California. It is
single-use management at its equal to an area the size of the
worst." Sen. Mark Hatfield, R- states of Massachusetts and VerOre., said in denouncing the plan. mont combined.
Hatfield told President -Bush on
The proposal was made in
response to a federal court order. Tuesday that such a large setaside
••I don't know when the service ultimately could cost the Northwest
100.000 jobs, but federal estimates
has dealt with an issue that has
attracted such intense public inter- place the loss at less than 30,000.
Fish and Wildlife Service bioloest," Turner said in announcing the
gists
determined an area smaller
proposed rule.
We met the court deadline. but than 11 million acres could cona great deal remains to be done. demn the owl to extinction, violatWe muSt combine conservation ing protection under the Endanwith common sense as we seek to gered Species Act.
Killing the owl or cutting its nest
forge a sensible plan that balances
trees has been illegal since the
protection for the owl with the concern for well-being of the people of Interior Department's Fish and
Wildlife Service declared the owl a
the Northwest." he said.
threatened species last June.
Turner said last week that an
earlier strategy to ban logging on 3
Until today. however, the admimillion acres of forests was insuffirims:ration has resisted mapping
cent because
out millions of acres of neighbori allow too
many owls te
ing trees that should be saved as
The proposa:
par: of the owl's dwindling habitat.
logging ounneh: in
The maps will be submitted on
er.::re designated area. But anyone wishing to
Monday to U.S. District Court
cut trees in that area would have to
Judge Thomas ZiIly of Seattle.
obtain special permission from the
Zilly earlier ruled that the agenFish and Wildlife Service.
:‘ abused its discretion when it did
An outright prohibition of .
designate critical habitat at the
ging 7.vould be invoked or..
it listed the owl as threatened.

.—•••

Under ten? Throw 'em back in
Kentucky - Tennessee
State Boundary on
Kentucky Lake

AURORA — Conservation
officers have stepped up Kentucky Lake enforcement efforts
on the 10-inch crappie size limit
and the end of reciprocal fishing
licensing between Kentucky and
Tennessee.
Enforcement officers of the
Kentucky Department of Fish
and Wildlife Resources have
been checking livewells and
licenses, and finding most
anglers operating within
regulations.
"Most people are complying
with the law." said David Loveless, supervisor of the agency's
First District. "We're probably
coming up with a 3-to-4 percent
rate of violations."

•
•

•
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•
•
•
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753-9131

ADVANTAGE:

Cain's01

Loveless said some anglers
are unaware of :he 10-inch
77r,17%7r, on crappie.
while
• r-ne have been slow to under•
that the reciprocal licensagreement has been voided.
On :he .alter. Kentucky
1-enses
are required and
Ken:uck.v reg.:ons in effect
:7 all s.:....abern area, of the
lake
borders, and
To.n7.e•, e licenses and
are manT,;.-.:-„:ssec. Before the
ot' the agreeeither sla:e•s licenses and
c,07%.;`..i'r.,:g regulations could
te:'-veen Eggners Ferry'
Bri..:ze at Aurora and the Soott
Filzhah Bridge at Paris
•
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Loveless said warning are
being issued in cases where
enforcement officers believe
infracting fishermen have been
unaware of their wrongdoings.
"1:'s an educational process,"
he said. Some people honestly
don't know about the changes."
There are cases. however, in
which violations have been serious enough that citations have
been iss'acd.
"We've been writing a few
citations.- Loveless said, noting
that in instances where fisher-.
men have crappie shorter than
en inches in possession, they
can be fined for each of the
illegal fish.
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"There could be a fine of S25
to 5100 per short fish, plus court
costs." he said.
Loveless said, while crappie
limits are being stressed, black
bass also are getting checked for
size.
One frequent question nowadays, he said, is whether bass
tournament anglers fishing the
waters of both states can go by
lesser restrictions, such as_ . a
12-inch minimum size for mosttournaments held out of Tennessee marinas.
"The rule is that, if someone
is in Kentucky waters, he can
only have one bass in! his possession shorter than 14 inches,"
Loveless. said.

by Jerry Maupin

Hwy. 641 N. - Murray, Ky. • (50
2)753-6448
The time is near tor the crappie
:o spawn on Kentucky Lake! Actually, I think some of them already
have, judging from the egg sacs of
the. big females we caught last
weekend.
The water temperature is now in
the ideal range (65-72) for the
crappie and bass to let Mother
Nature take its course and produce
bunches of young fish.
The cold fronts passing much too
frequently through this area have
moved the fish up and down, in
and out so many times, it's a wonder they even try to spawn.
Coupled with this is the major
big river flooding which has forced
our lakes up and down. Each one
of these changes has resulted in the
fish shutting down completely or

Pittman Wheel
Alignment
Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires

410 N. 4th
753-8346 - 753-6779
Remember the 10th
For City Newspaper Carriers

fcc.1:ng to a mad.der,,,
-„
•••&
Ms; local anglers are managing
to ta'iê some nice fish. howev'er.
Tuhe jigs, roadrunners, tiny' traps
and --mows v.ill work if you fish
:hem over and through the moss
heds. trushpiles and Stakebeds.
When conditions are good. you V. I
find thc crappie and bass very close
to the shoreline and the standing
b.atIonb:.shes. It shouldn't be much
lonaer before they' move to the
s.
The elevation almost reached
360 feet on Monday- but fell to 359
by Thursday morning.
This hurts everyone because the
n't do the same thing from
to the next. It could be a
nlem if it happens when the
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The 10th of each month is a very important
day to your city
newspaper carrier Your earner must receive
your payment by
the 10th of the month in order to pay
their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent busin
ess men and
women. They buy their papers from us at
wholesale cost and
sell them to you at the retail delivery rate. When
you don't pay
them by the 10th they have to dig down into their
own pockets
to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the
10th of each
month. They depend on you to write
their pay checks
Collection time can be an inconvenience for
you and your
carrier.
So...paying by mail is a simple way to avoi
d the bother of
monthly collection.

•1-",••••,
••••••••••....
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The Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources (KDFWR)
has dissolved the reciprocal agreement with
Tennessee as of April 18. The
move affects sport fishermen and waterfowl
hunters on Kentucky Lake as
well as anglers on Dale Hollow Lake.
In the past, either Kentucky or Tennessee fishi
ng licenses were valid on
portions of both lakes identified as "reciprocal
zones," and sportsmen followed the regulations of the state which issue
d their license. In other
words. Kentucky -licensed anglers followed
Kentucky's size and creel limits while Tennessee's fishing regulations
applied
see fishing license. The same held true on hunti to those with a Tennesng licenses for Kentucky
Lake waterfowl hunters.
Now, however, Kentucky Lake anglers and
waterfowl hunters, and
fishermen on Dale Hollow, will need an appro
priate Kentucky' license
when on Kentucky waters and a Tennessee licen
se when on Tennessee
waters.
A difference in fishery management philosophi
and Tennessee authorities triggered the discussion es between Kentucky
of the agreement which
dates back to the '60s.
KDFWR has implemented stricter size and creel
limits on Kentucky
and Barkley lakes to aid in rebuilding crapp
ie populations hampered by
poor reproduction in the drought years of the
midchanges will produce the kind of fishery Kent 80s. Hopefully, these
ucky anglers repeatedly'
have said they' want — quality size fish.
**The fish and wildlife department and Kentucky
anglers are very concerned about maintaining quality fishing opportunit
ies in this portion of
Kentucky Lake," said KDFWR commissioner
Don R. McCormick.
Much to the credit of Kentucky anglers, they willi
ngly agreed to stricter
site and creel limits to insure a healthy, quality'
crappie fishery now and
for the future.
Tennessee has no minimum size limits on crapp
ie — or black bass.
The issue became a matter of fairness. Was it
fair for a Kentucky
angler to have to put back small eight- and nineinch
crappie or bass
while the person in the boat beside him — fishi
ng on a Tennessee license
— could keep any' fish he wanted? The state fish and
wildlife department
didn't think so.
The affected area at Kentucky Lake essentially' lies
between the mouth
of Jones Creek and the mouth of Cypress Creek
in Calloway County. The
actual state line is the center of the main lake chann
el now marked by red
and black buoys. To the west of the buoys is
Kentucky' water, to the cast
is Tennessee water.
A reciprocal zone never existed on Lake Barkley.
That lake crosses a
-horizontal" (east-west) border, and the type
of license needed and the
rues to be followed are simply determined
by' which state you're fishing

E. Main & Industiral Road

753-5606 «-

full-scale spawn starts.
Black bass, the second-most
sought af:er fish at this time, are
standing in the wings waiting for
their tue to do their own thing.
As planned, they' are a little
behind the crappie so we can enjoy'
one type of fishing without losing
on the other.
Plastics of all shapes, sizes' and
colors will work if you don't 'get in
too' much of a hurry.
Spinnerbaits will work but they
will be better later on. Some topY/ater twitch baits, the old favorite
gara spook. uoodchoppers arid all
kinds of crankbaits should produce
in practically every bay on the
lake. Meaning most of the fish are
mill scattered after the spring feeding spree when they come up from
the !beep water.
I'm sure some of you can find a
concentration if the conditions are
good.
There will be some tournament
folks out again ,this weekend so
make your reservations for a place
to fish early!
I had a most enjoyable week
fishing with Dr. Leon Striegel and
his lovely wife Orpha.
'We chased the crappie hard and
did yery well but the highlight was
a Infle time out to bass fish on the

out

Wayne Higgins
Backhoe Service

Hend]
emplc

second day. Leon and I both had
Several good bass on for a few seconds but lost them. There Wasn't
anything we did wrong; the bass
were just pumped up..- During this
time frame Orpha is taking lessons
from the Dr. and I, except when
she t?ooked a good bass she landed
it.
After the battle was ovnr and we
had made a few' more casts, she
said very sweetly, "If you men
want some instructions on how' to
catch a bass, I'll be glad to help!"
It was a smallmouth bass and the
very first one she had caught! I
enjoyed fishing with the Striegels
very much and will look for them
again come striper time.
Gene Medley and his sone Gene
(Hoss) fished one day with me but
it was the most productive of them
all. We stayed on the fish all day
and caught 40 crappie and 22 bass.
The bss were released because
most of them were females full of
roe. It was a good day with all systems on go. We lost some really
big fish because of lines breaking,
but nobody seemed to mind.
I told the Medleys to come back
when the stripes started moving
and we would see some real action.
Gene Senior said he didn't know if
he "could stand it any better."
Happy Fishing!
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Call Us Anytime
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FREE ESTIMATES
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BUSINESS
Promoted

Going over their activities as members of The BFGoo
drich Cornpany's caustic soda marketing/distribution team are
(from left) Linda
Beck of Calvert City, Susie Perrey of Benton,
Clyde Adkins of Murray and Lisa Ballard of Gilbertsville.

Calvert City Plant Manager David
NI. Shepard. "They decided that
Clyde Adkins, here at the Calvert
City plant. was the most qualified
person in the company. They also
concluded that since much of the
activity was centered on this plant,
the marketing operation should be
located here, too."
Customer service functions such
as processing orders and arranging
shipment were moved to Calvert
City in August. 1987. Nlaking
Calvert City the center of sales and
marketing functions became the
next logical step. The change was
completed in December, 1990,
making Calvert City the nerve center for the company's caustic soda
sales and service operation.

Thornton receives
new sheetmetal
fabrication machine

if
served as president of the Medical
Auxiliary, of which she was also a
charter member in its original organizational beginning.
Lynn has also been active with
"Community Theater" and has
served as "MSU Social Sorority
Advisor." We at .Joe Smith Carpet
welcome Lynn and look forward to
the future developments that are to
come Iletca,use of her association.
Lynn wishes to let all of her
friends and clients know that she is
associated with us at Joe Smith
Carpet, and invites all to visit her
at our location on Highway 641
North or to call her at 753-6660.

Hendrix selected 'Out of the Ordinary
employee at Murray-Calloway Hospital
Donnie Hendrix of Murray has
been selected as .the "Out of the
Ordinary" employee for the month
of April for his work as a unit
clerk/monitor technician at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The "Out of the Ordinary" award
presented regularly to an MCCH
employee such as Hendrix who, in
the eyes of colleagues and/or
patients, demonstrates outstanding
commitment to his or tier
responsibilities.
One of the many nomination
cards for Hendrix said: "Donnie is
helpful and courteous and always
has a pleasant personality. His
primary concern is for the patients
and the families. He is a joy to
work with. He is never irritable
when called with a new admission
to his floor. If he doesn't know the
answer to a question, he will get it
for us. Also, his piano playing at
Christmas time and at other hospital functions is wonderful."
Hendrix has worked :at N1GCH
about nine years. He has a wide
range of experience. Hendrix
started as an aide in the N1CCH
dietary department. He has also
worked as a respiratory therapy
technician and an emergency room
orderly. He most recently worked
as a unit clerk in the nursing
department before transferring to a

For over 50 years, the Randy
Thornton Company has constantly
thrived to improve its product by
seeking the best methods and
equipment available. Continuing in
the same philosophy, they are
proud to announce the recent
acquisition of a high-tech
sheetmetal-fitting fabrication
machine.
Controlled by a high speed computer, this technologically advanced machine can cut all types
of metal into any shape necessary
to facilitate the job with lightning
speed and intricate accuracy. The
machine's operator, Randy Dawson, received over 40 hours of
extensive training to learn the
numerous functions entailed in its
operation.

HT Marketing,.. Inc., is proud to
announce that Tim Greer has been
selected as Employee Of the Month
for March. In honor of his achievements on behalf of the company, he
received a check for $100 and a
plaque, presented by Hunt Smock.
Greer has been with the company since October, 1989, and
holds the position of Cash Manager. He is responsible for the dayto-day cash flow activities of the
company and for credit and
collections.
His duties include gathering
information for bank presentations,
handling month-end general ledger
work, reviewing accounts for credit
purposes, performing profit passover computations, coordinating corporate insurance activities, and
assisting the controller and executive vice-president of finance in
special accounting projects.
He has an excellent working
knowledge of the Lotus 123 computer spreadsheet program and uses
it in all phases of his work. He is
competent in the accounting area,
and his prior banking experience
has been invaluable.

The Chemical Manufacturers
Association (CMA) recently
applauded three Calvert City industries for taking aggressive action to
care for the environment.
Atochem North America, The
BFGoodrich Company and GAF
Chemicals Corporation of Calvert
City are among CMA members
who have committed themselves to
CMAI's Responsible Care Guiding
Principles. These principles are
guidelines that point companies
toward an ultimate goal: protecting
and preserving our environment.
The three Calvert City plants have
implemented specific projects and
community programs to meet that
goal.
CMA NEWS, the organization's
official publication, recognized the
plants in its March issue. CMA
NEWS Editor Jim Turner said it is
unusual for three CMA members
from one community to be among
those congratulated for their
efforts.

Roberts Realty
Salutes their secretary
pharmacy technician position on
April 8. He now helps fill daily in hospital pharmaceutical orders for
patients as directed by physicians.
"I'd like to thank those who
nominated me," Hendrix said. "I
am very honored to receive this
award. I enjoy my work, and I feel
ply co-workers arc like a family
'away from home. They make work
a lot of fun."
In addition to the award. Hendrix
receives a specially-marked parking space for the month, a certificate denoting the honor. a balloon
bouquet, and a special invitation to
the hospital's annual service
awards banquet.

753-4646

•Comcietitye Rates
•3Jaranteecl Lifetime Income
•,,va,ver of Premium
fo' Disability Option
• Good Neighbor' Service

Tim Greer has been selected
as
Employee of the Month for
March at HT Marketing, Inc. In
honor of his achievements on
behalf of the company, he
received a check for $100 and a
plaque, presented by Hunt
Smock.
Greer has assumed many additional responsibilities since first
joining the company and he continues to perform in an exemplary
manner. He is professional, courteous and willing to assist in any
project.
The company greatly appreciates
his loyalty and devotion to his job.

Can:
Donald E. Henry
302 Main Street
Office
753-9935
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Donnie Hendrix

Randy Dawson recently received over 40 hours of train
ing to learn
the functions of a high-tech sheetmetal-fitting fabricatio
recently acquired by the Randy Thornton Company n machine,
in Murray.
Since placing this equipment in ing a top qualit
operation, the company has real- central heatin y duct system for
g and air.
ized an expansion in its capabilities
The Randy Thornton Company
— from being able to fabricate the invites you to
come by and see this
most complicated fitting to provid- new machinery
in action for all
your custom sheetmetal needs.

HT Marketing announces Greer
as Employee of Month for March

CMA recently
honors Calvert
City industries
for principles

FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY, Inc.
W Sow arm.

• --f-,••44

Sonic, which is currently under construction on S. 12th
Street, is scheduled to open in Murray in June.

Phillip G. Rogers of the Prudential Insurance Company of
America was recently honored in
Mayfield for 20 years of service
with the company. He was presented a plaque and a diamond
ring by Sales Manager Leonard
Webb, Jr., for 20 years of outstanding sales and service. lie
also receked letters of congratulations from President Ron D.
Barbaro. Rogers is an LUTC-F
graduate and a registered representative. His office is located
at 201 S. 6th Street in Murray.
Ly nn W. Houston

•i• .

Photo embotaied by Joyce Voleorime

Houston recently
joins Joe Smith
Carpet Center
Joe Smith Carpet is proud to
introduce to its professional staff
Lynn W. Houston. We are very
pleased that she has chosen to associate with us, for Lynn will add to
our capabilities, a major service,
that in the past we were not able to
offer.
Lynn's expertise with home
decorating will begin a new era for
Joe Smith Carpet. Her background
includes Enix Interiors of Murray.
Dayton and Company of Rochester,
MN, Creative Interiors of Murray
and Mayfield, in which she was
responsible for assisting clients in
coordinating of colors, home furnishing, wallpaper, and all other
facets of home interior design,
including carpeting, vinyl flooring,
hardwood, paint and much more.
But not only does Lynn add to
Joe Smith's, she also adds to our
community. She has served on the
Library Board for which she
received the "Twelve Year Recognition Award." Lynn has also

Sonic to locate in Murray

Honored

Tim Greer

DAN
SHIPLEY

• BONDS
• RECREATIONAL
VEHICLES

Donnie Hendrix

753-4751

247-8747
101 South 7th St.

Randy Dawson

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

Mayfield
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Felicia Jane Barnett, a Murray
native, has been promoted to
manager of Maurices, a women's
and men's fashion store in the
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center.
Barnett, who began her retail
career with NIaurices in July
1989 as an assistant manager,
attended Murray State
University.

BFGoodrich moves caustic
soda operation to Calvert City
The BFGoodrich Company Geon
Vinyl Division has moved the
headquarters of caustic soda marketing and customer service functions to Calvert City from the company's home office in Cleveland,
Ohio.
The move added to the job
responsibilities of three Calvert
City employees. Clyde Adkins of
Murray was promoted to Senior
Marketing Manager. Susie Perrey
of Benton was promoted to Administrator, and Lisa Ballard of Gilbertsville was promoted to Customer Service Representative.
"The head of the department
retired. The company started looking around to see who could best
take over the department," said
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Gorbachev condemns party hardliners

•

MOSCOW (AP) — Mikhail S.
Gorbachev is condemning Communist Party hard-liners after
defeating their attempt to force him
out of the partys top job. reports
said today. But he also promises
firm action to halt strikes and
protests.
In a speech Friday to the party
's
Central Committee, the Sovi
et
president said the party risks
becoming politically isolated,
and
he called his hard-line attac
kers
— irresponsible" in their attem
pt a

day earlier to oust him as party
general-secretary.
He warned of the danger that
"party organizations will occupy
themselves exclusively with the
settlement of internal party problems, and will remain ... outside
the main developments" of politics, the party daily Pravda reported
today.
He urged the Communist elite to
"concentrate on helping the party
show its ability as an active force
in the implementation of the anti-

MSU to participate in challenge for children
Murray State students will parti51.000 donation by Hasbro, manu. nate in the National Electronic
facturer of Electronic Survivor
_rvivor Shot College Challenge to
Shot and sponsor of the fund%I:se money for local children in
raising drive. In Murray, charitable
need. The contest will be held on
proceeds will be donated to the
Cutchin Field, at Murray State.
Children's Help and Mental
N1onday•, April 29. Advance
Protection.
registration will be from 11 a.m.
To win:a team of eight students
until 12 noon. Game play will
must band together to devise a
%gin at noon and end at 6 p.m. mast
er "attack plan" to outIennifer Young. Murray State. mane
uver their opponents. Their
762-6951. is in charge of the .devi
ce? Electronic Survivor Shot,
nest. The contest will be held
the latest innovation in electronic
•a..n or shine.
sports tag that uses light, sound and
To participate in the National
physical sensation to raise games
Electronic Survivor Shot College
of "tag" and adventure to new
Challenge and test their strategic
heights. When you're hit. you feel
aeumen. students are asked to make
it!
2 S1.000 donation. adding to
a

INSURANCE
Life Insurance
Level Term - Universal Life
Whole Life
FREE Help in Claim Filing For All My Clients

753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Lou V. McGary

Are your loved ones protected fina
ncially if
you died today?

best possible price
The
for the best poss
ible

hearing aid
edi4

S
,
044 •IA‘44•4444

_ :e^sec

crisis program," according to
Pravda.
Gorbachev's continuing fury
hinted of a break with the hardliners. So did the "anti-crisis"
plan for salvaging the Soviet Union
that he hammered out this week
with the leaders of nine of the 15
republics, ho want more power
now held by the party and the central government.
The plan calls for rewriting the
constitution, holding new elections.
selling off small state-owned companies, speeding up creation of
stock exchanges. and puts a moratorium on strikes and rallies.
Gorbachev promised firm action
as soon as next week to halt strikes
and restore plummeting production
in basic industries and consumer
goods.
Interior Minister Boris Pugo said
in an interview Friday that Gorbachev planned to impose a "special
regime" involving economic measures, not troops. to restore sliding
production. He would not
elaborate.
On Friday evening. thousands of
police and unarmed Interior Ministry troops closed off the center of
Moscow surrounding the Kremlin,
in preparation for the May Day
parade Wednesday and possible
anti-government demonstrations.
Dozens of water cannon and military vehicles were parked outside
one end of the Kremlin.
Last May Day, tens of thousands
of citizens poured into Red Square

OBITUARIES

at the end of the official parade and
shouted "Resign!" at Gorbachev
and other leaders.
Gorbachev told the Sox iet
Supreme Soviet legislature Friday
that the Central Committee
"thought it as their duty to SaV
'What arc you sitting there for
We'll show you!'... so they could
go back to their local organitallons
and say, 'We beat the hell out of
him!'"

Frank Montgomery

Frank Montgomery.. 80, of 1619
law, Mrs. Connie Montgomery.
Miller Ave., Murray, died at 5:10
New Concord: a niece. Margaret
p.m., Friday at the MurrayAnn Griffith, Franklin, Tenn.:
two
Calloway County Hospital. He was
nephews. Tom Montgomery,
born March 7, 1911, at New ConOwensboro and Joe Montgomery,
cord, to the late Joe W. MontgomNashville, Tenn.; three great-neices
ery and Nlaude Locke
and six step children.
Montgomery.
Montgomery was preceeded in
He was a prominent farmer in
death by his wife. Mary Montgomthe New Concord community until
ery', two sisters. Ruth and Erin
With slurred words and bags
under his eyes, he explained that he 1962 when he moved to Murray
Montgomery and a brother. Locke
lost his temper during the two-day and farmed in the Stella communiMontgomery.
party meeting and said he could not ty. until he retired. He was 3 memFuneral services will be held at 2
ber of Murray United Methodist
p.m., Sunday. April 28, in the
continue Working v.;:h suLli a CenChurch. Murray Lodge #105 F. and
chapel of the J.H. Churchill Funertral Committee. and suggested he
A.M.. the Oaks Country Club and
al Home. The Rev. Nowell Bingresign.
the Murray Lions Club.
ham and Dr. David Roos will offi"Then, they began thinking
Survivors include three brothers. ciate.
Burial will follo
about what was happening.— he Bob Montgomery and
wife Dor- Concord Cemetery w in the New
..
said, turning slightly red and nearly
othy, Murray': Charles Montgomery
Friends may call at J.H. Churshouting. The Central Continatee and wife Ruth. Nashv
ille. Tenn_
ahill:Funeral Home from 5 to X
voted 322-13 on Thersdas :o sap- and Paul Montgomery
and wife. p.m.. Saturday'
and Sunday until
port him. and So‘iel new saape•s on
Nova. Paris. Tenn.: One sister-in'.neral hour.
Friday em,phas:/ed
had ca:ntaneuvered his hard-line ot';',:nts.
To hard-liners who in: to retilstate the Communist
on
Graveside rites or Mrs. Je
power. Gorbaahev sant, S,is.i.ety
Parker and Max Beale.
(*Jingles \lelugin are today at
Ould
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is
aacep
•not t that." a„'ording. a.M.
at Murray Ca\ CerietC%
to a Tass trarisarant.
in charge of arrangements.
Gorbachev reeeived s'ar: Fri- John Da.c is of 1: a:
Mrs. Melugin. 93. of 1312 Farris
Pallbearers are Eugene Schanbaday from the liSIa3::‘
Murray. died Thursday at 1 •
Ave..
i1/4:i.:sher. (1.r.ton Cochran. George
lature of Russia. headed hy
a.m. at Murray -Calloway County
Paterson. Bill Stubblefield. Russel:
Hospital.
rival, Boris Yeltsin. The lawmakers
backed the plan Gorbachev negotiated Tuesday v.ith Yeltsin and the
leaders of the eight other republics
The. funeral for Cecil Davis will
that wish to remain united.
Calloway County Hospital.
he today. at 2 p.m in the chapel of
Jackson Funeral Home, Dukedom.
He is survived by his wife. Mrs.
The Rev. Paul Crocker and the
Jessie Lou Rickman Davis: one
Rev. G.W. Moon will officiate.
son. Danny Davis. Paris, Tenn.
:
Burial will follow in Morgan
three sisters. Mrs. Masry Bennett.
The driver of the pickup, Carlton
Cemet
ery.
Tucker. 16. of Hickory. told state
Mayfield. and Mrs. Mildred WigFriends may call a: the funeral
gins and Mrs. Frances Rushing,
police in the report that his truck
crested a hill on the high w ay two home.
Lynnville: one brother, Henry
Mr. Davis. 7.1, Rt, I. Dukedom. Davis,
rrales south of Mayfield and he saw
Palmersville. Tenn.: one
the two girls V. a:kinz in the road. Tenn., died Th•arsday at VLrraN- stergrandchild.
Laker said in the report that tried
to as md hitting the teenagers. but
a .Tabile to avoid hnting them.
and l'Ao passengers in las
Ma—oiette Canon, 86. of Rt. 8,
Mrs. Cannon was married to and
e- _•
in2ared. :he report Murray died
at 5:54 a.m.. Saturday :s survived by Audrey' Canon, who
at Murray Calloway County she married Jan.
-26, 1923 in
Benton.
in Graves County.. Ma Y 23.
She was also survived by a sis• 4. she was the daughter of the ter, Zane Holcom of
Rt. 8, Murray;
William Thomas Holcom and three nephews; one niece
and 10
aut:..:c. on Obion
Margie Washam Hocom, and was great nephews and
nieces.
h,:•1:
a mernber of the Green Plains
/4 heas taken
Funeral services will he 2 p.m..
aa.ng to a puh'...shc;,' Ch....rch of Christ.
Monday at J.H. Churchill Funeral
Sh,;• was preceeded in death hy
Home with burial following in the
;n
rc-...ort that they
W:i,ohcan ‘Va:drop and Murray City Cemetery. Mr.
Gilbert
Kuhn as.., driving the.
tinree :brothers. DIa7C.', Woodson Gough will officiate.
Frien
ds
may
and Ei•Aoo..1
call after 5 p.m. Sunday.
: 7 • ..'
be d-ohped

To help you
select a new or
better used car
or truck see...

Charles Jenkins
You Are Invited
To Attend A

Two Graves County teenagers hit by pickup
To craves County teenagers
were injured at 6 p.m. Friday when
they were hit by a pickup truck as
they walked on Ky. 2205, according to a published report.
Jamie McClung. 14 and Anecia
West. 13, both of Mayfield were
taken to Community Hospital.
McClung was admitted with multiple injuries. while West W.aS treated
for back injuries and released. the
report said.

After an early morning car chase
came to a crashing halt. resulting in
theft charges for two Graves Counly
C..r:.s 13)7,..arn. 19. of Water
Valley. Rt. 1 and passenger Todd
Kuhn. 20. of Wingo are charged in
the theft of a read 1980 Toyota.
which was involved in a car.chase
from Fulton County to northwest
laler
Tennessee.
Byrt_rh. who w as ,ri.h,,i 7L
The crash occurred at 1:57 a.m.
was tne
Friday. about four miles into Tenand had La tne
aae,,:ent s,..ehe lefore stilt,: troop
nessee. Bynum was jailed in Fulton
er arried. 1.:ynain was arres
County Detention Center on
ted a:
1::( 1 2.7.. at b
charges of receiving stolen propernI 07".•,!.
ty. first-degree wanton 'endangerTne Toyota.
!%.1,:;•••,n
ment and resisting an order to stop .11.r.,:s of
F...ton. Tenn.. was
a motor vehicle. K ann Was charged
s:
from a garaiae.

Detectives look into possible ritual practicin

g

OLIVE HILL, Ky.(AP) — Sheriff's detectives think two disemboweled calves found in the area
are related to occult activity.
Sloe Wesolov.ski. a detective
with 'Joe Greenup County Sheriffis
Deparanaent. said there are strong
sirralaraies hiet..seen Monday's discovery
ca.f at-Big White Oak
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Former stat,e tourism secretary Mary
Ray °akin says the gover
nor's
office p%issured her to raise mone
y'
for Martha Wilkinson's camp
aign
-- a task she derislyely calle
d
"delivering the bad news.— •
Oaken said she agreed to seek
S.500 and .S1.000 contributions
from, non-rherit cahinet employee
s,
an oi.o..ah she considered
the
Css a — mista
ke:— according to
a :story/ in today's editions of
The
— I .. .as do,71g a good job,— she
ti•id the new spa•,.- er in a telep
hone
interview Friday about her campaign. "I wanted to keep,the job
...
so I prrtaised rhy
parti
cipat
ion
to
••

1611 Ridgemmd

APRIL 28- MAY 1

s77,950
II I.,
783, South to
South 11.7....int (,r%4.. II huri.h
‘11:41.4 strong I, Ii 1s1 how... on
right
Akt

Subdivision

issAl.
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SUNDAY BIBLE CLASSES 9 a.m.
SUNDAY MORNING WORSHIP - 9:55
a.m.
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NIGHT 7;00 p.m.
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Oaken says she was forced
to raise campaign funds
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Car chase ends in crash

Adiologisr

ys,cior on premises
7'59 4815
00 South 87- :,•reer • Sore 304

• uir

sornet
v.a4
where I

SPEAKER - JOHN MAYS

(PREACHER FOR THE DEXTER CHURCH
OF

HRIST1

EVERYONE IVELCdIE

3 BR.2 bath bnck with central heat&
air 11.4y 121
South to Overby Road. turn left
1-irst house on
left

For further
information
call or
come by...

,j0111111

Oaken said the money was given
to the campaign of Mrs. Wilkinson,
who is trying to succeed hFr husband. Gov. Wallace Wilkihson. .
Oaken said she began seeking .
the contriutions by confronting a
handful of employees as they drove
together in a private van to a tourism event on a day off. She contacted the others individually.
"I caught some on their lunch,
break." he said. "I caught somc
of them after work. I called some
of them at home. I called it 'delivering the bad news."'•
Oaken said the specifics' of the had news were that deputy cornrniSsioners should give SUMO and
directors should give S500. She
was asked for $2,500 — S2.000
from her and S500 from her
spouse. She and her husband contributed that amount, about $1,500
...more than they otherwise would
have or could afford, she said.
The goYernor's press secretary.
Doug Alexander. denied Oaken's
allegations. "There was no pressure.— he said. "There was no reason for anybody to feel any
pressure.''
Martha W,ikinson's press secretary did not retina a phone call
Friday.
Alexander also suggested that
Oaken's comments were politically
motivated and conflicted with what
she told reporters at the time the
contributions were made.
Oaken is a Democratic candidate
for state treasurer.
"The difference between then
and now, I would guess, is the fact
that we're in the political season,"
Alexander said.
Last June, before Oaken was
forced to resign from the cabinet
and before she entered the race for
treasurer, she said the contributions
were voluntary. .

CATHY
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Robertson Road
s 1 27,000

WE HAUL WHITE COLDVVATER
GRAVEL AND DIRT

K&K STUMP REMOVAL
Mechanically Removed
24" Deep Free Estimates

Treated Cross Ties
435-4343

Bob KPmp
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435-4319 Bob Kemp Jr
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DE
AR ABBY
by Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY You published
sormdhing in 1977 that 1 thought
WaS
111ciffilflgiUl. 1 kept it posted
where 1 could see it daily! hope y•ou
think it
worth running again: it
could give today's parents somethrg
to think about as they raise tHeir
children m todav's society
iNY LI Lr ;;R -E, DENVER

cry,
:aret
two
cry,
ices

DEAR TONY: It's well worth
the space, and here it is:

I in
omErin
cke

CHILDREN LEARN WHAT
THEY LIVE
by Dorothy LaY% Nolte
If a child 11%i— with criticism.
HI, 1,011,ri, Iondenni
If a child
with hostility.
lit' learns to fight
If a child li\e- with ridiculi•
11.• learn- to he shy
If a child
wit h shame.
lie learn- to feel guilt%
If a child
es with tolerance.
Hi. I.•,ii ris to he patient
If a child ii‘.es with encourapernent.

at 2
the
ertill-

W

Ii.' le•M•11-• C.)11fidt•Ilut,

If ;I child !Re.
:%%ith

praise,
H. learn- to appreciate
If a hi Id
with
rflt--.lit' 14..1t11-. ju,
tic«,
If a child II% t••• ‘1.11111 security.
Ile l• it flfaith
If a 1 h ii c,es ith approval.
He la•arris to like hini-elf
If a ifun! In. es with act eptance and
friendship
Hi,!eau:,to find love in the. world

I /EAl< .11iliY I am a 19-Year-old
V. h..
finally met "Mr
it discussini2. marri.n.7.
T11%

'A10711.11:

My mother. a Widow,
es iii
another state where 1 grew up. She's
financially comfortable' and has
considerable savings. I make a very
good salary. have t secure job and
some sayings..
At this point in my life. who should
pay for my Hiding? Also, should I
be married here, or back in my honer,
state?
LCCKY IN.GEORI ;IA

OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) — "It's selling pretty good right
will spill it," Newton said. "But a
Milk packaged in revolutionary now."
lot
of people are just afraid to try
pouch-type containers have been
Bob Shigley, marketing director new things."
showing up in dairy cases of groc- for Holland Dairy, said studie
s
And some customers are afraid
ery and convenience stores across have shown that one day's sales of
the package will break before they
parts of western Kentucky and milk jugs/in Indiana leaves enoug
h get it home, but they don't need to
Indiana during the past two weeks. waste to add 20 feet of trash
to a be, said Kim Vickers, assistant
The producer, Holland Dairy of one-acre landfill.
manager at Wyndall's Foodland in
Holland, Ind., says the new halfEnvironmental officials have calOwens
boro.
gallon pouches that fit into special culated that the pouches would
use
She offers to throw the pouch
pitchers will not only keep milk only one-eightieth of the landfil
l into the air and let
fresher than traditional cartons and space needed to dispose of
it hit the
rigid
ground, the way she saw a Holland
jugs but also conserve precious milk containers. Holland officia
ls
space in landfills.
also say the empty pouches can be representative demonstrate it to
Ron Phillips, assistant manager recycled along with other plastic her. The pouch will take more
drops than a plastic jug, Vickers
of Megamart in Owensboro, was products or washed out and used
as said.
explaining benefits of the pouches lunch or freezer bags.
Steve Fulkerson, general manato one customer recently and soon
Customer reaction to the new
ger
of Jumpin' Jacks convenience
found himself encircled by packages has been mixed
at Han- stores, said it's too
soon to gauge
shoppers.
cock IGA in Lewisport, report
"People are kind of amazed assistant manager Larry Newto ed customer reaction to the milk
n.
pouches, but
when they sec it." said Phillips.
... are afraid their kids acceptance he expects it to gain
simply because shop-

DEAR LUCKY: Since your
mother is financially "comfortable" and has considerable savings, if she offers to pay for your
wedding, let her. If she doesn't
offer, pay for it yourself.
If you have family and friends
in your home state and want to
be married there, do so. On the
other hand, you probably have
many friends — plus business
colleagues— in the city in which
you dwell, and it is far more
convenient to plan a wedding in
the city in which you are living.
Additionally, consider "Mr.
Wonderful." If his friends and
family live in Georgia. that's
another good reason for being
ROME (AP) — Having seen his
married there.
hopes
fulfilled for an end to EastAll the hest to both of you.
West rivalry, Pope John Paul II has
written a major document scrutinizing the moral responsibilities of the
capitalist world toward struggling
economies.
The pope timed the ninth encyEverything you'll need to knovv about clical of his 12-year-old
papacy to
plannin g a eddingcan be found in Ahby's
booklet.-Ho% to Have a Lovely Weddin g.- coincide with the 100th anniversary
TO order. send a long. business-si self- of Pope Leo XIII's "Rerum Novaraddressed envelope. plus check orte.
urn," the first major encyclical on
order for 83.95 iS4,50 in Canada) to:monev
social issues.
Ahbv . Weddin g Booklet. P.O. Box Dear
Mount Morris, Ill. 61051. 4 Postage137,
The 1891 document, which
included.)
mainly focused on the plight of the
industrial working class, defended
ownership of private property but
warned against the exploition of
workers by capitalism.

"In the days of Leo XIII, the
model to replace Communist-run
sense of international solidarity economic system
s.
toward facing social -economic
In his last encyclical on social
problems was never as acute as it is doctrine in Februa
ry 1988, John
today," John Paul said in a recent Paul blamed both
the East and
speech.
West blocs for turning developing
Although the new encyclical has countries
into "cogs on a gigantic
not been made public, its contents wheel.
"
have been described in general
Some looking ahead to the new
terms by the pope himself and offi- encyclical
have wondered whether
cials who have seen it. The Vatican the pope,
following the collapse of
said today that it will make the East bloc
document public Thursday, after document Marxism, is using the
to declare a preferred
bishops around the world have economic
model.
been sent a copy.
But a Vatican official close to
Encyclicals are addressed by the the expert
s who helped prepare it
pope to bishops worldwide and said, it
"is not a document of ecocontain major pronouncements on nomics"
but instead "calls on peoissues of great concern to the ple to look
at the moral consequchurch and the world.
ences" of economic systems, espeThroughout his papacy, John cially market
economies.
Paul. who is Polish. denounced
As for capitalism, the source
Communist regimes in Eastern Eur- said that the
docum
ope. But with equal vigor he has pope's new view' ent reflects the
that "that Westdenounced unbridled capitalism ern capitalism has
produced results
with its stress on profits, as no but is not perfect
."
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CATHY
HEY.TRERE 0047'T ME? NC I :r YOU LOOK SO Pin- r- TV ?? 1 I YES YOU HAvE...Y
OU'RE /14017U'RE..J ritE SIGNE°
boN'T THINK LIAR. HAvE YOU
I KNOW `40.1 ?
NO. No
VIDEO-DATE
44327!! UP, TOO, OR
50.
EVER SEEN ON TV?)
, TV! NOr.
"LOVES MOON& MAN* HE wOULDN'T
MEYER!
IN 1HE MOONLIGHT" r rf _"
"
4 !

I I HAVE A 1
SINGLE NEPHEW i
, IF yOu'RE REALLY1
'THAT DEVIRATE .

\
\\

In-

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

c,\

ch.

lie

TIC

ACROSS

letter
39 Receive with
favor
42 Rumor
46 Bellow
47 Meadow
49 Entreaty
50 Buioldi
Douglas film
51 Nightmare
street
52 Maude
producer
53 Mountains of
Europe
54 Weaken
55 Knitting
material

(

I'M TIRED
FROM ALL THAT
STAYING, AWAKE

1

2

3

5

6

13

16

15.11
19

23

22
24

31
PEANUTS

34

"
alt
i=1=Z210•11•1=UMMONIM:r==
./InNal/P.611/•••=
10/1
/11IMEN/BIM
aa.
/
/ MN/Gamilii/
aan dall
la •Mara

39

25

26

50
4a/a
MM.a,_

E
R E

41

A M
E
OR
ii

E P'A 114

SEA IN

plant
10 Recollection
11 Sinks in
middle
list
19 Printer s
schedule
measure
8 Goods cast
21 Cut
overboard
23 Eagle's nest
9 Medicinal
24
25 Mournful
Hasten
7
8 9 10 11 26 Priest's
vestment
14
27 Frightens
suddenly
17
28 Antlered
111
animal
29 Born
0211111 30 Haul
32 Break
suddenly
35 Musical

111

36 Fill
adequately
Myself
36
338
9 Abox
40 Composed
unruffled
41 Collection
of tents
43 44 45
42 Inclined
roadway
49
43 Genus of
olives
52
111 44 Hind part
45 Mountain
55
lake
48
s high
note

33

II

111

35

40

ASP
PART

A
E NJ) S

A
R
-S t

P0
0

5 Prophet
6 Summer in
Marseilles
7 Orderly

32

3
:1
11II•
42

46
MO
111111
cr.simitoom Mawrism sor-11/asarommor
IMP',NM
WO
RIM M1100•1 MI dal/a /1•4
IP/
alISIMEMIN Maan riall
• IMO
•Sa an,•

AS
'SE A

NT!

28 29 30

27

II

A

*T
I TS
NE

A

111

12111

18

L
AE

1 Chores
2 Toward
shelter
3 After-dinner
candy
4 Lowest point

4

T
S;T
ES
T
ELIE
TONE
SOT

A I N

NIP

DOWN

36 TwiSt

GARFIELD

Answer to Previous Puzzle

swerve

37 Peel
38 Greek

Door frame
part
5 Dry, as wirr
8 Crowds /
squeezes
12 Mixture
13 Greek letter
14 Lambs pen
name
15 Twisted
16 Moray
17 Chinese
faction
18 Hunting dog
20 Ancient
chariots
22 Running
23 Indian
currency
24 Pretense
27 Dregs ices
31 Be ill
32 Leather belt
33 Mr Durocher
34 Graceful and
gay

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

It"
04
110s
,„•'em
,,-kammoom

,r0

•
•;„1:
, Ir?
4.1
.1"'' • ;top

pers are becoming a lot more sensitive to packaging excesses.
Although the pouch packs are
new to Kentucky and Indiana, the
method has a proven track record,
Shigley said.
Pouched milk has been used for
25 years in Canada and now is
used for 55 percent of all milk containers there, Shigley said, adding
that dairies in Wisconsin, Michigan
and Ohio also are have begun
pouching milk.
Shigley said customer acceptance of the milk bags has far
exceeded initial expectations. For
now, the milk is available only in
half-gallon sizes, but Shigley said
Holland may eventually sell them
bundled in pairs at prices competitive to one-gallon jugs.

Pope outlines social doctrine after collapse of communism

tI

ig-

• • "'
.
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Pouch milk cartons available in Western Kentucky stores
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III
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III
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DIAL-A-WORDT"
Clues for toda's cro,•••ord

1-900-454-3535
'Extension #702

puzzle.

"The pope is in a terrible trap,"
said the source, who spoke on condition of anonymity. "If he stresses
capitalism, they'll say he has
changed." but if he condemns it,
capitalists will claim "the church
will never understand free enterprise," said the source.
The Italian newsweekly Panorama reported that in the first draft of
the document written in November
1990, the pope wrote that the
demise of Marxist-Leninist ideology "offers us a favorable moment
to commit ourselves to reconstruct
the world economic system on
moral bases ... beyond economic
planning systems and beyond a
narrow and nearsighted
capitalism."

Television show
helps to solve
murder case
LOS ANGELES (AP) — In the
end, a TV show helped accomplish
in five days what investigators had
not been able to do in 14 years:
locate the man suspected of detonating the bomb that killed a Chilean dissident.
On Tuesday, Virgilio Pablo Paz
Romero was arrested as he pulled
up in his pickup truck to the landscaping business he has operated
for six years near West Palm
Beach, Fla.
The Cuban exile was the remaining fugitive in the Sept. 21, 1976,
Washington, D.C., deaths of former
Ambassador Orlando Letelier and
aide Ronni Moffitt.
The arrest came after someone
watching Fox-TV's "America's
Most Wanted" on April 19 recognized Paz's picture as the face of
landscaper Frank Baez.
Paz. 39, was arrested on charges
of conspiracy to murder a foreign
official and conspiracy to manufacture explosives.
He has been held pending a bond
hearing. On Friday, a federal
magistrate in West, Palm Beach
decided to move the hearing to
Washington.
"For us, this is a big capture,"
said John Walsh, host of the
3-year-old series based in the
nation's capital. Past accomplishments include the 1989 arrest of
John Emil List, who eluded authorities for 18 years after killing his
mother, his wife and their three
children.
Of 347 fugitives profiled on the
Fox show', 148 have been arrested
as the direct result of viewer tips.
said program spokesman Jack Breslin. Eight of those were on the
FBI's most wanted list.
"America's Most Wanted" and
NBC's "Unsolved Mysteries"
have put new muscle into the long
arm o: the law.

American ambassador
to Iraq plans to
remain in U.S. a year
By GEORGE GEDDA
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — April
Glaspie, the U.S. ambassador to
Iraq at the time the Persian Gulf
crisis erupted last summer, intends
to spend a year teaching at an
American university, the State
Department said today.
Deputy spokesman Richard
Boucher said Glaspie expects to
return to the foreign service afterward. He said it was not uncommon for returning ambassadors to
spend a year as "diplomats-inresidence" at a U.S. university.
Nathaniel Howell, who was
ambassador to Kuwait at the time
of the Iraqi invasion, plans to tc.ich
for a year at the University of V.rginia, Boucher said.
He indicated that Glaspie has
decided on a university but
declined to identify it because final
arrangements have not yet been
eGricbakd.
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010
010
Notts

025

Leg&
Notice

Notice

7

SNAP

'To

HIRING 1st and 2nd shift
Welders and general help
328-8980

kEIVIVOri C47fOn 4,11.4.• IESOUPCE'S

all those

who

were so tfunightful
considerate ot rig
aunng rru/ injuries
operation. I war to
sai; thank_ you 'The

Builders Exchange of Louisville
595 Duehrean s Lane
Leuisvil;c Keete.ky 40205

class of

F W Dodge Corporation
1161 Murtreeseero Road Suite 140
1.3.' Ter.7..C.,ce 37217

7.1:10r.

1-800-432-9346

'EARN EXTRA INCOME'
Earn $200 $500 weekly
mailing 1991 Travel bro
chures For more inforrna
lion send a stamped
addressed envelope to A-1
Travel
P 0
Box
430780-B1 South Miami,
FL 33143

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

711

.triends & other.:
aid to

pie durim; my

recoveru.

Ill

'
,"ENTS nee ,Ne obeer,ed at the office of
a• •
C..7;107.11, Drive. Lexington. Kentucky
•
h. se.: Payment is not refundable.
•';c." check or bid bond in the the amount
the execution of the contract for
a..epted, the heck or bid bond will
.11.1er : h..'
...etet and the hidder shaii refuse or
.ortra,
'-' • •
eithin ten 101 days after
:
'es bid. :he said check or bid
NI -77.1%
heed ,..t.71tige,for the failure

:Ifarty ciene
'Jt'atsort.

270
Miscellaneous

MRS THERESA psychic
reader and adviser can EARN $,600 or more weekly
help through a problems mailing circular at home
Call for appointment No experience Send self
addressed stamped enve502 554 7904
lope to Al Enterpnze Box
431 Kalamazoo
MI
49005-0431

C;RNA Engineers. Inc
433 South Fifth Street
LAites. ill/. Kentucky '40202

• (

2113

Hsog
Wanted

Personals

AD% ERTISFMENT FOR BIDS
City o' Murray
and Poplar Street
Merray. Kentucky 42071
Scp.uate sealed Bids for the construction
of a Water Treatment Plant,
eeseting of. hut not limited to,
a cascade aerator, two (2) flocculation,/
sedireeesuon basins, a filter buildi
ng with an mime mixer and chemical feed
eeuipmeet. a chlorine building, a wash
water tank, high service pump station
:node a:ions. and all appurtenant wirk.
including piping and instrumentation
he re. c •ied by the City of Murray it the
office of the City Clerk until 1 pm .
lime May 15. :991. and then at said
office opened and publicly read
at,•„.1
•it,N.-TR ACT D()CI:MEN-TS
, consisting of Advertisement for Bids,
rre.e.on tor Bidder,. BID. BID BOND. Agree
ment. General Conditions,
St PPLE MI-NT
C;ENERAL CONDITIONS, Payment BOND
,Performance
i\p's“11- WE OF AWARD. NOTI
CE TO PROCEED. CHANGE ORDER,
!Ne
q'ECIF-1C ATP /NS. AND ADDENDA.
may be examined at the

,/

060

INStRAN(
. 1.APPRAISERJADJUSTER.
Independent adjustment corn
pany seeks auto appraiser
adjuster for Northwest lenn
area Will consider part t:mc
or full urne ernplos ee Apple
ant must have prior insurance
claim expenence and furnish
transportation Submit resume
to PO Box 1;04. Pans IN
38242
LPN CMA or MLT needed
for busy physicians office
Send resume with refer
enc,es to PO Box 1';',.:CB
Murray Ky 42071

Immediate Position
For Parttime
Shop Machinist
Exp. necessary
Apply in person
‘Vetinesday.
••• rn -12 noon
Murray Rental
K Sales

MILLIONAIRES MILLIONAIRES PANG BURN'S CANDY IS WI.:
IN SII.RRAV. Charlie's
Safe -1 Phanriai.s
ORDER the spa designed
for you Murray Hot Tubs
115 S 13th St/
PROM dress full, floor
length royal blue satin with
sweetheart neckline, princess bodice basque waist
and unusual ruffles at
shoulders and hemline Unique butterfly bow en
nances back Altered size
8 Matching shoes and ac
wssories Bought and re
gistered out of town Call
753 1866

200 F 144n St Ni.rre.

LAWNS mowed C„a t,
work for lowest possiele
price
References
753-6986
MAG S Errand Serece of
tens housesitting grocery
shopping postai and Dank
'rig needs etc 753 9630
Mon -Fn 8 5 References

PROM dresses 759 4503
QUEEN size sleeper sofa
wooden kitchen table and 4
chairs 2 twin Hollywood
ceds
489 2198 or
753 6613

W:LL do
°lex •ng
Sit *In ellerly ee,i
7pm 753 10•;:-.-

STEEL-TOE work boots for
men and women Motorcycle helmets army boots
pants, and jackets Jerry's
Sporting 6th 8 Walnut.
Mayfield Ky

W'LL do housek.eepina
Ca, 7am 6p- "5-3541"
1L was' and wax mobile
homes
Cal
S'arks
Brothers Mob:le Home
Parts and SuppHes
753 2922 -53 2753

SUNTAN booth 753-3488
TANDY 1000 640K computer with lots of programs
$400 759 9896

Lost
And Found

Mobile
Homes For Sale

ATLAS Claus metal lathe

24ft PERRY travel traiier
$2500 Two 12tt service self-c
ontained skirted incounters one 16ft service
counter $900 for all
753-4424 days 753 3632
nights

CONCRETE forms various
sizes all 26 for $50
753 5812

sulated, underpinned Ex
cellent condition brick pa
ho, privacy fence See at
Grogans Trailer Court 91E
MUST sell 12x70 3br 2
bath Needs some repair
753-9413

FABRIU•Fahric•Fabric
Spring fancies arrising daily,
Bridal too- Counte Re
!dicta)
innenty Ilw•y 651(41 Draffen
Homes For Rent
Silk. Ks nest to Bonanta
Slarshall County, laam 5pm 2BR 2 bath gas heat cen
trai air country 753 3942
Mon Sat
LANDSCAPE Lava Rock RENT or rent to own 2br
lcu ft bag only $1 50 ea mobile home in Pirates
Black rock 50Ib bag $1 50 Cove Recreational Deve
ea We also have sanitized lopment near Aurora, Ky
play sand 50Ib bag only Recreational facilities
$2 19 and Lawn Lime 40Ib available to renters or own
bag only $2 39 ea Coast to ets For information call
Coast Hardware 753 8604 753 26/3
PATIO stones 2-x8"x16- SHADv Oaks 2 or 3br
gray or red 69c ea Also electric or gas Walking dis
2's 1 2" square or hexagonal lance to college 753 5209
patio stones gray or red lust
$1 69ea We have red
Business
octagon -square paving
Rentals
stones for 55c ea and 18"
square brickfaced patio 4 CA'P
:"ce
stones $3 69 Coast to 753 45'1,2
Coast Hardware 753 8604
PINE Bark Mulch or NugPets 2cu h bag only $2 59
220
ea Top soil 40Ib bag Just
Apartments
$1 79ea Potteg soil 4Clb
For Rent
bag only $1 99 ea Also
1E3R ap,1,177-4:nt, I b10.7,1k
lgal size Shrubs or
mrerr Un
No pets
Azaleas are just $2 99 ea
Coast to Coast Hardware 753 5223
753 8604.
1 or 2 bed•ocrn apartment
PRETTY Ceramics A per- 753 4139
fect Mothers Day gift Ca
28R acar'-• Et in '4.:::••.h
nister sets • rabbits, pigs wood ti265 TO 753 39434
cats, chickens, ducks, v,eg
ca•pet
etables. vases Churns. 2BR dL.;.:„4,,,,
A 3
little boxes, lots more of Extra r
A
different items All in Wig•
g,ns Furniture Shoppers
Mall 2 miles North of Mur- LER
ray on Hwy 641N
5225 -: 59 44'1E

100
13 IMMEDIATE OPEN
VCR sofa sleeper dining
Business
INGS NEED a lob7 A
table 4 chairs Call
Opport
unrty
GED7
Hope
for
the
euture
7
'
FOUND small female dog
753-5642
wearing collar Near Old You may quality •Vc,., do
not have your GED or - :Murray. Paris Rd
WOO
D CHiPPER Good
Local sandwich & yoschool diploma 'You ae
901-247 5663
condition ready to use
busine
gurt
ss. Exc.
between the ages of 16
6-cyl Ford erg ne $1750
REWARD - Lost dog Small 21 We are an E 0 E This
business opportunity.
753 4389 or 753 5960
brown Chihuahua No col- project is funded by the
.": 7.theIS
Ltas, alter the
lar Center Ridge area near Western Kentucky Private
• el.:,
lake 436 2402 or collect Industry Coencii uTPA
sn 'r'a:tcc and to reject any
615-790-0947' after 5pm
Call J -T P A' Out Of School
7 5 3'
9 3 7 8
8a m -11 30a re
PHARMACEUTICAL DISN Cherry, Mayor
3 P'ECE BR suite with o
TRIBUTION NaVorally Ad
wthoet mattress Approx
vertisred Brand Name Pro
1 yrs cid Good condiADMINISTRATIVE Assiss NEEDED energetic we,I or
'•stab
f:or Mst see Id app-c:.
tant requires degree in Psy- ganized person with above
g Route
2'3'E, •
chology, Social Work, Voc- average typing secretar a.
ate 759 0852 a''e, 5pm,
:neestmen'
ational Rehabilitation or si- skills Position is with loca
1.. A 001 extra
;-- ast Pharma
CREA".."eirai •;.-..resturfed
Clija"
milar human services held company and starts as
"a: H A ap
C.
8122
sofa
Exce.
°end.:
ert
on
n- .-''
dirt
ph0r1,-..rri, A
Assistant to the executive part time secretary Send
r—j,r4
759-1893
&
Coiemian 01E
director and supervisor of resume to PO Box 10400
962E
REWA
$'
DOC
RD
for
inforMATHIS
FRENCe 0 r.;.,-.0 al BR
mation leading to the arrest social and residential ser- Murray Ky 42071
3PR
TRANSMISSION
For Sale
sue.? 7
759-!.42S or 753-2146
th
and conviction of person or vices Send resume and or NEED full time cooks wet
Specializing
Or Trade
'.o pets
water
in
apply
Carrol
full
at
l
•rror
Count
1
Dey
bed 2
persons stealing 2-8x10
front wheel drive,
and sewa;e /.-rnisred
resses dishwasher
Itogard
velopm
ental
draw
2ER
nose
er
Cente
r
car
2
r Ann
gnt stand
garage
steel white roll up doors and
overdrive. foreign
:chen help Exper ence
A. ',atie
Trucking &
:age deck on 3 lots with
mattress box serings Ey
.2-3ft steel doors and Personnel 335 Paris St or y Apply in person Are
& domestic. 12
' Can 7.53 5-477
s
Huntin
gton
cana
Tn 38344
to
bedsp
lake
eel
We
read
trade
for
with
pillow
frame
Exca
s
vati
from
buildi
ng Inc.
ng site on
months or 12xxx
Country Kitchen 64' Hevy
e /•a•-et and or land
A ERA'.1,
shri- --ind matching sheets
Hwy 280 Contact Eddie ATTENTION Lades need Hazel Ky 492-8195'
mile warranty.
43E
539
SlIT
2r• a c g0 re.,• a'•
'53
1,
=.,89 after 5pm
Morgan 759-4547 or Sher- interested workers
624 N. 4th
for area
CHRISTOPHER'S COINS a;;;;., •37
iffs °hick
supervisor for House of t.114'.1 hiring in
Murray. Ky.
tur,ie aro cras
140
'rig department M..;st !
47'_3
is expanding' We now otter 75
753-6374
'•
GRANDMA S -Old Time Lloyd Decor and More ir person at ShoreysaP;•
Want
inn
stamp
s and stamp supplies r
Recipes" for fudge bon- Party Plan Everything furnTo Buy
along with silver dollars
ished
$551 2 e• 11:
'3-ED ap,,,tmerits
Call NOW h.ring sales and man
Dons arid sugar c.00kies
proof sets U S and foreign
1-800
-467FOR LEASE:
3880
eri.cv '&2 tt.edroom
agement staff for Shoe
re 13 more or less
5'75
Send SASE with $1 00 per
coins and coin supplies
and si•
▪
Sensation store to oper
and within 15 753 431
Aso
3000 sq. ft. of retail
recipe or an 3 fdr 52 50 to AUTO frame machine
Coins and stamps are great rent:; 'or
op Chest
Ma, Z miner nut Hill Shopping ce Murray 753 4658
Granorra s Rec,pes PO erator 759-4782
space. Bel Air Center.
SOMA
hobbi
days
es
they
s.ze
aiso make man
3 lEtn St
Center in Murray Stop toy
Box 34 Aim°, Ky 42020
corner Iocat:ort
489-2255 nights
5.110
t me wonderful gifts and invest• 753 0,E..:1:2
ty the piece or
Shoe Sensation in the K./
Call 753-4751
!ections Call 753-9433
7-53 271=...7 af rnents Visit us today at the
S Varieties on the AVON needs 10 represen- Oaks Mail Paduc
ah to ante 5pm
ter 4. NEN 14....ex 2r:r 2
Ox-Yoke Antique Store
souare is opening a do-dad tatives Free make8 a.m.-5 p.m.
up cone apply or mail resume to
(Hazel) Treasure House Garage Cl"- auto ope• nir
corner G.ass and collect- puter for those who qualify Acton Enter
prises 253 CASH for rr =lie home
and Book Rack (Murray) . aeceeesces Plus rr'cn or""''
170
atles Check
out you Call for details '53-01 71
American Place ueffersoe
2
tires 57-512 each We w
Storage Buildings may find what it you
the Mercantile (Aurora; and fen. chitd $451
Vacuu
,
m
want
vile
remov
ird
e
47130
527
Jot
2'332
a939
BACK
88 $600 8112 $750. 8016
by popular demand
the Book Shelf iParis i We ;c:ace •Nortf fig'.:i0d Dr No
Cleaners
753-9569
House of Lloyd Party plan is
pets 7`.,3 2905
$900 Variety of sizes &
tee coins and stamps and
FARfvt or acreage apprcei
ELEC
_END
TROL
ERS
UX
vacuum. appraise esta
say •'ES to el' hiring supervisors for your
styles. Give us a call & our
10 acres
Kentucky
in Calloway or
tes
NEW
power
large apartment wtr
nozzle and attach- 502-753 4161
icans to cad oredc area No investment Cal:
competition will tall
Graves Coenty 435 4147
Fried
aep'•arees Ouiet neigh
ments Completely re built
ahd to no coiiaterai
1-800
-2642166
L. E. Williams
Chicken'
TEXAS Pattie Barrell PotsSt Oy rbdrr r..P.n!ral
Call 502-462-3388
-7:5-733-7303
ec- and
CHURCH CONSULTANT
cooker, never used Sears air gas heat S...pe•'"...
417:7
489-2663.
is looking for
K:RBv .acrn and attach
homes to be removed United Churc
t es Gas
Executive Lifestyler muis
h Directories
!-:cater
bright
-rerts
enthuixe r ew Ca'' functi
U SE 3 aro antio,e
c•esent str.,s at 201 is 'coking for a hardw
on d gital corrputer $385 rnO 753 8E28
ork
502.462 3388
tore
siastic managet.ghtr- St:eet and ing success-oriented
tocis Cu- IS
treadmill,' Ood Singer boa
incti
NICE '2 3.er apartment
-2' Fopiar Street W sell vittivat to work part-t
901-642 629C
ment trainees for
die sew•ng mabh.r..) Vicod
ime in a
F,rn i shr„,d near campus
;nest bidder Time limit sales public reiati
dining
table
ons posiMurray and May4
one:Ts
410.-u
„2
LD like to buy uses'
Aso 1 3br house 1-45"
--- ere ;oaf For more infor- tion Must have
captains) 2 extra ‘ea,,es
morning
chiffenote Peane ca aher
field, Ky. & Milhouse ,
--a• c - ea or see admini- and evening
1. 1
Call
hours avail7530380 after 9.5 7530 hook up Day
4pm 759 9778
lington,
5" • 1
cea':'
Tn.
nigh"
Now thru Oct 27
Calloway able Ou• 26 years of exper2 3Cpm
753-Ck06
Hospea -62-1 101
Apply in person
ience has proven that feTOPSOIL
pickup or we
males as wee as males are
2-4 p.m. Mon.rove and re
deliver 753-0277 or
equally successful You will
f,,•r
Thurs
759-1090 Welch Sand arc
be c,ontactng area chur•e5 Across
Gravel Hwy1641N Aires
Lease For Less at
1978 'FORD LTD New
ches of all faths Bonuses
dc
-posit
Ky
Nu.PS
E
•
•
DWOJN TAYLOR
t,res new veil top
gas allowance incentee
",5 N
16th
11prr
CHEVROLET
:eerie
expie
gc,od
programs and expense
WOODEN storage bud 753 '1153
753 1870
1991 Beretta V6. equipped
7
tsa
paid training school Send
nevy short stepside hrt .n
logs 8x16' starts at $1095
$122282 $25535 mot
ext.:J.,' i. ne "ont end Good ek ge.e
resume to FLOYD BRAUN Housekee:.
10x16 $142450 12x24
Par 3 Golf Course
Call Gene at 753-2617
''
PO Box 407 Sr. Mary s OH a plvr. ••-•
Geoid parts 14h
NOW renting extra large
$2395 Other sizes avail
'Pius Tax Title 8 Leose
spher
e
Ape,
Golf Carts
:'a't boat 15hp E. • •
45885
2br Water furnished
able Acree Portabie Build48 Me Closed End Leese
Fern Temati.: _odge '5:- Lepth
$315,mo 753-3530 after
finder 2 seats
ings 502-247 7831
Lighted
Stadium . rev
ELECTRICIAN A. Full
435- 5648
3pm
Ky EOE
Driving Range
250
TAKING applications for
position High school gra
ic6 TOWER Comput •
PERSON 'Avarice: ee eue
Business
Miniature Golf
section 8 rent subsidized
duate. Of equivalent with at
25M-'4 80meg hard Or
cleaning atss so-e
Services
apartments 1 2 8 3 bedleast five years espenence
EGA sotor monitor 1 2 meg
Softball
office work W -a •
rooms Apply rilIdale Apts
in the field of electncity
PRIV
ATE
Inves
tigat
5
or
deve
person Be ace: to
has software on
Baseball
Hardin. Ky
required Must be able to
or call
B A Confidential Invest
hard drive
weekends fleet e. • ce$1995
Battin
502 437 4113 EHO
g Cages
install electr,cal services
gations Soutris,de Shop
354 6,500
reliable Good work,r-g
and circuits 'A ill he re
Lessons By
:ping Center Su.te 8102
UNIVERSITY view condo
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Livestock
& Supplies

Reel
Estate

JOHN Lyons Horse Train
ing Seminar April 30. 1991
Murray State University
1 800 877 1302

2
air

MORGAN horse sale 2
proven brood mares 1 3yr
old filly
753 7187
evenings

en
12

STANDING Rusty Roan
Image AOHA Red roan
stallion good conformation,
lots of chrome Skipper W
clay gray bred Stud fee
$150 901 247 5350
evenings

2br
Ins
ve
Ky
es
vn
;all
br
39

11

3AD

Pete
& Supplies
5 MONTH old female AKC
collie $100 436-5897
ADULT male Great Dane
Black with white chest
Very gentle $75 Call
759-1808 leave message
FEMALE Boxer 2,', yrs old
with papers 753 0164
HAVE an obedient safe
dog for show or home
Classes or professionally
trained Sending Murray for
over 12yrs 436-2858
JACK Russell Terrier puppies Excellent pedigree
Shots and wormed
502-395 4483

ick
!1.5

REGISTERED Chinese
Shar Pei puppies $350
and up 492-8792

nt

iet
er
A

30 WOODED roking acres
northwest Calloway
County Building site
dozed, landscaped Mature
timber $22 500 365 0145,
5-9pm
37/3 ACRES Clarks River
bottom ground Power,
well building site $25 000
365-0145, 5 9pm

tle

KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes
all prices
753-1222, toll free
1-800-251 HOME Ext
711L
3BR
bath on Broad 2br
mobile home in Pine Bluff
Shores 3br central H A
near lake 2br on Ash St
S8 000 Commercial p•op
erty in city Wilson Real
Estate 302 S 12th
753-3263

tingeu.ca4

3BR bock 5 miles south
east l3GOsqtt, 1 bath 1
acre wooded lot, new well
and septic Mid $40 s
436-2742

2BR 1 bath 4 car shop with
2 12x12 rooms Lot
KENTUCKY lakeview furn
144x144 2 miles on 94E
'shed 3br 2 bath sundeck
75.3 8334
walk-in finished basement
3600sq ft UNDER roof double corner lot South of
Brick 5br 3 bath, 1 acre Murray $38 000 negon
wooded lot Central H C able 658 3558
(gas) $118000 appraised
value Bob Perrin RE NEW 3br 2 bath house in
Martin Heights Lots of stor759-1881
evenings age
Buy now and pick your
753 3.509
interior colors Cali
753-3903
3BR 2', BT home 3 mi
west of Murray in Oaks
Estates Large kit & family NEWLY decorated 2br
room with fireplace Dining house vinyl siding carport
room, playroom, utility, and stove refrigerator on 9
acres 4 outbuildings satelgarage Central H,AC
lite 4 miles south of Murray
paved drive oty water, ca
blevision All appliances in- on paved road 759-1110
cluded Perfect for young OWNER finance available
family or retired couple' 2br basement central H C
Call 753 8151 for (gas) Bob Perrin RE
appointment
759 1881
evenings
3BR 2 bath brick Large 753 3509
hvingroom with dining area
PRICE reduced' 3br brick 1
Large kitchen with white acre with workshop Call for
painted cabinets. Genn Air details Bob Perrin RE
stove, 20x28 family room 759 1881
evenings
with woodstove, lots of 753-3509
built-ins Shutters, wallbedroom
paper and ceiling fans Nice THREE
1- , bath brick excellent
tile patio Energy efficient
condition on quiet street in
Walking distance to shop
city Central gas heat, living
ping Quiet street Reaso
room dining room kitchen:
nably priced
Cali
utility room large sunroom
753 2206
paved driveway carport
detached garage or work
Reduced to sell shop fenced backyard
Lots of extras Call
3237 Sq. Ft.
753 1893, Chuck Foster

Under Roof

New 4 BR home Large
family
room
LR,
letchendining combination. utility room, 3
baths, lots of closets.
double garage, concrete
double driveway Patio,
sidewalks carpet, oak
parquet floors. range &
dishwasher energy efficient, large wooded lot

NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753 5500

489-2126
Nights 489-2387
HILLTOP Home Must sell
3bedrm 1bath attached
garage. 4 out buildings
Fruit trees On Hale Rd
". acres $25.000 negoti
able 502-436-2010

uve-

The Sonic Drive-In in Murray, Ky is looki
ng
for a few good people. Must be
neat,
courteous, friendly. Above average pay for
above average people. Flexible hours
Apply at
217 S. 12th St. Murray

Set- vice Nlariager

t

Service Technician
iiy,;1,10:- !+.1,e.e.,. Inc :s
ac.-ept:rg aggressive
applu.ariLs to I::: a Sersv,:e Starr:ger positio
n and a
Sers ice Technician position. ExperieriLe necess
ary.
We offer an excellent benefit package and
a stable
future kith a fast growing compan. All
serious
applicants should apply in person to Toyot
a of
Murray 515 So. 12th St. Murray, K y Monda
y thru
Friday!

Immediate Opening

Charles McCuistion
Used
Cars
4 Miles South 121
at Cherry Corner
753-1250
Open 11 a.m. til Dark
1980 Gran
Prix
$2,475
1987 Escort GL
55,000 mi...
$2975
1983
Mazda
RX7
$2975
1977 G.M.C.(EICamino)
60.000 ml
$2975
1984 Isuzu Trooper
454
33975
1985 bodge Ram
50
S2675
1977 G.M.C.
3.4 ton
$1310
1978 Chevy Pickup
White
$1075
1972 Scout
4x4.
$1175
1977 G.M.C.
(6 stick Rusty). .5650
1978 Mercury
Zepher Wagon
WS
1977 Caprice
4 dr.
$550
1978 Honda
Civic
$675
1979 Ford Pickup
White
$950
1981 Chevette
4-speed, Alr .....$5D0??
Sore David or Chad••

familiar vvith

For experienced bookkeeper. Nlust be
accounts receivable, ac-

1973 CHEVY Impala
$600 489 2273

counts payable, general ledger & have
computer experience. health care experi-

1977 MERCURY Cougar
753 3229

ence preferred. Full comparEs benefits.
Work "Mon-Fri. Salary open. Apply at:

1979 FORD LTD very de
pendable and reliable used
car Call after 3pm
753 3510

Westview Nursing Home
1401 S. 16th St. Nittleray, Ky
EOE

CLINICAL HOUSE DIRECTOR
NURSING MANAGER
Lourde:, Hospital is currently seeking a qualified RN interested in a supervisory management position Requirements include three (3)
years experience in acute medical/surgical
area, good communication and Organizational
skills BSN degree preferred
This is a full-time position with management
benefits and salary. Varied hours and working
every third weekend.
For more information contact LaVaughn
Watson, Senior Director, at 502-444-2277 or
Amaryllis Chandler, Recruiter, at 502-4442877 or 1-800-633-1178 (In KY) or
1-800626-5435 (Outside KY).

LOURDES HOSPITAL
1530 LONE OAK ROAD
PADUCAH, KY 42001
E OF

1979 OLDSMOBILE blue
4 door fully equipped CB
good shape 753 5114 or
753-7947
1979 VOLVO 242DL 4
speed blue runs great
436 2174 evenings
1980 BUICK Stationwa
gon Small V8 all power,
auto with air Good me
chanically Fisher'man"s
special 753 4448 after
5pm
1980 HONDA Prelude 5
speed air. sunroof $1000
753 9778

1985 CORVETTE excel
lent
condition
901 644 0160 after 6pm
1985 OLDSMOBILE Ca
lats Blue 2 door loaded
61,000 miles $3750 Call
759 4808 after 6pm
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1975 GRAN Torino AC. CAMPER top for small
pbips. intermittent wiper, LWB pickup Fiberglass
59 500 original miles
Sliding front window $275
$1200 436 2639
OBO 753-4359
1976 PLYMOUTH Valiant
520
Runs great No damage
Boats
$250 759 4780
& Motors
1987 HONDA Prelude
Power sunroof, AM/FM
cassette
air
Day
753 5500 evenings
753-3813
1988 RED
vertible GT
$11,900
753-3704
Lomond

Mustang con
39.000 moles
Will trade
1601 Loch

1989 RED Camaro RS T.
tops,loaded, V-8,
19 000mi Excellent condition $8000 753-6326,
753-5094
82 TOYOTA Celica GT liftback 5 speed. graytlack,
loaded excellent condition
$3000 489-2486
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Center, 1 block from MSU
clorrns
PUNCH 45 $225 15th An
niversary Special! Sunset
Blvd. Music Murray's
Rockford-Fonate authonzed
dealer Dixieland Center
Chestnut St. 753-0113.

Vans
1978 FORD Van
354-6075

Clean

1985 DODGE Caravan
$1800 1989 Dodge Grand
Caravan Air, AM/FM cassette ultra wheels $9800
753-3632 nights 753-4424
days
1989 FORD Aerostar XL
V6. auto, air, tilt, cruise,
cassette, 7 passenger, 1
owner Immaculate $8900
753-7527

1967 CHEVROLET automatic Straight 6 cylinder
Very little rust $700
753 5058
1977 DATSUN pickup Dependable 762-3515
1979 CHEVROLET Bhp
John Deere, Bhp Ariens
mower, topper for LWB
Must sell Excellent condition 1709 Calloway
1984 GMC Siena Classic
SWB loaded $3500
474-2318 after 4pm
1985 CHEVY Suburban
Silverado 9 passenger, excellent condition Limited
slip rear-end & tow pkg
753-8672
1987 SILVERADO Chevrolet 350 fuel injection,
36,000 miles. SWB, been
lowered Can be seen at
Gene & Jos Florist $7000
753-4320

Roy Hill
Backhoe Service

Services
Offered

Semites
Caved

Services
Offered

HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling painting wallpaper carpentry
floor covering No lob too
small 436-2052

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674

WILL bushhog and do
blade work Reasonable
prices 492-8722

HAULING yard work tree
removal mowing Free es
timates 759-1683

17ft SEARS canoe and
trolling motor $250
759-4158
1965 RUNABOUT in good
condition with 75hp Evin
rude OB in excellent condition $1000 Call James at
435-4425
1984 CHEETAH ski boat
166 11 120hp Pv'ercruiser
stern drive Life jackets/
accessories included
$4000 negotiable
345 2520

HOUSE wife will clean your
home or office 436-2818

30 Year.' Experience

INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753 2310 for free estimate

peci.iliring in septic
Tanks. Sturm Foundations. Hauling. etc.

I will mow yards and do
yardwork Superior service
quality work and the best
prices in town 753-3665

-Junior Thorn,
Operator

(502) 759-4664

1988 RIVIERA Cruiser, 24'
deluxe, fu'i furniture, cus- BOGARD Paving Paving
tom equipped foe fishing, and sealing driveways and
1989 Johnson-88 W/T&T, parking lots Over 20yrs
bought new 5/89 $10,500 experience Free esti
OBO 753-3648
mates 753 9552 or
437-4391
1989 ALUMINUM 17ft
Traveler bass boat with
40hp Manner motor New BREAKING and disking
MK trolling motor Eagle gardens Yard landscaping
LCR Excellent condition and bushhogging
436-5430
$5800
Call collect
502-247-8462
BUD'S WELDING SER
1990 STARCRAFT 24ft VICE EXPERIENCED
7am 6pm
Mon Sat
pontoon deluxe, 1990 Mer492-8419
cury 90hp, trailer, trolling
motor 12/24 foot control, 2 BUILDER new homes
fishing seats, grill, AM/FM garages additions, remod
cassette, full furniture All eling, framing decks, pa
new condition 436-5684
tios solar green houses
pole barns Experienced
39' HOUSE Boat Lrving
carpentry Tripp Williams
room, tchenigalley , bedroom and bath, air- 753 0563 after 5pm
conditioned Excellent boat BULLDOZING and back
at a great price $15,000 hoe work Call after 4pm
753-64b1
354-8161
Financing
available
530
Services
CARPET and vinyl repairs
Offered
and installation Profes
AlA T ENTERPRISE Ex- sional service Glen Bobber
cavating Dozer, backhoe, 759-1247.leave message
trucks Levies, roads drive- CHIN1 Chim Chimne
ways, parking lots, septic Sweeps has 10% senior sin
tanks, foundations, base- ten discounts We ,eit chin
ments, gravel, dirt, ponds ney caps and SCIC...!11 ,
753-0577
435-4191
Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495

ALPHA Builders Carpentry, remodeling porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance etc Free estimates
489-2303
ANTENNA repair and installation Replace or install
channel master antennas,
rotas, and amplifiers Randell Beasley Buchanan
Tn 901-642-4077
ANY remodeling, building,
painting & roofing Free estimates References
435-4632
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455

CUNNINGHAM'S Heat
and Cooling Service Cm
plete service on all cer,ha
cooling, all makes rir •
models Call Gary a•
759-4754
CUSTOM garden tilling
with Troy Bet reartme tiler
Small size garden $40 an,!
up 436 2003
DAVIDSON Roofing New
roofs and repairs Tear off
and re roofs Written guar
antee Local references
753-5812
LICENSED for electric
gas. refrigeration Installa
lion and repair Free est
mates 753-7203
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for your
needs
GENERAL Repair plumb
ing roofing, tree work
436-2642

GRAVEL, dirt sand, white
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse. rock, and all type hauling
Whirlpool 30 years experi- Call Kenney Travis
91 S10 BLAZER 4dr
Stripped needs tran motor ence Bobby Hopper, 759-1039
parts tires wheels, back 436-5848
GUTTERING By Sears
glass $9700 527-3512
BACKHOE Service - ROY Sears residential and corn
91 S15 SONOMA 4 3 auto, HILL Junior Thom, opera- mercial continuous gutters
tor 30 years experience installed for your specificaair. ext cab hit in right side
Septic system, drtve-ways, tions Call Sears 753 2310
$4500 527-3512
hauling foundations etc for free estimate
759-4664
510
G W CONSTRUCTION
BLOCK, brick, concrete fin- Gerald Walters roofing
Campers
ishing Basements foot- painting vinyl siding all
1985 PROWLER deluxe ings, garages, drives kinds of remodeling Phone
28tt New awning, air, walks 30yrs experience 489-2267
microwave stereo Has roll 13yrs in Murray area
down jacks 2 new heavy 753-5476 Charles Barnett
duty bushhogs with stump BOAT
DOCKS Over 20
Jumper $310 each, 4-2 row years of UM
stied customers in
tobacco setter 435-4141
the building and repair of boat
docks, rails and lifts. All work
19ft CAMPER Fully
approved by TVA or Corps of
equipped Bathroom wftfi
Engineers Former owner of
large shower $1800 AirTwin Lakes Mooring Call
conditioner 14000bfu
Mark (Tony) Krimm at
energy saver. 110/120V
354-8695 before 8am or after
753 6481
5pm for free estimates.

KITCHEN CABINET RE
MODELING with wood
grain formica all colors
Free estimates Wulff s Re
covery, Murray 436 5560
LAWNMOWING Depend
able person 753 7027

SUREWAY Tree & Stump WILL do plumbing All guarRemoval Insured with full anteed 435-4169
line of equipment including
60h aerial trucks and brush WILL do yard work and odd
chipper To assure a safer 'cobs of any kind No iob too
operation at a lower com- small 759 4401
petitive cost Free esti- WILLIAMS Concre
te Fin
mates without obligation
ishing Service Low prices
Day or nite, 753 5484
Free estimates 354-9397
T C Dinh Repair and Maintenance Plumbing and
Electrical
Cleaning
Sewer 1210/1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office,
753-0606 after 5pm
TOTAL lawn service Free
estimate 436-2744
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street,
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fri , 9-2pm Sat
753-0530

WILL mow lawns and do
other lawn work 436-2528
WILL mow yards Reasonable rates Free estimates
No job to large or to small
474-2300
YARD Work Mowing trimming, odd jobs of any kind
Free estimates 753-8463
560

Frs.
Column
FREE puppies 436-2C7
after 5pm

A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C GALLIMORE ELECTRIC Commercial and residential, fast
courteous and efficient ser
vice 759 1835
McKINNEY Bookkeeping
service now taking new
clients 759 4173

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

MOODY S mower repair
Pickup and delivery All
work guaranteed
753-5668

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
-Drop by & see our showroom
Brsiao

409 SUNBURY MURRAY (Bonind Bunny
753-5960

MOWING jobs wanted in
Murray Call Britt 753-9366
after 4pm
MOWING ROTO-TILLING
in town only Will take limited number of small to
medium size yards for '91
season 753-0611
MR Chimney Chimney
cleaner 492 8561
MURRAY Fence Co Chain
link fence dog kennels, residential commercial Free
timates 753-9785 or
753 3254
NEED lawns to mow Prefer medium to large lawns
Fourth year neat and dependable 492-8568 after
4pm
PAINTING remodeling,
deck and landscape construction Free estimate
436 2744
PAINTING-Interior and Exterior Free estimates
Smail repairs Reasonable
rates 753 6844

PLUMBING - Free estrnates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 753-4200
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436 5255
PROFESSIONAL lawn
care/ Mowing, trimming,
hauling landscaping Reasonable rates Satisfaction
guaranteed Free estimates 759-4440
QUALITY lawn mowing
with references 437-3046

4
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,
1
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APPLIANCE REPAIR
Service on all brands: window air conditioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves- dishwashers - gas& electri
c rankes.

Factory Authorized Repairs For
Tappan-Kelvinator•Emerson-Brown
*All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

2146411brittent Inc.
DON'T YOU THINK IT'S TIME YOU
EARNED AS MUCH AS YOU'RE WORTH?
Well than do RI You can as a facessentairve
.rourance anc otrk'
'menu"seem.products tor The Prudential You'll be work rig for
one xi
the 100 best companies to sell for • Vali get solid traireng state ot,tnw
Sty sueicort 3 comorerienswe cornoensalon
package and ocdor'uNty
, for unkmited earnings growth
For MOM IlliOrTirlOn, call ine today Rick Martin,
3563 Park Plaza Re.
Paducah Ky 420C't 1 -800-264-0950
'The 100 tea Comprisei Set Fe,MC Koury ans v*ri
ouniatue by ..ken Miley II Sas. is Mar Yak. Ities Nee us/ Group

Be a pen of The Rock"
An sous %war*/ etrocyer

ThePrudentual*

Ci 99:1 1111 Pnserial heotroce Cower, d Amara

OPEN HOUSE
FRI. & SAT.
MAY 3 & 4 9a.m.-9p.m.
Display home by:

Warkentin-Penner Carpentry. Co.
3 Br. 2 bath

REMODELING and concrete work Experience and
references 759-9254
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474 2307
ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel, sand dirt, driveway rock 753-4545,
753 6763 759-1823

Directions: From Murray 2 miles west on 94
to Oaks Country Club Rd. left 8/10 mile to
Oakwood Terrace. 435-4013, 759-4422,
345-2462

RN Are You Ready
For A Challenge?
The opportunity is available in a 3-11 facility
supervisor position at Westview. Three years
nursing experience required. Previous experience in long term care or management desired. Good benefits Most weekends off.
Salary negotiable
Contact Jane Houghton, Director of Nursing
753-1304
Westview Nursing Home
1401 S. 16th St. • Murray, Ky.

Now that we are entering our "ga
want you to be informed on our rage sale season," we
policies.
We do work 2 days in advance
to better serve you.
Deadlines are 3 p.m. Mon.-Fri. and 10
Yard sales do have to be paid in adv a.m. on Saturday.
ance and are $7.504
.
per day.

THE GREAT ESCAPE
This fine quality lake home is a perfect 'Getaway "
Excellent condition and beautiful decor inside and out
Three bedroom, 11
/
2baths, ceiling fans and only a short
walk from the lake. Offered at $59,000. MLS 3146

For assistance call, 753-1916 or
come by
Murray
Ledger & Times

711 Main

1
,;d•

:

•

Campers

1981 CHEVY Citation
33xxx actual miles V-6
auto, ps/pb. ac 753 3742
1983 MUSTANG GT
Local one owner, low
miles Excellent condition
759-4018

• .I
.
•
e

sin
Used
Cars

HOUSE in country on 1%
acres 3bedrm lbath, central gas/heat & air $28,500
or first reasonable offer
489 2362

-44111111

tr

190
Homes
Foe Sale

BOB HALEY, Real Estate
Sales and Appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651
or 489 2266

NAWM"

il
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a

The following preschool programs will be
offered for residents of the Calloway
County School District:
•
Year Old Program
Year Old
Head Start Program
Year Old
Special Needs Program
Eligibility Requirements:
Income guidelines for "free" or "reduced" lunch.
Children with developmental delays or special
needs.

Parents should bring the following:
A copy of a legal birth certificate,a Kentucky Certificate ofImmunization, a social security number, and income verification.
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Mtierray Ledger & Times
SATURDAY, APRIL 27, 1991
a)- Morning Show
8:05 A.M.
- Little House on the Prairie

WEEKDAYS
5:00 A.M.
0- NBC News
- This Morning's Business
- Facts of Life
alp 12 - CBS News
- Fine Romance
00
- Paid Program
- Lassie
- Headline News
(3- Fun Zone
• - Mousercise
- Awake on the Wild Side
(3- Today With Marilyn
CD - Sing Out America

o

Bank of Murray
'THE FRIENDLY AND SAFE BANK'
Member FDIC

ED

"One of the nation's safest banks"

21

6:30 A.M.
0 I - News
• - G.I Joe
- Yogi Bear

o

8:00 A.M.
- Merrie Melodies
(30 21 - Varied Programs
- Lassie
- Paid Program
- Fraggle Rock
ED - VideoMorning (In Stereo)
ED - What Every Baby Knows The
First Three Years
- Under the Umbrella Tree
- Ray Cokes
- Hazel

••-• ...••••• - 4 '..:•,--

•

••
••
• I.

•

•

.•e

'
•

•

0
ive.
9
0 A_ .LM
3_:0
Regis &
ri
Kath
l
ie Pee
13
T - Donahue
O
- To Be Announced
- Magnum, P I
0 - Peter Pan & the Pirates (Ir
Stereo!
119
- Family Feud
113) - Fugitive
- New Mike Hammer
- Eureeka's Castle
▪ - Paid Program
- Man From U N.C.L E
ED - Sister Kate
Movie
(311°
(R)

o

ED

21 - Sesame Street (CC)
ED - Attitudes
la3 - Donald Duck Presents
- Dinosaucers
1:19 - Jerry Falwell
•- All News A M.
7:05 A.M.
- Leave It to Beaver
7:30 A.M.
- Instructional Programming
Bozo (In Stereo)
Tiny Toon Adventures (CO
Heroes
Heathcliff
Paid Program
Welcome to Pooh Corner
Littles
Varied Programs
7:35 A.M.
- Bewitched

0
00-A
A.
I
6:
A.BM
C

6:15 A.M.
- A.M Weather

- Frugal Gourmet
- Dumbo's Circus
(10 - Flying Nun
- Sunshine Mountain

o

a0 _

- News
13 6 - NBC News
113 - Robert Tilton
0
110 -12J e_tsBorne
sakfast Show
- Varied Programs
• - Cartoon Express
13 - Mr Wizard's World iCC'
- Tom & Jerry's Funhouse
(3- Paid Program
ED - it Figures
- Good Morning, Mickey!
- Flintstone Kids
0
gss
re -Sunshine Factory
O - All News A M Joined in Pro -

- Maya the Bee
0 P
mauidppPerto:rarn

-To

o

0 2

7

_

-5
4:9
30A.
Day M.
0 - Ralph Emery Show
0 5- - CBS News
- Faith Twenty
ID 12 - People's Court
- A&E Preview
• (E)(3- Paid Program
0- Kids World
▪ - Flintstones
• - You and Me, Kid
- Nation's Business Today
(4) - James Robison
Body by Janis

Let us add your prestige to ours and furnish you with a
checking account that will make your banking fast, accurate and profitable. We invite you to open a checking
account soon.

8:30 A.M.
CC ,__ Bewitched
- Jim Henson's Muppet Babies

fr) - Paid Program
- Popeye Hour
€1) 21 - Captain Kangaroo ICC!
- Everyday Workout
- Care Bears (CC)
- Popeye
Varied Programs
6:45 A.M.
- A M Weather
7:00 A.M.
fp 2 0 Ti 0 - Good Morning
America ICC)
00
- Today (CC) (In Stereo)
- This Morning
- Body Electric (In Stereo)
- Banana Splits
- Teenage Mutant Ninia Turtles
CC!
(3 - World of Survival
- Inspector Gadget
(3 - Paid Program

t if
•Iti• s 4 41 •
' 1..- oz j
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9:05 A.M.
- Movie

oT

0- Sally Jessy Raphael

oxen_ Price Is Right
0
- To Tell the Truth
- Joan Rivers (In Stereo)
- 700 Club
O - Avengers
Divorce Court
(3- Sharon, Lois & Bram's Elephant
Show
go - Our Voices
- Men From UN C L E
imago Workshop
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DAYTIME(ONT.

2:05 P.M.
- Varied Programs

•

4:35 P.M.
- Jeffersons (CC)

5:05 P.M.
0 - Beverly Hillbillies ICC)

2:30 P.M.

5:00 P.M.
5:30 P.M.
6 - Santa Barbara
2 0 0'I
12:05 P.M.
120 -News 0 2 0
T
10.30 A.M.
- ABC News ICC)
- Leave It to Beaver
0 Movie
0- Wheel of Fortune
00 6 - NBC News (CC)
6 - TrialWatch
Super Mario Bros Super Show
Golden Girls (C C
12:30 P.M.
0 8 - Instructional Programming
5 0 12 - CBS News (CCI (In
$25 000 Pyramid
- Hard Copy
2 - News
5t ,reo,
•- Divorce Court
Loon
ey Tunes
Trial Watch
0 8 - Sesame Street
- Abbott and Costello
Fred Penner s Place
21 - 3-2-1 Contact
O - Beverly Hillbillies ICCI
- Charles in Charge
O - Live From L A
- Talk of the Town
C
Top Card
,.
0- Make the Grade
- Hogan Family
(T) - Varied Programs
6 - Days of Our Lives .
0- Avengers
- Soft Notes
fl) Basic Training Workout
12 - Bold and the Beautiful
- Father Knows Best
- Bugs Bunny & Pals
63 - Paid Program
Varied Programs
O - Cartoon Express
O 21 - Nightly Business Repo
co- All News Morning Joined
Name That Tune
rt
in Pro
- Get the Picture
2 - Gera
3ldo0 P'M
gress Lett in Progress
ED - Great American TV Poll
Maya the Bee
0 - Video LP
IP 3 - Perfect Stranger
s
ED - Vaned Programs
Be a Star
11:00 A.M.
- Gilligan's Island
0 Days of Our Lives
- Dial MTV
ED
fa 2
Great AmericanAmerican TV Poll
Loving
(g) 21 - Varied Programs
5 - As the World Turns
- All News P M Joined in ProSunshine Factory
30 Match Game
ED - Supermarket Sweep
12 - Oprah Winfrey (CC)
gress Left in Progress
5 - News
12.45 P.M
63 - Movie
0 8 - Reading Rainbow (CC
, -Ri
113 6 - Wheel of Fortune
5:35 P.M.
fri Varied Programs
fp - Our House
O - Varied Programs
0 - Andy Griffith
0 - Geraldo
- Disney's Adventures of
1 00 P
the
• - Robert Tilton
Gummi Bears
2 0 3 0 - One Life to Live
fp 12 - Young and the Rest
less
Press Your Luck
- Another World
Movie'
He
Andy Griffith
0- The Judge
63 12 - As the World Turn
Movie
s
▪ - World of David the Gno
me
Wipeout
Quiz Model Kim Alexis
0(S) - Varied Programs
Sesa
me Street (C.C)
interviews
C) - L,ttl Bits
health experts and celeb
Club Dance (In Stereo)
- Cookin U S A ;in Sterc.r,..0
rities about
- Country Standard Time In
5:0
0
A.M
keepi
.
ng children healthy (60
0- Donald Duck Presents
- Spenser For Hire
min
Stere.
- MOVIE 'Grand Hotel' (CC) A
- Cinderella and Nelson
- Lunch Box
1 1:00 A.M.
group of hotel inhabitants spen
- Moonlighting
d a day 10- MOVI
• - Vaned Programs
0- Legends of Professional Wres
E:'Abraham Lincoln D
- Varied Programs
- reflecting on life and love Greta Garbo
W
tling_ Batman
Griffith's documentary trace
se
•- Bodies in Motion
Lionel Barrymore, Joan Craw
s the life of
Vaned Programs
ford the great
president Walter Huston,
1932
11:05 A.M.
We're Cooking Now
Una Merkel, Ian Keith
- Psychiatry & You
1930.
▪ - Perry Mason
6:0
0
A.M.
0- MOVIE:'The Vene
1:30 P.M.
0- Adventures in Dry Gulch
tian Affair' A
€11)
- Earthday Birthday (CC) Ani- CIA agent is
1 1:30 A.M.
▪
- Bold and the Beautiful ICC)
fired when it is discovered
mated A group of baby dinos
nintston
3:0
es
5
P.M
.
that
All My Children
his
aurs
ex-wife was once a comm
0 T. - Another World
unist
wants to help save the planet from pol- agent.
Robert Vaughn, Elke Somm
Loving (CC)
- Instructional Programming
er,
lution Features voices of Christophe
r Felicia Farr 1967
0 ii. - Closer Look
3:15 P.M.
O - Dick Van Dyke
Reeve and Lainie Kazan (R)(In Stere
fa
o(
11)Varie
MOVI
d Programs
E: 'Troop Beverly Hills
Young and the Restless
- Win, LOWY or Drtiw
'
- MOVIE: The Courtship of EdNews
MOVIE: 'The Stranger' Orso
- Lassie
die's Father'
n
Well
es
direc
ted this tale about a Nazi
The Judge (CC)
Aici
- Women's Digest
Fami
3:
ly 0
Ties M
war criminal who poses as
7:00 A.M.
- Adventures of the Little Koala
a college
1:50 P.M.
professor in small-town Amer
- MOVIE: 'Joe Versus
111 - Screen Scene
0iTfj - Mister Rogers (CC)
ica. Orthe VolID- Tom & Jerry's Funhouse
(RI
son Welles, Loretta Young, Edwa
(CC) A terminally ill work
rd G.
Varied Programs
er
- DuckTales
aban
Robi
dons
nson
his
1946
humd
2:00 P.M.
rum existence for a
0- Music Box
if - Varied Programs
suici
dal
voyage to a remote Pacific
-LISTA15- General Hospital
12:00 P.M.
is0- Video Disc Jockey
High Rollers
land Tom Hanks, Meg
0- Santa Barbara
Ryan, Lloyd •- MOVIE:'Sounder Part
0- Yogi Bear
Bodyshaping
If' A conBridges 1990 Rated PG (In
Stereo) tinuation of the lives of a poor South
LO
Guiding Light
ern
0- Teen Win, Lose or Draw
0MOVI
E:
12:00 P.M
'The Magic Snowman' black family who survi
ICC)
0- Honeymooners
ves because of
- C 0.P.S
3 0 - All My Children
their love for each other Harold
0- Flintstones
7:30 A.M.
Sylves- Sunshine Factory
Classic Concentration
ter. Ebony Wright, Tai Mahal
Q)- SportsCenter (60 min )
111) - Movie
1976
I
Sunshine Mountain
0 6_ 0 12 - News
MOVIE: 'Wicked Stepmother'
Ca - Hollywood Squares
8:00 A.M.
News (cc.;
MOVIE: The Young in Hear
3:35 P.M.
6)- MOVIE 'Conrack'(CC) A youn
- Flipper
O
t' A
g family
10
- Movie
- Brady Bunch
of fortune hunters is reformed
teacher introduces a group of poor
•
- Video Soul
by
isothe old woman they had
0 - Chain Reaction
lated black children to the world arou
FP - Cookin' U S A IR1 In Stere
planned to
4:00 P.M.
nd con
o)
Doug
O - Noozles
las
them
Fairb
Jon Voight Paul Winfield
anks Jr Paulette
fp - Attitudes
- Cosby Show
Goddard Janet Gaynor 1938
Madge Sinclair 1974 Rated PG
- Video Vibrations
•- Raccoons on Ste.re
3 0- Geraldo
ol
• - Top Card
12:05 P.M.
0- Oprah Winfrey
fp - Rock Blocks
8:30 A.M.
MOVIE 'Lone Star'
ED 7 Supermarket Sweep
0 - Baseball Tonight (60 min ((RI
• - Father Knows Best
Gunsmoke
00 Varied Programs
- Here Come the Turtles Kevin
0 6 - Who's the Boss?
12:30 P.M.
Cope
Eastman and Peter Laird the creat
- Body by Jake
- Long Ago & Far Away
O
ors 6) - Guns A Day in the Death of
of the fabulous foursome are intro
C - Chip n Dale's Rescue Ran
d- America (CC) A documentary coveruced/ (13)
ing July 16 1989 a day when 61 peogers
i6
ple died
mm )by
across the nation
_ 12 InsideEdition
•- MOVIE9:9
Fugitive
Fa
0
stAFOo
Md (CC)
ED - Major League Baseball Maga
- My Sister Sam
0 - MOVIE 'The Stor
y of Snow zone (R)
O You Can't Do That on Television White' A w.cked queen casts a spell
2 WKRN ABC Nashrille
1:00 P.M.
• - Rap City
upon a beautiful princess in this
tuneful
26
The
Disrie
Chann
el
adaptation of the classic
O- MOVIE:'Sol Madrid' A narcotics
3 W SIL ABC Ilarrisburg
O 21 - Mister Rogers iCC, Ri
fairy
tale
27 Music Telesis;on (0‘1•T%
agent poses as a pusher to obtain evid
Diana Rigg Billy Barty Sara
4 WV NBC Nashiille
• VideoPM In stereo)
h Patter
28 ViCSMA. (Calcifar County High
ence about.the Mafia's drug-smuggling
son 1987 Rated NR (In
5 W TA F CBS Nashrille
Kids
Stere
ED
o)
Incorporated
29 Cable News Nctwork (CNN;
activities David McCallum. Stella Stev
MOVIE: 'Courage of Lassie'
PSD NBC Paducah
ED - TpotpaellyyePauly
A ens, Telly Saval
30
Tbe
Learn
as 1968
youn
ing
ainn
g
girl
el
and
her dog are parted when
7 ViBBJ ABC Jacks
- College Softball: California at
he is put into the army and taugh
31 ESPN Sports
8 MO PBS Nashiionlle
t
to
•
ill
63 - Varied Programs
UCLA 190 min )(Taped)
32
Murray High School )
9 GN IND Chicago
0 - News
ISMOVIE 'Farewell to the King'
33
CB
- MOVIE:
9:
'
0
Fa
5
nta
As
'iM
es: The creator
0 KBSI FOX Cape Girardeau
4:05 P.M.
af a latenight soap opera finds her
Murra
34
y
Cabler
ision
life
I MSL-TV
1:30 P.M.
Good Times
threatened by the same psycho stalk
35 The Weather Channel
ED - MOVIE: 'Judgment' (CC) Two
2 KFAS CBS Cape Girardeau
ing
her
cast
memb
ers Suzanne Plesh- Parents fight for
36 Callow ar County Public Library
4:30 P.M.
Justice after their 8
3 Arts and Entertainment (A&E)
e1t9
te,
80Barry Newman Robert Vaughn
?_
37 Home Shopping Guide
year-old son is sexually molested
12 - Jeopardy! ICC)
4 Murray City Hall
by a
Catholic priest Keith Carradine,
38 Prerue Guide
- Mama's Family
Blythe
5 1, SA etvrork
Dann
er Jack Warden
9:30 A.M.
El
39 Showtime
32-1 Contact (CC) (R)
1990
6 Nickelodeon
S
- Indy 500 A Race for Hero
).
0 MASK
41 Headline News
es
7 WTBS Atlanta
Featured Ane Luyendyk (RI
ED MOVIE:'Our Vines Have Tend
0 Tale Spin
43 ACTS
er
8 Black Entertainment (BET)
Grapes
Danc
10:
46
W46B
e
00
E-TV
Party
A.M.
IND Murray
USA
9 Turner Network Tekvisiou (TNT(
- MOVIE 'A Chorus Line' (CC)
- Hey Dude
47 Video Hits 1
2:00 P.M.
20 EWTN Catholic Network
21
43
The
Read
Discwi
ing
Chann
ery
10:30 A.M.
el
Rainbow ;CC) (R)
MOVIE 'Destiny of a Spy' A bril
21 WKML. PBS Murray Mayfield
0
- Mickey Mouse Club (CC) (In 6D - MOVIE 'Rocky' A small
49 QVC Shopping
time hant Russian spy and a British double
22 Nashvilk Network
Stereo)
Philadelphia prizefighter battles
agent discover that out of the murk
50 C•SPAN
over
y
23 Lifetime
whelming odds to make somethin
world of intrigue love can bloo
Varied Programs
Financ
51
ial
News
Netwo
(FNN
rk
g
)
of
m Lorne
24 Home Box Office (HBO)
himse
lf
Sylve
Gree
ne Anthony Quayle Harry An
ster Stallone Taloa Shire
ED - Popeye
52 C-SPAN 2
25 Cinemax
Burgess Meredith 1976 Rated
0 - All News P M Joined
PG (In drews 1969
in Pro- Stereo)
gress Left in Progress
2:30 P.M.
- Great American Healthy Kids
- Sports Reporters (RI
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- Murphy Brown (CC)
O a)
Frank
Polla
rd
cowpoke helps a pretty rancher save
(In Stereo)
her oil-rich property from crooks Jack
10:15 P.M.
o - Shape of the World (CC) (In
Home, Lane Chandler, Kay Edwards
•
Lost
World
Stere
s,
Vanished Lives Sir
o)
3:00 P.M.
o - Looney Tunes
1933
David Attenborough explores the
O- Girl in the Train
se- MOVIE: 'Drums of Africa' A
- Live From L.A. (R)
- Party Machine With Nia Peecrets
o
of
the
Earth'
s
progr
ess
throu
white hunter and a band of raiders atgh
• Get Smart
- Be a Star (In Stereo)
ples (In Stereo)
the world of fossils (3 hrs)(R)
tempt to stall construction of a railroad
- Video Soul (R)
- Duet
es - Dobie Gillis
line through East Africa Frankie Ava10:30 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Cat Ballou' A schoole - Auto Racing: HFC American
lon, Lloyd Bochner, Marlette Hartley
marm organizes a drunken gunfig
hter,
:Yo!
Series From Long Beach, Calif (R)
Babat
MTV Raps
1963
sp
in CU
M C
an Indian and two cattle rustlers into
iVi.
twee
.
riS
.
t (H
CC)
Jet
•- Insight
Skiin
g:
Wome
n's World train-robbing outlaw gang Jane Fondaa O 0
- MOVIE: 'Poor Little Rich Girl:
Tonig
ht Show (R) (In
,
The Barbara Hutton Story A fact- Tour Wrap-up From Chicago (R)
Lee Marvin, Michael Callan 1965
Stereo)
11:50 P.M.
_ Lifestyle Magazine
based account of the troubled life of
▪
MOVI
Musi
E: 'In the Spirit' Two
c
Enter
City
News
tainm
ent
Count
ry
Tonig
Song
ht (CC)
Woolworth heiress Barbara Hutton ep - All News P.M. Joined in Pro- writers Awards Jimm
kooky Manhattan women set a trap for
y Dean, Kathie (In Stereo)
gress
Left
(1912-79) Farrah Fawcett, James
in Progress
the person responsible for their fearBailley and Ray Stevens co-host
- Loire Connection
the •
Read, Bruce Davison 1987 Part 1 of
ceremonies from Nashville's Grand
Mario Thomas,
6:35 P.M.
O(I)- 3-2-1 Contact Extra: Bottom death experience
Ole
2
Elaine May, Peter Falk 1990
Opry House hononng the year's top 10 of the Barrel
es - Sanford and Son
(CC) Oil and its uses with
- Family Playhouse: A Town's
country songs and the writers of those Stephanie Yu and
11:55 P.M.
Z Wright (In Stereo)
7:00 P.M.
Revenge
hits (90 min ) (In Stereo Live)
- Man Undercover
es- MOVIE:'Hard Ticket to Hawaii'
o
onapo a)119 - MacGyver (CC)
- MOVIE:'Storm and Sorrow'
- MOVIE: 'Courage of Lassie' A
The female owners of an air-freight sere - Arsenio Hall (CC) (In Stereo)
young girl and her dog are parted when 010 CL - Fresh Prince of Bel-Air •- MOVIE: 'Singin' in
vice inadvertently become involved in
the Rain' o - America 2Night
(CC).
(In
Stere
o)
he is put into the army and taught to kill.
diamond smuggling Dona Spier, Hope
- Women's Pro Beach Volleyball
- Screen Scene (R)
Elizabeth Taylor, Frank Morgan, Tom O a)
- Evening Shade (CC)
Marie Cartton. Ronn Moss 1987
From Clearwater, Fla (60 min ((Taped)•
Classic Car Shop
Part 1 of 2 (In Stereo)
Drake 1946 Rated G
- Beauty and the Beast (CC) (In es - On Stage (R) (In Stere(In Stereo) Rated R
o)
- Astronomers(CC) (In Stereo) Stereo)
3:30 P.M.
12:00 A.M.
- Days and Nights of Molly Dodd
- MOVIE: 'Hombre' A white man O - MOVIE:'Missing in Action' An
- Joy of music
op Cf - Inside Edition (CC)
MOVI
•
E:
Ameri
can
'206
colon
9:
el
A
Sex
retur
Odyssey'
ns to Vietnam to
raised by Apaches is forced to a show- Personalities
Amorous Venusian women land on ▪
8:30 P.M.
down when the stagecoach in which he search for MIAs Chuck Norris, M EmEarth
CD
in
met
searc
Olt
h
Walsh, David Tress 1984
of virile men Alena O cc) - News (R)
- Designing Women
is traveling is ambushed by outla
ws
Penz, Nina Fredric 1978 Rated R
es - Gunsrnoke Part 1 of 2
)CC) (In Stereo)
- MOVIE: 'Die Hard'
Paul Newman, Fredric March, Richa
rd
0
e_
R.E.
Girl in the Train Agatha Christie's
•
M.
(R)
Dragn
et
- David L.. Wolper Presents: MakBoone 1967
romantic thriller about a young banker
se
Sport
Colle
ing of the President 1964 Theod
sCeri
ge
ter
Boun
min
(60
d
Part
of
3
4
ore
4:00 P.M.
who meets the girl of his dreams on a
H White examines the contro
- Ben Haden
10:35 P.M.
versial
- Tom Arnold: The Naked Truth Johns
speeding train (60 min )(R)
on-Goldwater presidential race
•Litt - Night Court
8:45 P.M.
- Play Ball With Reggie Jackson of 1964 (60 min )
- Madame's Place
Comedy Club Network (In
10:55 P.M.
- Patty Duke
4:30 P.M.
- World League of American Stereo)
al
stere-o)Kids in the Hall (CC) (R) (In O - Our Voices (R)
- MOVIE: 'Joe Versus the Vol- Football: San Antonio Riders at Bir9:00 P.M.
cano' (CC) A terminally ill worker mingham Fire From Legion Field (3
- Paid Program
CE 0
- Northern Exposure
abandons his humdrum existence for a hrs (Live)
11:00 P.M.
(CC) (In Stereo)
- MOVIE: 'The Story of
suicidal voyage to a remote Pacific is- •- Mister Ed
- MASH
White' A wicked queen casts aSnow
The '90s
o
land Tom Hanks, Meg Ryan. Lloyd CD - Frank's Place
CI) - Nightline (CC)
spell
o
upon a beautiful princess in this tunefu
Bridges 1990 Rated PG (In Stereo/
l
CD - Larry King Featured James O News
adaptation of the classic fairy
- Golden Girls (CC)
Hollywood Detective Part 4 of 6
_ KIDS.
tale
Woods, Jeremy Irons, Barbara Her0- David L. Wolper Presents: Mak- Diana Rigg, Billy Barty, Sarah Patter- Alfred Hitchcock Presents
shey, David Robinson (60 min )
5:00 P.M.
ing of the President 1964 Theodore son 1987 Rated NR (In Stereo)
0
21
New
Explorers (CC) (In H White exami
- Election: Candidates' Forum
el - Spaceship Earth: Our Global En- Oil
nes the controversial Ige - Indy 500: A Race for Heroes
Stere
o)
vironment An examination of the Part 3 of 6
Johnson-Goldwater presidential race
_ Beauty and the Beast (CC) (In
fp - MOVIE: 'Impulse' (CC) An un- of 1964 (60
- On Stage (In Stereo)
earth's critical problems and workable
min )(R)
Stereo)
derco
ver
assig
nment
solutions (R)
to locate a drug 0- Equalizer
- L. A. Law
- Lightmusic
pushes an insecure police- Scholastic Sports America (R)
- MOVIE: '9 to 5' Three working dealer
- Looney Tunes
woma
n over the edge Theresa Russell,
12:05 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Revenge of the Pink women rebel against their subjugation
- Midnight Love
Jeff Fahey, George Dzundza 1990
e cit - Night Heat (RI
by a male chauvinist boss Jane Fonda
Panther'
.
-
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MOVIE:'King Kong' A giant gorDolly Parton. Lily Tomlin 1980 Rated Rated R (In Stereo)
0- MOVIE: 'Crash and Burn' Futur- illa is captured and brought to civilizaPG
rebels find themselves at the tion by an enterprising movie producer
MOVIE:'Three Days of the Con- istic
mercy of a killer robot in a remote out- 09- Music City News Country Songdor' An unknown band of killers close
s post Paul Ganus, Megan
senal of 37 credit cards to beat the sys- in on a CIA agent
Ward, Bill writers Awards Jimmy Dean. Kathie
and the woman who Mosel
Bailley and Ray Stevens co-host
ey 1990 Rated R (In Stereo)
tem in this spoof on consumerism by is reluctantly hiding
the
him Robert Redceremonies from Nashville's Grand
fij - Top 10 at 10
director Percy Adlon. Marianne Sage- ford, Faye Duna
Ole
way, Cliff Robertson
Opry
House
honoring the year's top 10
brecht, Brad Davis, Judge Reinhold
0 - Surfing: Marui Pipemasters
1975 Rated R
country songs and the writers of those
1989 Rated PG
From Hawaii (Taped)
- Avonlea ICC) (In Stereo)
hits (90 min ((8) (In Stereo)
- MOVIE: 'Felix the Cat' Ani0- 700 Club
- MTV Prime
- E.N.G
mated The famous feline and his pal
Seco
nd
Annua
l Aspen Comedy
Water Skiing: Pro Tour From ZaKari Wuhrer
Poindexter slip through dimensions
Festi
val
to chary, La (60 min ((Taped)
save a kidnapped princess Voices of
- Beauty and the Beast (CC) (In
Cope
Beaut
y and the Beast (CC) (In
Stereo)
Chris Phillips, Maureen O'Connell, Peter
Stereo)
Neuman 1988 Rated NR
9:30 P.M.
_ Mercury Media
- MOVIE 'Troop Beverly Hills' 0 - Twilight Zone
€11/ - Up Close
- All News Night Left in Progress
(F) - American Telecast
O - Green Acres
6:00 P.M.
11:05 P.M.
G)- News
€13 21 - Education Notebook
0 12 - Sweating Bullets (In Stere
IEDTAiN0M00ESII0401o)
7:05 P.M.
ED - Crook and Chase On Stereo)
News
11:25 P.M.
- Andy Griffith
- Yachting: BOC Challenge Leg
ED CL - Current Affair
fla - MOVIE: 'Fast Food'(CC) A seNo 4 (Taped)
X 0 21.; - MacNeil/Lehrer
7:30 P.M.
cret sauce that strips away sexual inhiNewshour (CC)
00CL - Blossom (CC) (Postponed
10:00 P.M.
bitions gives two enterprising stude
nts
from an earlier date) (In Stereo)
- I Dream of Jeannie
00 the upper hand on the reigning hamburLc 0 12 - Major Dad (CC) (In "
12 IENIM
▪ - Andy Griffith
ger
I
ews
giant Jim Varney, Traci Lords,
° 6 13 6
Stereo)
Clark Brandon 1989 Rated PG
CD - World of Survival
rif - Nightly Business Report
-13
O - Mork & Mindy
0 Night Court
- MacGyver
11:30 P.M.
GI
Major
Leag
ue Baseball Atlanta O - Love Connection
0- Inspector Gadget
Nightline (CC)
Braves at St Louis Cardinals From GI - Edward
O - Our Voices
Albert at the Improv
,:ti
Hard
Copy
Busch Stadium (2 hrs 45 minI (Live)
- E/R Part 1 of 2
Late Night With David
Scree
Miam
i
n
Vice
Scen
(In
e (R)
Stereo)
- 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour
Letterman (R) (In Stereo)
- Best of Saturday Night Live
•
- On Stage (In Stereo)
- SportsCenter
5 - Newhart (CC) Part 1 of 2
- In Search of the Lord's Way •- Frank's Place
GII
- Scarecrow and Mrs King
Into the Night Starring Rick
G) - Larry King Featured Jame
s Dees (In Stereo)
- This Is the Life
Woods, Jeremy Irons, Barbara Her
All News Evening
O MOVIE 'Trouble Busters' A
6:05 P.M.
shey, David Robinson 160 min 1(R)
8:00
P.M
.
- Happy Days
O 21 - News (CC)
co CLEO 0- MOVIE 'Columbo
- On Stage (R) (In Stereo)
630 P.M.
and the Murder of a Rock Star' Pre110 - Tracey Ullman
O CU - Family Feud
miere, (CC)
•
- MOVIE 'Les Girls' Three show- Entertainment Tonight iCC)
00 3-1 - MOVIE 'Switched at girls each have their own version of
(In Stereo)
Birth" Premiere,(CC) Bitter legal con- earlier travels through Europe with a hit
•CIO - News
frontations ensue as two Florida fami- revue Gene Kelly, Mitzi Gaynor
0[Si
- Cosby Show (CC)
Kay
lies attempt to identify the biological Kendall 1957 (In Stereo)
Night Court
parents of their children Based on a
- 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour
0- Golden Girls (CC)
true story Bonnie Bedell& Brian Ker
Baseball Tonight
113 12 Wheel of Fortune fl'7.
! it/i,nr•r 1991 Part 2 of 2 (In €0 Scarecrow
and Mrs King
(1) Heroes
• 5/11 /vi!
Mr i y
•

5:30°P.M.
- MOVIE. 'Rosalie Goes Shopping' A German immigrant uses her ar-

•

•

-
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5.00 p.m. Education Notebook
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Thurs., May 2
10 00 a.m. Coldwater Church
of Christ
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330 P.M.

s214
Part

0
- fElect
6 ion: Candidates' Forum
9:30 P.M.
MOVIE 'Mad Dog Coll' A fact
- Dobie Gillis
based aLcount of the life and death of €19 - On Stage In Stereo)
- NBA Basketball: Playoffs -one o, the most
s.,iCiolls gangsters of go- L A Law
Teams to Be Announced (2 hrs 20
4/30/91
10:30 A.M.
t"1"
. 1 920S
John Chandler Neil Ne- MOVIE. 'Criminal Justice'(CC) minI 1Livei
ED - Why Did Johnny Kill? (CC)
A phew Brno., Has, ward 1961
5:00 A.M.
OD- MOVIE:'Bad Influence'(CC) An
profile of three teen age boys
- Crook and Chase (In Stereo)
who
BD- MOVIE The Warrior Empress' _omm,tted
easy-going stranger lures a young busi4:00 P.M.
Bootleg
murders (60 min I IRI
g) - Magic Circus Cirque du Soleil nessman into a seductive lifestyle
ail - SportsCenter
€13- My
- Major League Baseball: Teams
d Liberty A 10 year old
which
event
ually
turns
• - MOVIE Plaza Suite Three sto- boy windsFrien
violent Rob
- Play Ball With Reggie Jackson
up in a magical clay world
Lowe James Spader Lisa Zane 1990 to Be Announced 13 hrs I (Live)
ries revolve arouni the different
occu and takes a journey through history ED - MOVIE 'Teenage Mutant Nina Rated R
MOVIE: 'Barfly' Cult author
pants of Suite 719 at the Plaza Walter with the Statu
Charles
e of Liberty Includes Turtles
Bukowski s
semi63
0
ogi'
Matthau Maureen Stapleton Barba
Y
m
Tv
r
p
sA
ime
rkLa
rk
Anima
ted
Sundae in New York the Academy
autobiographical account of his drink ra
5:0
0
P.M
.
Harris 1971 Rated PG
Award winning animated short
to-drink
exist
ence as an alcoholic wri- MOVIE 'Mahogany' A young
(RI
CD 7 MOVIE 'Beaches
- MOVIE: 'Seminole' A Seminole ter Mickey Rourice, Faye Dunaway,
5:15 A.M.
' (CC) Two black woman rises from the depths of
chief
wome
outwits the Army by refusing to Alice Knge 1987 (In Stere
n keep their unique 30 year the ghetto to intern
Dawn at the Downs A
o)
ational fame as a sign
a U S peace treaty Rock Hudson, en- All News Evening Joine
behind-the -scenes look at activities at friendship alive despite their differ
fashion model Diana Ross
d in Proent
Antho
ny
Antho
lifestyles and p4rsonal ambitions
ny
Churchill Downs as the racecourse
Quinn
Barba
,
ra
Hale
gress
1953
Billy Dee Williams 1975
Bette
prepares for the 117th running of the Ken- Midler Barbara Hershey John Heard
Your
Choice Viewers call in and
Rated PG
9:40 P.M.
'988 Rated PG-13 (In Stere
select the movie to be aired (2 hrs , 30
tucky Derby (60 min
ED - MOVIE 'The Valachi
o)
- At Sotheby's: Old Master PaintPapers' min )
11:00 A.M.
SO- MOVIE.'Courage Mountain' On
5:30 A.M.
ings Documentary Art from the FlemCatch the Spirit
- MOVIE 'Conspiracy of
€13 - Magic Circus Cirque du Soled
ish painters from the Sotheby Parke
Hearts' the eve of World War I Heidi stages a
daring escape from a rat-infested or7:0
Bernet auction house
5
P.M
C) - MOVIE One for the Book
.
6:00 A.M.
' A phanage Juliet
- Andy Griffith
te Caton Charlie Sheen,
Macbeth The Lincoln Cente, naive young actress finds herself shar
10:00 P.M.
Jan Rubes 1989 Rated PG
ing an apartment
Theatre Company presents the Shakwith a soldier on
7:30 P.M.
ISITOSCE€13D8111119
NBA
leave
Toda
y
Ronal
d Reagan Eleanor Parker
espearean tale of a man s ambition
- News
Baby Talk ICC) (In
Eve Arden '947
which traps him in a terrifying web
73:
0CU - Nightly Business Report
of
power and violence Starring Philip An - 0- MOVIE 'Santa Fe Trail' Cavalry- •
- up Close
- Dobie Gillis
:30 P.M'
00.1.1) - News (CC)
men in pre Clvi, Vliar Kansa
glum (60 min ) Part 3 of 3
s set out to
- Major League Baseball: Atlanta (4- Love Connecti
•
6:00 P.M.
on
end abolitionist John Brown s reign
Braves at St. Louis Cardinals From
of 01_003
6:30 A.M.
- Daphne Maxwell Reid at the ImOT
terror Errol Flynn Olivia de Havill
OS
)
ite
Busch
Stadium (2 hrs 45 min I (Live) prov Comics Jerry
and. News
- Crazy About the Movies Wil- Raymond Mass
Swallow, Dave Duey 1940
gp - Screen Scene (RI
ham Hoiden: The Golden Boy (CC) A
gan. Tim Rose, Greg Otto, John Mul- Current Affair Icc)
1 1:30 A.M.
profile of actor William Holden s proStreet Station (R) fin rooney 160 min
0 IL 0 11 - MacNeil/Lehrer
- MOVIE 'Real Men'
fessional and personal lives including
Newshour CCI
gp 7 Miami Vice (In Stereo)
(CC)
film clips and interviews with .Ro
• Word of Life
12:00 P.M.
bert
- I Dream of Jeannie
- Best of Saturday Night Live
O
O
Mitchum Cliff Robertson and Stefanie Co- MOVIE 'Bloo
d Money' A small
- Andy Griffith
- Sanford
8:00 P.M.
Powers 160 minI IR)
time smuggler trails the Latin
o thugs
- World of Survival
On Stage (R) (In Stereo)
O
•
71;
0
Lit
Rose
0
anne
(CC)
(In
who murdered his brother Andy
7:00 A.M.
Stereo)
Gar
- MacGyver
- Tracey Ullman
•
Ellen Bark in Morgan freeman
ED- MOVIE: 'Looker' A plastic sur- cia
a a ,TU - In the Heat of the Night
O - Inspector Gadget
MOVIE: 'Cobra' (CC) An L A
1988
geon investigates the mysterious
(CC) (Postponed from an earlier date) cop's investigation into a series of ranOur
Voic
O
es
deaths of his patients Albert Finne • MOVIE 'Love Finds Andy
(In Stereo)
y Hardy
dom murders reveals there could be
E/R Part 2 of 2
'(CC) Troubles of the heart beJames Coburn Susan Dey 1981
0 IC 111) i - MOVIE: 'The Ac- more than one killer Sylvester Stal1/2 Hour Comedy Hour
set Andy Hardy when his girl
Rated PG (In Stereo)
returns
cused'(CC) A female attorney tries to lone, Brigitte Nielsen, Rent Santoni
ea - Daryl Hall & John Oates Rock unexpectedly from a vacation trip 61 - SportsCenter
prosecute a group of bar patrons who 1986 Rated R (In Stereo)
Micke
y Rooney Judy Garland
Tokyo
cheered while three men savagely • Adventures of Ouie
Lana 118 - Scarecrow and Mrs King
Turner 1938
and Harriet
- OWL/TV In Stereo)
raped a local woman Jodie Foster,
7.30 A.M.
1/2 Hour Comedy Hour
MOVIE 'Woman Obsessed'
61- Westbrook Hospital
Kelly McGill's, Bernie Coulson 1988 •
6)- MOVIE Golden Boy' A boy with
• Scarecrow and Mrs. King
(In Stereo)
12:05 P.M.
dreams of the concert hall is turned into
6:05 P.M.
- Richard Jackson
•
a prizefighter William Holden, Barba
MOVIE 'Badman's Territory' W - Happy Days
- Shape of the World (CC) (In
ra
Stanwyck, Adolphe Menjou 1939
Stere
o)
10:15 P.M.
12:30 P.M.
6:30 P.M.
Verdi Requiem Conductor Her- •- MOVIE: 'Rolling Thunder'
•
- SportsCenter
elBoxing From Bismarck
Family Feud
bert von
an and the Teatro alla
10:.
30 P.M.
8:00 A.M.
- Entertainment Tonight (CC) Scala orcheKaraj
stra perform Giuseppe Ver- Baseball Tonight (IR)
M'A
'SH
Stereo)
12:35 P.M.
di s masterwork Soloists include Lucin0
3:) C_MoTers
•- Matter of Time A high-school g)- MOVIE 'The Longshot' Four los
onig
IChC
t
- News
ano Pavarotti and Leontyne Price (100 O
senior must face the imminent death of ers sink their money into an elabo
CL
)Show (In Stereo)
rate OTO- Cosby Show ICC) (In mmn )
her mother terminally ill with cancer race-fixing scheme Tim
Stere
Entertainment Tonight (CC)
Night court
_ o)
Conway o
go
Prim
e
Time
Wrest
ling
(60 min
Harvey Korman Jack Weston 1986
(In Stereo)
- Dobie Gillis
•
Rated PG-13
- Love Connection
•
el - Golden Girls icc)
8:30 A.M.
Video Soul (RI
0CID - African-American Journal
MOVIE: 'She's Having a Baby'
1:00 P.M.
• - Wheel of Fortune (cc)
•- Nashville Now (In Stereo)
MOVIE 'Stanley & Iris' (CC) A gp - Heroes
- Drag Racing IHRA Winter Na- MOVIE: 'The Secret Life of Kastruggling widow and an illiterate bak - 0- Looney Tune
tionals From Darlington, S C (R)
Citd
Arseneic
ofF
ICC) (In Stereo)
Hal•
thy McCormick' A grocery-store
s
ery worker help each other re-discover
gp sAcmroon
ericasoo
ntir
cashier falls in love with a wealthy man e
(tR)
Live From L.A. (R)
9:00 A.M.
love Jane Fonda Robert De Niro,
who is unaware of her true identity
Be a Star (In Stereo)
Disney's Coyote Tales(CC) Ani- Swoosie Kurtz
1990 Rated PG-13 Iln
Barbara Eden, Josh Taylor. Jenny
mated With the help of cartoons
- Duet
Ju- Stereo)
O'Har
nior Coyote's family demonstrat
a 1988
tuj'aPanSfily(RD0)
Vol
MTV
Raps
es
1:15 P.M.
e
11 a
how to be proud of who you are
Steri
-eoc•C
la-hLet
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes :4
ysurc
and
'hs
:
1-"S irio
rene
Major League Baseball: Teams
(90
MOVIE. 'Whistling in the Dark' to Be Anno
min (R)
Ron Herrod
unced (3 hrs )(Live)
dd
Wide World of Alaska Sports
• MOVIE: 'Peacemaker' Two al1:30 P.M.
- Orchestral Dudley Moore introd8:3
0
P.M
.
(60 minI (R)
iens, each claiming that the other is an
- MOVIE 'The Long. Hot Sum- uces the individual pans of an orches- IA CID CE)
Stat(CC) (In Stereo) escaped serial
MOVIE.'The Suspect'
mer' Based on stories by William tra
killer, bring their private
- Dobie GUMs
•
war to the streets of L A. Robert ForsFaulkner A drifter has an unsettling ef9:05 A.M.
Joy of Music
Boun
d Part 4 of 4
ter, Lance Edwards, Hilary Shepard
- MOVIE: 'A Piano for Mrs Cim- fect on a wealthy Mississippi farm fa- gp - Major League Baseball: Pitts- MOVIE: 'Spring Fever usA• 1990 Rated R (In
•
ino' An elderly widow declared senile mily Paul Newman Joanne Wood- burgh Pirates at Cinci
Stereo)
nnati Reds
ward Orson Welles 1958 (In Stere
MOVIE: 'The Trouble With
•
arid incompetent fights for the right
9:00 P.M.
o)
to
6:3
P.M
5
.
Girls'
control her own life Bette Davis Penny
2:00 P.M.
Sanford and Son
Fuller, Keenan Wynn 1982
li
fCC)(
Cr
Ingi
Ste!o!
- Idiot Box
l I thirtYs°mething •
MOVIE: 'A Piece of the Action'
7:00 P.M.
)
_(1)
The.
Shan
90.
non'
s
9:15 A.M.
Deal
(CC)
(In
2:05 P.M.
10:35 P.M.
go -T
Who's the Boss? Stereo)
- MOVIE: 'The Bridge on the
Daryl Hall & John Oates Rock (CC)
Night Court
Pan
1
of
2
(In
Stere
o)
River Kwai'
Tokyo The duo is captured in conce
rt O
1 1:00 P.M.
EL Matlock (CC) (Postponed •
- Star Trek: The Next Generation
at the Tokyo Dome in Japan Hits
gp
in- M•A*S•H
(CC) (In Stereo)
clude "Out of Touch," "Maneater" from an earlier date) (In Stereo)
•
CI)
gp ry
Nightline (CC)
Rescue 911 (CC) (In gm - Dobie Gillis
and -Private Eyes (RI Iln
Stereo)
03D - Golden Girls (CC)
Stereo)
Eyes
on
the
Prize
(CC)
Part 6• Biogr
3:00 P.M.
BETTER
aphy: Joe Louis: For All
EL - Astronomers(CC) (In Stereo) of 6
MOVIE. 'Kenner' A mercenary
BUILT
- Major League Baseball: HousMOVIE: 'Fear City' A psycho- Time Part 1 of 2. (R)
searches throughout Bombay for
gp - Equalizer
his ton Astros at Chicago Cubs From pathic killer takes to
GARAGE CO.
the streets of Manfriend s killer and gets involved with an Wrigl
ey Field (3 hrs (Live)
hattan and systematically begins stalk gp - Looney Tunes
Indian dancer Jim Brown Madly
n
- MOVIE 'Jumpin' Jack Flash'
ing strippers and prostitutes Tom • Midnight Love
Rhue Robert Coote 1969
Berenger Billy Dee Williams 1984 •
- Nashville Now (RI (In Stereo)
6)- MOVIE. 'Poor Little Rich Girl. o
CD -e Biography Joe Louis For All Rated
R
E.N.G
•
2' 2 car Vinyl ONLY
The Barbara Hutton Story'
Time
- Primates. The Almost Human• Kan Wuhrer
Level Lot
Never Say Goodbye A girl faces
M
Paurrlde
l rrf2
She Wrote ICC)
Animals Childhood, social life and rela- •
harsh realities when her grandmother • Dobie Gillis
- MOVIE 'Seminole' A Seminole
tionships in the primate world Nar chief outwits the
Other Sizes Available
suffers a fatal stroke (60 mir
Army by refusing to
higih)-s
(R
c)
hool in New Odd Couple
rated by Susan Sarandon (60 min ))R) sign a U S peace
Free Estimates
treaty Rock Hudson
Matter of Time A
NBA Basketball Playoffs
Cip
Rockline (Live Phone-In)
Anthony Quinn. Barbara Hale 1953
senior must face the imminent death of Te
CALL 502 674-5530
m mrziom(sLiv
to
e)Be Announced 12 hrs 30
700 Club
• Lifestyle Magazine
her mother, terminally ill with cancer
- Cope
(4- All News Night Left in Progress
•
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Exile
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- MOVIE.
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7
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MOVIE
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7
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Middle Eastern nuclear missile
silo test Hits. The Seventies
Louis Gossett Jr , Mark Humphrey
8:0
0
P.M
.
- This Is the Life
Stuart Margolin 1988 Rated
ED T 0 - Doogie Howser.
PG (In O - All News
P M Joined in Pro- M
Stereo)
11:05 P.M.
D. (CC) (In Stereo)
12:
00
gress
A.M
Left in Progress
.
0 12 - Exile (In Stereoi
1:20 P.M.
OUT - Night Court )CC( Part 1 of
X - Inside Edition
6:35 P.M.
2
Major
11:15 P.M.
Leag
ue Baseball: HousPersonalities
e _ Sanford and Son
ton Astros at Chicago Cubs
0- MOVIE:'Teenage Mutant Ninja 0X - News (R)
012 -Jake and the Fatman
From
Wrigley Field (3 hrs 10 min ((Liv
Turtles Four heroic turtles battle
(cc) (In Stereo)
7:00 P.M.
e)
a clan
- Gunsmoke Part 2 of 2
of martial artists on the streets
CIAD CL O- Wonder Years CC: 0 - Mark Russell Comedy Speof New GE) - Verdi Requiem Condu
2:00 P.M.
ctor HerYork City Based on the comi
(In Stereo)
cial The satirist lampoons newsmake
c-book
bert von Karajan and the Teatro alla CD- MOVIE:'Night Gallery' A trilogy
rs
characters Judith Hoag, Elias Kotea
Unsolved Mysteries (CC) in song and monologue (In Stereo)
of bizarre, supernatural tales by
s, Scala orchestra perform Giuseppe
Rod
VerJoch Pais 1990 (In Stereo)
e - Why We Fight: The Battle of
di's masterwork Soloists include Luci- Serling Joan Crawford, Barry Sullivan, (In Stereo)
W e .12„ _ Snoopy's Reunion Russia (R)
11:30 P.M.
ano Pavarotti and Leontyne Price (100 Roddy McDowall 1969
- MOVIE: 'Child of Darkness.
- MOVIE: 'The Time Machine' O CE
min ) (R)
- Nightline (CC)
- Cool Moves -- Teens
Together(CC) Malcolm-Jamal Warner Child of Light'(CC)
- Hard Copy
•- MOVIE: 'Party Line' An Oedip
2:3
P.M
0
.
us
hosts a showcase of young people
- Get Smart
- Late Night With David complex drives deranged siblings to
- Just for Kicks: The Soccer who
are making positive contributions
murder Richard Hatch, Shawn Weath- Show
Letterman (In Stereo)
- Video Soul (R)
to the world (60 min ((In Stereo)
erly, Leif Garrett 1988
21 - Totally Radical Teenage ViO 3_1; - Newhart (CCI Part 2 of 2
3:00 P.M.
O - MOVIE:'The Bachelor's Daugh- deos
O - Into the Night Starring Rick ▪ - Patty Duke
MOVIE: 'The Bushbaby' A ters' A floorwalker poses
as the father
- Nashville Now (In Stereo(
Dees (In Stereo)
- Our Voices (R)
young girl embarks on a trek across Af- of several salesgirls to help
them trap
• - Paid Program
Superstars and Their Moms SuO MOVIE: 'Rearview Mirror'
rica to return her pet lemur to its natural wealthy husbands Adolp
he Menjou, perstars Cher, Bill Cosby, Tom
a)- Lightmusic
- Party Machine With Nia
Selleck,
habitat Margaret Brooks, Louis Gos- Ann Dvorak, Jane Wyat
Peet 1946
Cybill Shepherd and
ples (In Stereo)
s appear with
sett Jr . Donald Houston 1970
12:05 A.M.
e - MOVIE:'The Great Outdoors' A their mothers Hostsother
Carol Burnett and
C)- Dobie Gillis
0 12. - Night Heat (R)
- MOVIE: 'L.A. Law'
Chicago family's idyllic country vaca- her daughter Carrie
Hamilton (60 min I
0- MOVIE:'Kiss of the Beast'
•
tion
MOVI
turns
disas
E:
Home
'Vita
trous
l
when
Swee
Signs'(CC) Med
t Homeless A family
obnoxious CD - American Telecast
(CC)
a)- American Telecast
students face life and death crises dur- is faced with the problem of
relatives show up Dan Aykroyd, John
homeless8:30 P.M.
ing their first year of 'on the job- train- ness Starring Linda Kelse
Candy
. Stephanie Farasy 1988
y and Ross
11:50 P.M.
My Life and Times
- Twentieth Century
CD- MOVIE:'Zigzag' A man suffering ing in a metropolitan hospital Adrian Harris (R)
(CC) (In Stereo)
Pasdar, Diane Lane. Jimmy Smits
- MOVIE: 'Isaac Littlefeathers'
Murder, She Wrote (CC)
from a brain tumor frames himself for
A
a
O0
- Dear John (CC) (PostJewish man attempts to help an Ameri- (13 - Mister Ed
murder to provide his family with
the
poned from an earlier date) In Stere
12:15 A.M.
can Indian boy deal with racial prejud
reward money George Kennedy,
o)
Desm
onds
Anne ▪ _ MOVIE
II - Great Performances: The
The Great Texas Dy- ice Lou Jacobi, William Korbut. Scott
Jackson, Eli Wallach 1970
NBA
Baske
tball
Playo
ffs
-namite Chase'
World of Jewish Humor (CC) (RI
Hylands 1984 Rated NR
Teams to Be Announced (2 hrs 30
0- Dragnet
min ) (Live)
3:45 P.M.
(E) - First United Methodist Church
- MOVIE: 'The In-Laws' A mild- Hitchhiker Music Hour
mannered dentist becomes an unwill- (P-L.A. Law
8:35 P.M.
ing cohort in espionage with his soon
- Comedy Club Network (In
- MOVIE: 'Q & A'(CC) An assisto-be in-law Peter Falk, Alan Arkin
to carry out his reign of terror
, tant DA uncovers departmental corrup- Stereo(
Bela Lu- Richard Libert
ini 1979 Rated PG
gosi, Frieda lnescort, Nina Foch
tion and racism while investigating
:00
1944
the
5:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Little Shop of Horro
death of a New York City drug dealer
rs'
G
P
CL
a lriel's Fire (CC)
10:
30
•- MOVIE: 'The Ozma
A.M.
of Oz' AniNick
Nolte, Timothy Hutton, Armand (In Stereo)
4:00 P.M.
- Puff the Magic Dragon Animated Chapter three in a fourpart ser- mate
- Play Ball With Reggie Jackson Assante 1980 Rated R (In Stereo)
'6 - Quantum Leap (CC) (In
d On a trip to Hanalee, Puff gives
ies tracing the continuing
adventures of a
- MOVIE: 'Harry and Tonto'(CC) Stereo)
mute boy a lesson in courage
L Frank Baum's classic chara
4:3
0
P.M.
Voice
cters in of
Burgess Meredith
- MOVIE: 'The Journey of Natty O T
the land of Oz 1987 Rated
- 48 Hours: Beating
- NCAA Today
NR (In
Breas
t Cancerc)
_ N
Gann' (CC) A 13-year-old girl be- 0
Stereo)
(In Stereo)
11:00 A.M.
5:00 P.M.
friends a gentle wolf on a cross-country
at - SportsCenter
- MOVIE: 'Northanger Abbey' A 0- MOVIE:'The Care Bears
Movie' search for her missing father Meredith e _ Star Trek: The Next
- MOVIE:'Dancing Lady'
young woman's overactive
Generation
imagina- Inside the PGA Tour
Salenger, John Cusack, Lainie Kazan (CC) (In Stereo)
tion gets the best of her after
she ar5:15 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Absolute Beginners' 1985 Rated PG
- Living Dangerously
O 21 - Dawn at the Downs 160 min rives at an isolated English estate
- MTV Prime
0- Alfred Hitchcock Presents
Katherine Schlesinger, Rober
5:30 P.M.
t Hardy
5:30 A.M.
- Major League Baseball Maga
1987
- MOVIE: 'The Adventures of
It - Thanh's War A profile of a
- MOVIE: 'The Green Years' The
Vietnamese-American attempting
- MOVIE:'The Egg and l' A young Milo and Otis' (CC) A raging river zine
to
trials of a boy growing up in Irelan
- MOVIE: 'Law and Order' A reconcile his dual heritage through
d un- couple buys a chicken farm and en- transports a kitten and a puppy into a
mulder a domineering family, being loved counters many
forme
serie
r
s
marsh
of
comic
tiple
al
retur
visits
ns
misad
to Vietnam and a traditional
to law enforceventures 1989
trying experiences
only by his grandfather Charles
ment when his brother is killed Ronal
Cob- Claudette Colbert, Fred MacMurray. Rated G (In Stereo)
d marriage (60 minI (In Stereo)
urn, Tom Drake, Dean Stock
Reaga
n,
Dorothy Malone, Preston FosMarjorie Main 1947
- MOVIE: 'Casablanca Expre
- Elayne Booster: Top Tomata
well
ss'
1946
ter 1953
- Up Close
- MOVIE: 'Framed'
MOVIE: 'Mystery Train'(CC) A
- MOVIE: 'I Love You to Death' rundown Memp
7:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Generation' Busted TV
his hotel provides a co6:00 P.M.
- Ben Haden
- MOVIE: 'The Adventures of pilot about a mother's plans for
lorful backdrop for this trilogy of storie
a major 11X000CI)010 12 CD s
Milo and Otis' (CC)
- News
from filmmaker Jim Jarmusch Masat
family reunion on the eve of the 21st- News
oshi
centu
Nagase, Nicoletta Braschi. Joe
- MOVIE: 'Absolute Beginners'
ry's arrival Richard Beymer, Han- 0CT - Current
7:05 P.M.
Affair (CC)
Strummer 1989 Rated R
nah Cutrona, Marta DuBois 1985
7:30 A.M.
- MacNeil/Lehrer (P- MOVIE:'Two Rode Together' A
- MOVIE: 'Little Tough Guy' A Newshour (CC)
Texas marshal and a cavalry lieutenant er, - MOVIE:'The Proud Rebel'
0- MOVIE:'The Golden Voyage of
lead a wagon train into Comanche terriSinbad'(CC) The Arabian swashbuck - boy whose father has been sent to pri- O - I Dream of Jeannie
- Rap Edition (R)
son gets caught up with a gang of delin
tory to rescue captive pioneers James
ler races an evil sorcerer and his
(r) - Andy Griffith
- 700 Club
de- quents Billy Halop,
Stewart Richard Widmark. Shirley
Huntz Hall, Helen
monic henchmen en route to a fabulous
- World of Survival
CD - Cope
Parrish 1938
Jones 1961
treasure John Phillip Law, Caroline
O - MacGyver
9:05 P.M.
Munro, Tom Baker 1974 Rated
12:00 P.M.
7:30 P.M.
G
O - Inspector Gadget
MOVIE:'Paris Trout' A Southern
0e
_
MOVI
E: 'The Glass Menagerie'
- SportsCenter
C2f; 0
Growing Pains loan shark descends
Our Voices
into madness af(CC) (R)
- MOVIE: 'Island of the Blue
8:00 A.M.
ter he murders a black girl in small- E/R
Dolphins
'
12
A
young girl abandoned on an
(P - Prime Time Pets (CC) town Georgia Dennis Hopper, Barbara
- Major League Baseball's Grea- 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour
In Stereo)
test Hits: '75 World Series Cincinnati island has only a pack of wild dogs as
Hershey, Ed Harris 1991
Sport
sCent
er
her friends Celia Kaye, Larry
- Battle Line
vs Boston
Domasin 0 Scar
9:15 P.M.
ecro
w and Mrs King
Ann Daniel 1964
0- Mork & Mindy
8:30 A.M.
- Josh McDowell
One Night Stand (CC) Comic Bill
Screen Scene (R)
12:30 P.M.
- How to Prevent a Heart Attack
Hicks takes the stage (R) (In Stereo)
6:05 P.M.
- Major League Baseball Teams
0- Major League Baseball' Atlanta
- Surfing Marui Pipemasters
9:20 P.M.
Happ
y
Days
to
Be
Braves at St. Louis Cardinals
Announced (3 hrs I (Live)
From Hawaii (RI
From
(PMOVIE: 'Saddle the Wind' A reBusch Stadium 12 hrs 45 min
•
Insig
ht
6:3
0 P.M.
I (Live)
formed gunslinger must confront his
9:00 A.M.
MOVIE:'Cheaper by the Doze
- All News Evening
_ Family Feud
n'
trigger-happy younger brother
- MOVIE: 'The Dragon That
Auto Racing NASCAR Winston 0C3J - Entertainment Tonight (CC)
Wasn't... Or Was Her (CC) AniCup - Hanes Activewear 500 From (In Stereo)
mated 011ie the Bear s peaceful world
Martinsville Speedway. Va (2 hrs
((RI e GE) - News
is turned upside down when he adopts
(I) S - Cosby Show (CC) (In
1:00 P.M.
a troublesome young dragon 1983
Stereo)
0- Lead-off Man
Rated NR
- MOVIE: 'Roxanne' A modern- O Night Court
- Water Skiing: Pro Tour From Za
- Golden Girls (CC)
15day -Cyrano de Bergerac complete
chary. La (60 min ((RI
I le- $099
$99
Pepperoni es/ • Tax Party
- MOVIE: 'Captains Courageous' with an oversized nose, coaches his in (it - Wheel of Fortune (CC)
v./ • Tax
shy buddy in the art of courtship Steve
- America at War
9:05 A.M.
Martin Daryl Hanna Rick Rossovich
Home of the
- Looney Tunes
0 MOVIE, 'Farrell for the People' 1987 Rated PG (Inh,Stere
o)
Live From L.A. (R)
Largest Pizza in Town"
9:30 A.M.
1:15 P.M.
e _ Be a Star (In Stereo)
0 MOVIE: 'Lawrence of Arabia'
0- MOVIE:'A Night in Casablanca'
- Duet
0
MOVIE. 'The Return of the
- MOVIE: 'Iron Eagle II' Gen
- Danger Bay (CC) (In Stereo)
Vampire' A resurrected vampire in Chappy Sinclair leads a
FREE Dollvory ANY Time!
misfit team of
Hours: Sun.•Thurs. 11 a.m.-Illdnight
- Rap Edition
World War II London uses a werewolf American and Soviet
pilots against a •
Contr
al Contor (Nut talk II Mows)
Major
League Baseball's Grea
Frl. & Sat 11 orn.•1 am.
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tng conversations with family, friends •- Indy 500: A Race for Heroes
- Christopher Closeup
Featured Ane Luyendyk (R)
and critics 160 min I Part 2 of 4
6:05 P.M.
- Best of BrainGames The best
12:45 P.M.
Happy
Days
games to test your abilities with word
MOVIE:'Just for You' A famous
- Baseball Tonight
9:30 P.M.
scrambles, number puzzlers, mystery theatrical producer
struggles to fond
- Green Acres
- MOVIE: 'Law and Order' A and history
games (R)
- Family
6:30
Feud
PM,
time for his two teen-age children Bing 11
- NBA Basketball: Playoffs -- former marshal returns to law enforceEnterta
inment
Tonight (CC)
Crosby
Jane
6:30
Wyman,
A.M.
Ethel
ment
Barrywhen
his brother is killed Ronald
Teams to Be Announced 12 hrs .20
(In Stereo)
more 1952
Reagan, Dorothy Malone, Preston Fos- •- MOVIE. 'Sing' (CC)
Crook
(Live)
News
ter 1953
1:00 P.M.
and Chase (In Stereo)
7:00 A.M.
Ca
CE)
- Cosby Show (CC) (In
U
MOVIE:
'Montenegro'
- Secrets of Speed
- MTV Prime
- MOVIE: 'Nobody's Perfect' •
Stereo)
Synchronal Research
MOVIE.
'Sing'
(CC)
10:00 P.M.
O - Night Court
7:30 A.M.
- All News Night Left in Progress
1:30
TOTOSTOTO0
P.M.
- Golden Girls (CC)
MOVIE:
'Jeremi
ah Johnson' A
11:05 P.M.
iz - News
- Drag Racing: NHRA Clit041111- •4- Wheel of Fortune
19th-century adventurer abandons civ- O
(CC).
•
- Scene of the Crime (In Stereo) ilization for
bona's From Gainesville, Fla (60 mm n I
- Nightly Business Report
America at War
life in the Rocky Mountain (R)
•MOVIE:
'The
Fighting
Seabees
- Night Court
' wilderness Robert Redford, Will Geer.
- Looney Tunes
Love Connection
11:30 P.M.
1:45 P.M.
Stefan Gierasch 1972 Rated PG
- Live From L.A. (R)
(I) - MOVIE: 'Saturday the 14th
- Mr. T at the Improv Comics 0 T - Nightline ICC)
•- SportsCenter
- Be a Star (In Stereo)
George Lopez. Jeff Dunham. Vic Dun- 13 3 - Hard Copy
Strikes Back' A 16-year-old struggles
A.M.
8:00
DuetvIE:
e
m
i)
lop, Anthony Griffen, Tommy -Blaze
in vain to convince his parents that their
0 5. - Late Night With David
- Major League Baseball Maga- new home is the gateway
'Nobody's Perfect'
(60 mm)n
to
Jason
hell
Letterman (In Stereo)
zine (RI
Presson. Ray Walston. Avery Schrei- Yo! MTV Raps
•- Miami Vice (In Stereo)
113 S - Newhart (CC)
ber 1988 Rated PG
8:30 A.M.
- LPBT Bowling From Ashland, Ky
•
(3 - Best of Saturday Night Live
- Into the Night Starring Rick
MOVIE.
'Appren
0tice
Murder'
190 monI (Live)
to
frl - Desmonds
2:00 P.M.
Dees tin Stereo:
- Gloria
ED 21 - News iCCi
O - MOVFE: 'Paranoiac' A young
- MOVIE . 'Dressed to Kill'
9:00 A.M.
woman
- All News P M Joined in ProO
becomes
the
- Hitchhiker Music Hour
object
an
of
evil
(3 - Party Machine With Nia Pee- €(1) - MOVIE: 'Alice in Wonderland'
gress Left in Progress
ples
Stereo:
• - Tracey Ullman
(CC) Walt Disney Studios' animated plot involving her brother and aunt Jaadaptation of the Lewis Carroll child- nette Scott. Oliver Reed, Lilane
6:35 P.M.
Battle Line
- MOVIE. One Man's War (CC)
ren
s classic Voices of Kathryn Beau- Brousse 1963
O - Sanford and Son
o - Dobie Gillis
- 1..2 Hour Comedy Hour
Wynn, Richard Haydn 1951
2:30 P.M.
- Surfing Marui Pipemasters
7:00 P.M.
- Scarecrow and Mrs King
rna
R °te
nd
t Ed
G
- MOVIE:'Nate and Hayes'
From Hawaii (R)
- For These Times
0 T,
a)
Father Dowling
Auto
Racing: Toyota Atlantic
- In Search of the Lord's Way O
Mysteries (CC) (Postponed from an
- Inside the PGA Tour
10:30 P.M.
Series
Se
m w (Ri
Long Beach, Calif (60
CC
earlier date) On Stereo)
I) 2 - MASH
3:00 P.M.
Stereo)IDCsby Show (CC) Part 2 of
11:35
P.M.
• - MOVIE: 'Escapade in Japan'
0 3_ - Cheers (CC) Part 1 of 2
11§) - MOVIE: 'To Each His Own'
2
Iwo youngsters. one an American, the ID
- Tonight Show In Stereo) eri - MOVIE 'Roger & Me' ICC) Flint
9:05 A.M.
Mich native Michael Moore s critically
ritt - Top Cops (CC) (In
other a Japanese, search for the lost O CL
fai 5 - Entertainment Tonight (CC'
Stereo)
acclaimed look at his hometown s de O - MOVIE. 'The Comedy Com- parents of the American boy
Teresa
(In Ste'eo
muse after the closing of a General Mo- pany' An ex-comedian fights to keep a Wright. Cameron Mitchell,
CL - Tennessee Crossroads
Jon ProLove Connection
tors auto plant Michael Moore Roger failing nightclub alive to give aspiring vost 1957
- MOVIE: 'Missing in Action' An
O
- Computer Chronicles
young comics a chance Jack AlbertSmith 1989 Rated R
- MOVIE:'The Lady in Red' Roger American colonel returns to Vietnam to
0- Nakia
son Abe Vogoda, Lawrence-Hilton Ja- Corman'
s exploitative account of search for MIAs Chuck Norris, M Em11:50
P.M.
▪ - Arsenio Hall (CC) ;In Stereo:
gangster John Dillinger's beautiful but met Walsh, David Tress 1984
- MOVIE 'Day of the Evil Gun' cobs 1978
CO - America 2Night
- Simpsons (CC) (In Stereo)
deadly gun moll Pamela Sue Martin,
9:30 A.M.
12:00 A.M.
- Screen Scene
Robert Conrad Louise Fletcher 1979
11) MOVIE: 'All's Fair'
- Victory at Sea
"2,
Inside
Edition (CC)
ED 21 - Russian Language and PeoMurder, She Wrote (CC)
3:30
P.M.
10:00 A.M.
Personalities
ple
- Trouble With Grandpa (CC) A • - Mister Ed
- MOVIE: 'J.W Coop'
- News (RI
teen-ager(Meg Tilly) is faced with deci- 0- Sound and Style With Ramsey
- SportsCenter
- Gunsmoke
10:30 A.M.
sions involving the care of her ailing Lewis (R)
10:35 P.M.
- Why We Fight The Battle of • - Mirthworrns on Stage
Ani- grandfather
(21 - NBA Basketball Playoffs -lz - Night Court
Russia (R)
mated Wormaline sets out to steal the
Teams
Ter)
m
Be Announc
no
ed 12 hrs 30
4:00
P.M.
- Prime Time Wrestling (RI
lead role in 'Sleeping Beauty,- but her
10:55 P.M.
(Live)
Best
of
BrainGa
mes
•
plans
backfire
Patty
Duke
(R)
- MOVIE: 'Instant Karma' ICC)
ea a - Kentucky Afield
C)- Our Voices (RI
- Play Ball With Reggie Jackson
1 1:00 A.M.
On Stage (In Stereo)
11:00 P.M.
- Paid Program
MOVIE: 'Cause for Alarm' The Guest Oakland A's pitcher Dave Ste- •
- L.A. Law
63 2 - MASH
wart
- MOVIE: 'The Journey of Natty husband of an innocent woman plots to
▪ - MOVIE:'Perfect Harmony'(CC)
0
Nightiine ICC1
Gann' (CC) A 13-year-old girl be- make her a murderer Loretta Young
- Pssst! Hammerman's After You A student at an all-white
prep school
'51. - Golden Girls (CC:
friends a gentle wolf on a cross-country Barry Sullivan 1951
When a young boy antagonizes the befriends a musically gifted
black
Twentieth Century (R)
search for her missing father Meredith 0- MOVIE: 'Going
class
bully,
he must face the consequ- youth Peter Scolan, Darren McGavon,
Hollywood' To
Salenger. John Cusack. lainoe Kazan
- The Equalizer
be near a famous crooner, a girl be- ences like an adult (60 min I
Justin Whalen 1991
1985 Rated PG
(3 - Looney Tunes
comes a maid to the star she loves
4:15 P.M.
- MTV Prime
Women's Pro Beach Volleyball Bing Crosby. Patsy Kelly. Marion Day FIB- MOVIE:
(3- Midnight Love
'Little Monsters'(CC) •
- MOVIE: 'Ride a Crooked Trail'
From
Clearwat
er
les 1933
Fla (60 mm n I (RI
- Nashville Now (RI (In Stereo)
4:30
Life of Python A profile of the
P.M.
•
CD - Ughtmusic
- MOVIE. 'The Big Bus'
(1) - E N.G
British comic troupe Monty Python,
(;) MOVIE: 'Popeye'
Manhattan Transfer: Going
12:05 A.M.
C)
• - MOVIE:'The North Star' During
featuring clips from their work and
- Glory Days
Home
World War II. a courageous band of
Night Heat iRi
comments from Dan Aykroyd, Jane
Russian nationals attempts to defend
5:00 P.M.
Curtin, Chevy Chase and Dudley
their village from Nazi invaders Dana C) - MOVIE. 'Honey, I Shrunk the Moore (60 mm)
Andrews, Anne Baxter, Walter Hus- Kids' (CC) A suburban backyard be- Our World
ton 1943
comes a perilous jungle for four
- News
youngste
rs
accidenta
lly reduced to the
11:05 A.M.
7:05 P.M.
of insects Includes "Tummy Trou- MOVIE:'My Undercover Years size
•
5:45 A.M.
5/2/91
ble," a Roger Rabbit cartoon short 0- MOVIE:'A Whale for the Killing'
- MOVIE: Our Vines Have Tender with the KKK' An FBI agent infiltrates Rick Moran's, Matt Frewer, Marcia A New Yorker fights a coastal New5:00 A.M.
Grapes' Residents of a small Wiscon- an Alabama Ku Klux Klan klavern and Strassman 1989 Rated PG
(In Stereo) foundland community to prevent the
•- SportsCenter
sin town share their joys and sorrows becomes a key witness when klansslaughter of a trapped whale Peter
Thoroughbred Digest
man
violate
civil
rights Don Meredith,
Margaret O'Brien. Agnes Moorehead.
lia - MOVIE 'Bonnie Scotland'
Strauss, Richard Wodmark Dee WalMOVIE
•
.
'Cactus
Flower'
James
Wainwright, Clifton James
Edward G Robinson 1945
lace 1981
1978
5:30 P.M.
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5:15 A.M.
011,- Dawn at the Downs(60 mm)

6:00 A.M.
- Hemingway A profile of Ameri-

12:00 P.M.

- MOVIE 'Coach' Trouble devel
can author Ernest Hemingway. featur •
ops when a woman is mistakenly hired
to coach a boys basketball team
Cathy Lee Crosby, Michael Biehn
Keenan Wynn 1978
MOVIE: 'Days of Heaven'(CC)
Automotive
fla - MOVIE:'St Louis Blues'
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6:00 P.M.
Stereo)
INICE003012(1000110- o Cr•I - Tennessee Outdoorsmen
News
•- Babes (CC). (Postponed from an

- Current Affair (CC)
earlier date) (In Stereo)
CL 0 (21) - MacNeil/Lehrer • World in Action
Newshour (CC)
0- Mork & Mindy
- I Dream of Jeannie
- Screen Scene (R)
(a) - Andy Griffith
elp 21 - Wild America (CC(
12:05 P.M.
- World of Survival
so- American Music Shop (In Stereo(
•
- MOVIE:'Carbine Williams' Fact O - MacGyver
Joy of Music
•
based account of the convict who in- Inspector Gadget
All News Evening
vented the M-1 carbine, a weapon that O - Our Voices
revolutionized the face of modern war8:00 P.M.
- E/R
O CID
fare Colorized version James Ste
CEO - American DetecMOVIE
'Spies
Like
Us' (CC) tives Series Premiere(CC) (In Stereo)
wart. Jean Hagen, Wendell Corey
1952
- 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour
la0
- Cheers (CC) (In Stereo)
- SportsCenter
12:30 P.M.
e aDeprit- Antagonists (CC) (In
0- MOVIE: 'Cat on a Hot Tin Roof'
- Scarecrow and Mrs. King
Stereo)

-
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- World of Survival
0 - MacGyver
0 T - Mystery!: Die Kinder (The
O - Inspector Gadget
ED - Tracey Ullman
Children) (CC) Part 5 of 6
€E) - E/R Part 1 of 2
daring escape from a rat-infested or
11) - Beverly Hills, 90210 (CC) (In ED - 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour
- MOVIE: 'Baby, Take a Bow'
5/3/
91
- Baseball Tonight
phanage Juliette Caton, Charlie Sheen (CC) The dimple-faced daughte
Stereo)
r of an
Jan Rubes 1989 Rated PG
- Scarecrow and Mrs. King
ex-con helps her father go straight CoO - MOVIE: 'Manhattan' A comedy
5:00 A.M.
writer and his friends try to sort out life CD - Coast to Coast: All-Star Edition 0- MOVIE:'Cheaper by the Dozen' 0)- MOVIE: 'The Cockeyed Cow- lorized version Shirley Temple, James
boys of Calico County' The local Dunn, Claire Trevor 1934
in the city Woody Allen, Manel Hem- CD - Come Alive
blacksmith's mail-order bride doesn't CD SportsCenter
coo - SportsCenter
ingway. Diane Keaton 1979
10:30 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Unconquered' A cap- arrive so the townspeople plot to get 1) - Big Brother Jake (CC). (R) (In
- MOVIE: 'Jack's Back Modern- O CL - MAS
H
tain frees the Fort Pitt wilderness from him a wife Dan Blocker, Mickey Stereo)
day Los Angeles becomes a hunting
murderous Indians and treacherous Rooney, Nanette Fabray 1969
ground for a killer bent on duplicating O CID - Cheers (CCI Par-t 2 of 2
CD - Catch the Spirit
CID - Tonight Show (In Stereo) whites Gary Cooper, Paulette GodEngland's 19th-century Ripper mur12:05 P.M.
P.M.
O
dard,
Entert
Howard da Silva 1947
ainment Tonight (CC)
ders James Spader, Cynthia Gibb, Rod
el - MOVIE:'Gun Glory' A gunfighter CD - Happy6:05
Days
(In Stereo)
Loomis 1988
returns
home
and is shunned by ever5:15 A.M.
O - Love Connection
6:30 P.M.
Doc)- Dawn at the Downs(60 min ) yone, including his own son Stewart
- Get Smart
c23 - Family Feud
0X - Naturescene
O
Granger
,
Rhonda
Fleming
,
Chill
Wills
e - Video Soul (A)
5:30 A.M.
1957
- Entertainment Tonight (CC)
O - Eischied
_ Nova (CC) (Postponed from ▪
CD - Family Playhouse: Words to
(In Stereo)
Arseni
o Hall (CC) (In Stereo)
12:30 P.M.
an earlier date)
Live By Two high-school students
CD 3D _ News
0- America 2Night
- MOVIE: 'Excalibur'
learn the consequences of going too far
ED - Nashville Now (In Stereo)
0 X a - Cosby Show (CC) (In
- Screen Scene (R)
to prove their freedom to express
ED - MOVIE: 'Terror Out of the Sky'
- Yachting: BOC Challenge Leg Stereo)
• - TechnoPolitics
themselves (60 min )
No 4 (R)
o - Major League Baseball. Chicago
•- MOVIE:'Neighbors'
ED - Amencan Music Shop (R) (In
6:30 A.M.
Cubs at Atlanta Braves From Atlanta1:00 P.M.
Stereo)
ED
- MOVIE:'Mad Dog Coll'
ED- MOVIE:'Camille Claudel'
Fulton County Stadium (3 hrs I (Live)
- MOVIE: 'Dakota'
Days
CD
and
Nights
of
Molly
Dodd
• - Boxing: Tony Martin vs. Mickey
▪ - Golden Girls
7:00 A.M.
1:15 P.M.
Ward Scheduled 10-round junior wel- ED - Big Picture
▪
ED
_ Wheel of Fortune (CC)
MOVIE
:
'Secon
d
Sight'
(CC) ED - MOVIE: 'Jolson
terweight bout from Atlantic City, N J CD - SportsCenter (60 min
Sings Again' CD - America at War
7:30
A.M.
10:35 P.M.
(2 hrs ((Live)
(I) - Personal Diary (R)
CD - SportsCenter
1:30 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Miami Blues' (CC) A 11312 - Night Court
- Be a Star In Stereo)
- Gambler A teen-ager is forced to
- MOVIE: 'The Big Bluff'
psychotic thief uses a detective's sto- Sa- MOVIE:'Some Kind of Hero' An
ED
Duet
come
to terms with his addiction to
len badge and gun to carry out a series ex-GI finds life at home more difficult
€131 - Idiot Box
2:00 P.M.
of daring crimes Alec Baldwin. Jenni- than his six years as a POW Richard gambling (60 min )
610 - MOVIE: 'The Groundstar Con- €111 - Major League Baseball: Teams
fer Jason Leigh, Fred Ward 1990 (In Pryor, Margot Kidder, Ray Sharkey
8:00 A.M.
' The sabotage of a secret to Be Announced 13 hrs I (Live)
Stereo)
1982 Rated R
ED - MOVIE: 'The Monster Squad' spiracy
_ Maniac Mansion (CC) (R) (In
space project sets off a ruthless inves- Invitation to Life
11:00 P.M.
ED - Baseball Tonight (R)
tigation George Peppard, Michael Sar- Stereo)
8:30 P.M.
O CL - MASH
razin, Christine Belford 1972
CD - Here Come the Turtles Kevin
8:30 A.M.
00Til - Seinfeld (CC) (Postponed O CIE
- Nightline (CC)
Eastman and Peter Laird, the creators
- Motoworld
CD
- MOVIE: 'The Main Event' A
from an earlier date) (In Stereo)
0 CL - Golden Girls (CC)
of the fabulous foursome, are introdbankrup
t
perfum
e
2:30
magnat
P.M.
e's
only
asO - Dragnet
uced )R)
- Victory at Sea
set is a contract on a prizefighter who's CD - Inside the PGA Tour (R)
CD - Day of Discovery
O - The Equalizer
9:00 P.M.
afraid to fight Barbra Streisand, Ryan
3:00 P.M.
(r) - All News P.M
OTIOCE0- Primetime Live O - Looney Tunes
O'Neal, Paul Sand 1979 Rated PG
O - MOVIE:'The Shiralee' An Aus- gress Left in ProgressJoined in Pro(CC)
O - Midnight Love
ED - Thoroughbred Digest (RI
tralian laborer struggles to rebuild his
00X - L.A. Law (CC) (In Stereo) ED - Nashville Now (R) (In Stereo)
- Here Come the Turtles Kevin relationship with his estrang
6:35 P.M.
a)
Eastman and Peter Laird, the creators old daughter Peter Finch, ed 5-year- CD- Major League Baseball. Chicago
O e - Knots Landing(CC) (In ED - E.N.G
Elizabet
h
SelStereo)
of the fabulous foursome are introd- lars, Dana Wilson 1957
Cubs at Atlanta Braves From Atlanta ED - MOVIE:'Adam's Rib'
uced (R)
0 - Mystery!: Die Kinder (The
Fulton County Stadium (2 hrs 45
MOVIE
CD
:
'Betra
yed
by
Karl
InnocWuhrer
Children)(CC) Part 6 of 6
ence' A married filmmaker is charged min )(Live)
9:00 A.M.
€1) - MOVIE: 'Ride a Crooked Trail'
o - News (CC)
with statutory rape after succumbing to
- MOVIE: 'Red Riding Hood'
7:00 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Mountains of the
- Star Trek: The Next Generation
the charms of a teen-age starlet Barry
Full House (CCI (In
ATP
Tour
Tennis
Moon'
(CC) (In Stereo)
ck, Lee Purcell, Cnsten Kauff- a
Stereo(es
- MOVIE: 'Trapeze' An American Bostwi
0- Alfred Hitchcock Presents
CD - Catch the Spirit
Unsolved Mysteries(CC)
joins a Paris circus to persuade an aeri- man 1986
(1) - Frontline (CC) (Postponed cD- All News Night Left in Progress alist to teach him a daring triple somer- el - Family Playhouse: Words to 0
(In
•
Stereo)
CDXe
ofrom an earlier date)
sault Burt Lancaster. Tony Curtis, Gina Live By Two high-school students DIX0M- Guns of Paradise(CC)
11:05 P.M.
learn the consequences of going too far (In Stereo)
- MOVIE: 'Little Women'
Lollobrigida 1956
O
_ Fly by Night (In Stereo)
to prove their freedom to express o CL - Washington Week
in Review
ff) - 700 Club
9:05 A.M.
11:15 P.M.
themselves (R)
(CC) (In Stereo)
CD - Cope
- MOVIE: 'Home From the Hill'
ED -MOVIE:'The Drifter'
- MOVIE: 'The Seventh Cross'
InStere-olAmerica's Most Wanted (In
Infidelity and illegitimacy haunt a Texas
9:30 P.M.
11:30 P.M.
Senior
CD
PGA
Golf:
family'
Las
Vegas
relatio
s
nships
with
one another
o - Green Acres
- Nightline (CC)
Robert Mitchum, George Peppard, Senior Classic First round from Las CD - MOVIE:'Tom Horn' A legendary
- NBA Basketball: Playoffs -- O CL - Hard Copy
Vegas, Nev (2 hrs I (Live)
cowboy-hero is accused of murder by
Teams to Be Announced (2 hrs 20 O0 CL - Late Night With David Eleanor Parker 1960
the very people he tried to protect
Gambie
r
A
teen-ag
er
is
forced
to
9:30 A.M.
mm n )(Live)
Letterman (In Stereo)
come to terms with his addiction to Steve McQueen, Linda Evans, Slim
- MOVIE: 'Viva Las Vegas'
Pickens 1980
gambling (60 min ((RI
a cu _ Newhart (CC)
e - Crook and Chase (In Stereo)
- Inside the Senior PGA Tour (RI
- Murder, She Wrote (CC)
- Into the Night Starring Rick
3:45 P.M.
9:45 P.M.
10:30
A.M.
Dees
Mister Ed
(In
O
Stereo)
0MOVIE
:'The Return of Swamp
- MOVIE: 'The Blood of Heroes'
- MOVIE: 'Stanley & Iris' (CC)
Sanford
Thing' The muck -encrusted, comic
(CC) A band of gladiators in the post o - MOVIE: 'Shark!'
at -l1A
_
book monster sets out to thwart the O
Basketball Playoffs -apocalyptic future challenges the CD - Party Machine With Nia Pee11:00 A.M.
League's elite champions to a no ples (In Stereo)
- MOVIE: The Second Woman' evil Arcane's plot to overrun the world Teams to Be Announced (2 hrs, 30
holds-barred sport called jugging Rut
An architect's sanity is threatened fol- with genetic mutations Louis Jourdan, min ((Live)
- World in Action (R)
ger Hauer, Joan Chen, Vincent Phillip
- Comment on Kentucky
lowing the death of his fiancee Robert Heather Lockisar,, Sarah Douglas
- Dobie Gillis
1989 Rated PG-13 (In Stereo)
D'Onofrio 1989 Rated R (In Stereo)
- On Stage (In Stereo)
- Mud and Monster Truck Racing Young, Betsy Drake, John Sutton
1951
CD - L.A. Law
4:00 P.M.
(R)
10:00 P.M.
11. - MOVIE: 'The Great Impostor' CD - Pray For Me Paul Henderson CD - MOVIE: 'I Love You to Death'
OC2JSICIDOOCIDOOD00
- Mercury Media
Based on the real-life experiences of a
(CC) The wife of a pizzeria owner dis
- News
5:00 P.M.
11:50 P.M.
high-school dropout who lived his life
covers that killing her unfaithful hus▪
- Nightly Business Report
- MOVIE: 'The Outfit'
impersonating a variety of profession CD - MOVIE: 'Baby Boom' (CC)
band is harder than it seems Kevin
o - Night Court
als Tony Curtis, Karl Malden Edmond CD - Horse Racing: Kentucky Oaks A Kline, Tracey Ullman, Joan Plownght
- Love Connection
•
12:00 A.M.
1 1-8 miles race for 3-year-old fillies, 1990 Rated R (In Stereo)
O'Brien 1960
O - Mary Frann at the Improv Com- •CE) - Inside Edition (CC)
from Churchill Downs in Louisville, Ky
- MOVIE:'The Jolson Story'
ics Chas Elstrier, Bill Fox, Dale Gony, e - Personalities
le_ MOVIE:'Teenage Mutant Ninja (60 min.)(Same-day Tape)
Howard Busgang, Mark Schiff (60•CE) - News (R)
Turtles' Four heroic turtles battle a clan CD - Three Musketeers Animated
min )
of martial artists on the streets of New The brave musketeers protect Queen
- Tufftrax 160 min I
a- Miami Vice Pan 1 of 2 (In Stereo)
York City Based on the comic-book Anne from the wicked Cardinal Riche- movIE: 'Manhattan'
- Best of Saturday Night Live
characters Judith Hoag, Elias Koteas. lieu and Milady de Winter (90 min
- MOVIE: The Video Dead'
.)- MOVIE: 'Playing for Time' A
Joch Pais 1990 Rated PG (In Stereo)
handful of women prisoners inside
The Karate
- Patty Duke
CD - MOVIE:'Outpost in Morocco'
- MOVI5
E::3
'0
Seco
PZI.Sight (CC)
Auschwitz struggles against all odds to
- Our Voices (R)
Superstars
12:00 P.M.
6:00 P.M.
spare themselves from death Vanessa
- Paid Program
- MOVIE: 'Devil Dog: The Hound socuesocussousse stla
Redgrave Jane Alexander Maud
Display at
- Lightmusic
of Hell' A suburban family s puppy is CD
Adams 1980
posses
sed
the
by
spirit
of the devil Ri- ss -CE)
12:05 A.M.
Ne
Current Affair (CC)
-ws
o - Sound and Style With Ramsey e 12' - Night
chard Crenna, Yvette Mornseux, Victor o X 0
Heat (R)
Lewis (R)
- MacNeil/Lehrer
Jory 1978
Newshour (CC)
O 21 - News (cc)
32-6' Trophies
12:20 A.M.
MOVIE
'Coura
Mounta
:
ge
•
P
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13) - Charles Stanley

FRIDAYcoNT.

10:30 P.M.

11:05 P.M.
ffl - Paid Program
0 12 - Dark Justice In Stereo)
£3-MOVIE 'The Hunt for Red Octo
ber'(CC)
11:15 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Aloha Summer'
ED- MOVIE:'The Iron Triangle' Mutual respect develops between a Viet
- Jim Henson's Mother Goose

ES -2 - MASH
(50 - MOVIE: 'Play Misty for Me'
A 0 21 - Wall Street Week: The Tale al "3 - Cheers ICC
disc jockey becomes involved with
- Tonight Show (In Stereo)
a of the Tape ICCI ilr Stereol
psychotic woman listener who
Cong soldier and his American prisoner Stories ICC)
grad- (1) - Window on the Word
Tonight (CC)
ually takes charge of his life Clint
S
during the Vietnam War Beau Bridges CD - Great Outd
Eastoors
wood Jessica Walter Donna Mills
8:35 P.M.
Haing S Ngor. Johnny Hallyday 1988 ffl - Amer
Love Connection
ican Baby
1971 Rated R
- Super Dave icc(
- Tony Brown's Journal
- Sunshine Factory
11:20 P.M.
- Street Party
9:00 P.M.
0- Rousters
- Kids Like You
- MOVIE. 'Cat's Eye'
- MOVIE The Cockeyed Cow- 20/20 (CC
▪ - Arsenio Hall (CC) (In Stere
o)
boys of Calico County The local
7:05 A.M.
- Frontline (CC)
(Postponed • - America 2Night
11:30 P.M.
blacksmith s mail-order bride
0
.3 13
- Elo
o
na:a0
doesn I from an earlier date)
(1)
Night
line
Pers
onal
(CC
Diary (RI
I
arrive so the townspeople plot to get
- Star Trek: The Next Generation IED 21 - New
7:30 A.M.
- Hard Copy
him a wife Dar Blocker
s ;CC1
ICC) In Sfere0)
Mick
ey
00 6 - Late Night With Davi
Wizard of Oz(CC)
Rooney Nanette Fabray 1969
- Texas Connection (RI (In
d
Stereo)
- Revue
TI - Captain N and the Adven- MOVIE. 'Teenage Mutant Ninja
Days and Nights of Molly Dodd Letterman (In Stereo)
- Hitchhiker
tures of Super Mario Brothers
Turtles' Four heroic turtles battle a clan
Newhart (CC)
- MOVIE.'Dangerous Obsession'
3(CC)
0- Alfred Hitchcock Presents
of martial artists on the stree
- People to People
O
Into
the
,eng
eanc
Nigh
e-be
t
Starring Rick
nt temptress has a
ts of New
0 21 - MOVIE: 'Signs of Life' (CC) change of heart when she track
York City Based on the comi
Dees (In Stereo)
(r) - Bobby's World (In Stereo)
c-book The
s down
advent of fiberglass boats spell
characters Judith Hoag Elias Kote
- Spring in Spring Hill (R)
s the doctor responsible for her lover's G - MOVIE . 'Private School”
as doom
for an elderly New England boat - death Brett Halse
Joch Pais 1990 Ilr Stereoi
- Heathcliff
y, Corinne Clery,
Part
make
y
r
and
Mach
his small crew of workers
ine With Nia PeeBlanca Marsillach 1986 Rated NR
- Josh McDowell
O - Video LP
ples (In Stereo)
An 'American Playhouse' prese
- News
nta- ffl - Bonanza: The Lost Episodes
- Rounders
tion Beau Bridges. Vincent D - Onofr
Dobi
e
Gilli
s
io,
0 21 - Joy of Painting
7 30 P M
10:35 P.M.
Arthur Kennedy 1989
- One Night Stand (CC) Comic Bill
12 - Night Court
- Paid Program
3 0- Dinosaurs CC.
O
Hicks takes the stage (RI (In
al- MOVIE.'The January Man'
(CC)
Stereo) €13 Stereo,
A busted Manhattan detective
Darkwing Duck
- MOVIE: 'Passage West'
11:00 P.M.
is reluc- Wall Street Wee
- Sportsman's Challenge
k The Tale tantly reinstated after a strangler takes O
- MASH
of the Tape ,CC, In Stere
11:55 P.M.
over the streets of New York
G
Meorb
veiE
rt
o)
City 0'3
Nightline ICCI
ffl MOVIE 'Action Jack
Kevin Kline. Susan Sarandon Mary
- Mork & Mindy
113 5. - Golden
son'
Eli
(CC)
'Easy Living' A million.
Girls
zabeth Mastrantonio 1988 Rated
• - Screen Scene P
aire throws his wife's fur coat out
R
MOVI
E:
'To
the
m
Horn
'
A
legen
;In
dary
Stereo)
12:00 A.M.
ED 21 - Moyers
window Jean Arthur. Edward Arnol
The Arab World
cowboy -hero is accused of murd
d.
er by O 2 - Inside Edition ,CC,
- MOVIE • 'A Show of Force'
Ray
%Han
d 1937
(CC) the very people he tried to protect
A
journ
3
alist
Perso
nalities
uncovers ties to the United Steve McQu
- Texas Connection iIn Stereo'
ffl - Quigley's Village
een. Linda Evans Slim
News I R)
0 -All News A M Joined
- Making of Honey. I Shrunk the States government during an investiga- Pickens 1980
in Pro- Friday the 13th The Series dr gress
Kids Comic. Rick Moranis takes view- tion into the murder of two protestors
- MOVIE:'Paramedics' A bellig
in 1978 Puerto Rico Amy Irvin
er05
Stere
0
-lers behind
g Rob. ent boss and a violent gang
scenes of Honey I
8:00 A.M.
war comDuval
Du
st
evrael.
lo
l. i Andy Garcia 1990 Rated Pi
Shrunk ,the K ,rls in which he
(3 - Patty Duke
plicate life for two freewheeling
plays a
OTOTO- Slimer! And the
ambulscientiit who a.- -. dentally shrin
Sanf
ance
ord
drivers
ks sevGeorge
Real Ghostbusters 'CC)
Newbern.
- 700 Club
eral chddrp.,
61) - Paid Program
Christopher McDonald Javier Graje
da
Garfield and Friends
(3)MOV
IE.
& A' An assistant DA '988
- Lifestyle Magazine
- MOVIE 'Wimps'
(CC)
uncovers departmental corruption
- All News Evening
and
Bewi
tchedLove
10D - Astronomers
racism while investigating the
iCC( On Stereo)
death of C)Midnight
12:05 A.M.
8:00 P.M.
a New York City drug dealer Nick
110 12 - Night Heat (RI
Nashv
'2
ille
0'1 0 - Fami
O
Now (RI (In Stereo)
0
C --- C
ly Matters Nolte Timothy Hutton. Armand
T
Ao
o
hm
ayr and
aEn c1°Jerry Kids (In Ster
Aseo)
(CC) (In Stereo)
12:20 A.M.
sante 1990 (In 'Stereo)
'Streets of Laredo'
00 -MOVIE 'Red Dragon
K%I
MOVI
N
s
G
in
E:
the
'Westworld' An adult
Hall (CC) (In Stereo)
The CD - Cope
.
- Paid Program
Pursuit of Hannibal Lecter' (CC)
playground becomes a battlefield when
- Club MTV (R)
A
- Inspector Gadget
9:2
0
P.M
.
the
forensics specialist leaves his FBI job
computer -run robots go berse
- Quantum Marketing
to
rk 0
113 Video Soul
- MOVIE 'Marlowe' PrjVate eye
hunt for a psychotic killer Williarrt
Yu)
Brynn
er,
Jame
s
0
Broli
All News Night Lett in Progress
n, Richard
L Philip Marlowe enco
Hondo
unters murder as
Petersen Kim Gnest Brian Cox
Benjamin 1973
1986 he chases a strip
0 21 - Computer Chronicles
-tease dancer and her
(In Stereo)
killer husband James Garner Carro
- Backyard America (In Stereo)
DT,
ll
Dallas iCC) Iln Stereo/ O'Connor
Rita Moreno 1969
- What Every Baby Knows: The
113
- Nova (CC) (Postponed from
First Three Years IR)
an earlier date)
9:30 P.M.
0 - News (CC)
- Pound Puppies
• - DEA - Special Task Force
5:00 A.M.
(CC)
- SportsCenter
(Postponed from an earlier date)
Swamp Thing (f,
sClub M
Hom
i)
e
Shop
ping Spree
(In
- Just Kids
Stereoi
0 - Green Acres
Jim
popemy
- New Mike Hammer
y:Hou(
Hous
Ast)
ton Outdoors
- All News A M Joined in Pro
- Alfred Hitchcock Presents
▪ - NBA Basketball Playo
Lassi
0
e
ffs
gress
Teams to Be Announced (2 hrs
O - Get Smart
StAll Bernard
20 0 Fishing With Orlando Wilson
mlnI (Live)
6:05 A.M.
O - Video Soul IR)
ffl ffl - Paid Program
News Morning Left in Pro£3
- Gunsmoke
ea - Crook and Chase (In Stere
69
0 21 - Washington Week in Revi
€2
gres
is
0
MOVIE 'Racketeers of
o)
ew
the
- Major League.8aseball: Team
'CC) (In Stereo)
Range•
6:15 A.M.
s
8:05 A.M.
to Be Announced (3 hrs I
- Nashville Now In Stereo)
(Live)
- WCW Pro Wrestling
ffl - MOVIE 'Clash of the Titan (1) MOVIE 'Riders of the Range
s
- MOVIE 'The Killing Mind'
10:00 P.M.
02) - Mousercise
A
6:30 AM.
8:30 A.M.
policewoman submerges herself in
the ▪ 2. G IT,0WI,
O 2 - Widget
0
't
0
- ATP Tour Tennis IP,
00
6 - Gravedale High (CC I
mind of a killer in order to bring
him to '2 - News
0
- Captain Planet and the Pla
- Kids TV (Cr.
- Heart of Chicago
justice Stephanie Zimbalist Tony Bill
- Nightly Business Report
neteers
CB - Sing Out America
▪ - Tom and Jerry Kids (In
Daniel Roebuck 1991
Stereo)
1:1 - Night Court
- Family Ties (CC(
• - Hollywood Insider
- MOVIE: "Jailhouse Rock' An ex
5:15 A.M.
• - Love Connection
0 - World Tomorrow
con's ego gets the better of him as
O - Inspector Gadget
- MOVIE 'Captive Hear
he
ts' (cc) CE) 12 - U S Farm
- Cicely Tyson at the Improv
rises to stardom in the music busin
0 21 - Oriental Rugs
Report
ess ▪ - Miami Vice
5:3
0
A.M
.
Part 2 of 2 Iln Stereo)
(300 - Paid Program
Elvis Presley Judy Tyler,
- Joy of Gardening (In Stereo)
Mickey ▪
O - Camp Candy (CC)
- Best of Saturday Night Live
Shaughnessy 1957
- Kids' Court
ffl Day by Day
0
Hang
in'
In
•
New
s
(RI
- Missions '91
- Dumbo's Circus
0 Donald Duck Presents
Heroes Made in the U S
€E1 - On Stage (R) (In Stereo)
- Timber Sports Series Webster
A
- Outdoor Writers
8:3
it
00_ P.M.
O
Spar
takus and the Sun Beneath County Wood
- Tracey Ullman
chopping Festival (RI
- Heathcliff and Marmaduke
the Sea
Perfect Strangers
IED - America's Backroads
- MOVIE 'Superman'
(CC)
Stereol
- Kid Time
ei
Between the lines
al Davey & Goliath
- Street Party
• Ray Bradbury Theater 4,
O €11
- Paid Program
8:45 A.M.
0- Dragnet
- Bordertown ICC) (RI (In Stereo)
6:45 A.M.
€21 - Under the Umbrella Tree
•- MOVIE: 'Runaway' (CC) An
0 6. - Weather Info
electronics wizard begins reprogra
- Up Close (RI
m
ming domestic robots into murd
- MOVIE 'She's Out
7:0
0
A.M
.
erous
of Control'
13) - Body by Janis
New Adventures of machines Tom Selleck, Cynthia
CL
Rhodes. Gene Simmons 1984 Rate
Winnie the Pooh (CC)
d
6:00 A.M.
PG 13 (In Stereo)
Morn
ing
Fishing Small Mouth USA
'-$3 lit - Jim Henson's Muppet
9:00 A.M.
- Sportsman's Frie
Seven Seas
nd
al
Bab-e
i Sat
s (CuC
rd
CLWYD - Beetlejuice ICC)
"
•
)
Mornings on Five
CL - Camp Candy (CC)
a CIE - Kid 'n Play (CC)
- Larry Jone
s
GED
- Teenage Mutant Ninja
Farm Raised Catfish Sandwich With Sla (3- Krypton Factor
w
Turtles (CC)
I Farm Report
Perspective
f) - Lap Quitting Season Pre
-o)
Peter Pan & the Pirates On 0(
- All Creatures Great and Small o
Stere
Sreri
'
miere (CC) (In Stereo)
_ o)
co
ril
liD
001100- Paid Program
Journey to Adventure Colorado O - Minority Business Report
Check the new everyday low menu price
o - Eureeka s Castle
Springs Where the West Begi
s at
Attack of the Killer Tomatoes(In
ns
Murr
ay's
only Mobile Travel Guide Rated (2
ED 21 - Dawn at the Downs(60 min )
Hwy. 641 N.
StPrPOI
Financial Freedom
F
- Welcome to Pooh Corner
Star) Restaurant
- Crime Story
- Count Duckula
fj) Video Disc Jockey
O - Yogi Bear
O - Video LP
- How the West Was Won

61fereoEintertainment
(In
a-

o

a 1a-

a
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- MOVII
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Don Victor
James W J
- Yo! MI
down (60 rr
fie - Fly Fis
- Heath<

€10 - MOVIE

alized accoui
dinaire, Hen,
Ferrer, Colet
bor 1952 (
Snow
White is res
her evil ste;
and a prince

-

- MOV
Marine retur
thrust into t
gang of b
headed by hi
Lockwood,
C
Block (CC)
00 CE

Movies (CC
0 X - QL
0-Babe

ing
(3 - Swan'
O - Yogi 1
0
- Lai
• Side t

a -

- E/R Pi
•

PAO
di - Fishin
et - Flints

ep - Joy Ji
•ILO
Tweedy (Cl

O0013•
SILO'
Adventure

011) Shrubs (CC
- WCVI
WWI
- Life a
- Youtl
•
- ThinI

-

•- Rap

a _ mov
cho Villa'
supporting
robbery of
Calhoun, 5
land 195E
-E

•- Gres

tuned fish,
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•
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-

•
-
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•- out,

00OE
•
010
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day (In St
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David L Wolper Presents: Mak2:00
_ Media Arts
P.M.
ing of the President 1964 Theodore a
DL _ Runaway With the Rich and CD - Gary Cooper's Fishing Diary
H White examines the controversial
Famous
Johnson-Goldwater presidential race
3:30 P.M.
0 DL - MOVIE

a

21 - Collectors iCC) (In Stereo)
- Aleene's Crafts (In Stereo)
• - Michael's Arts & Crafts
GB- MOVIE:'Dennis the Menace A
prehistoric discovery threatens to turn
the Mitchells neighborhood into an archaeological site and a tourist attraction Victor DiMattia, Patricia Estrin,
James W Janse 1987
fX)- Yo! MTV Raps: Ed & Dre Countdown (60 min )
€11 - Fly Fishing the World
- Heathcliff and Marmaduke
• - MOVIE: 'Moulin Rouge' Fictionalized account of French artist extraordinaire, Henri Toulouse-Lautrec Jose
Ferrer, Colette Marchand, Zsa Zsa Gabor 1952 (In Stereo)
CD - Snow White Animated Snow
White is rescued from the clutches of
her evil stepmother by seven dwarfs
and a prince (90 min )

▪

•- American Telecast
Cr)- All News Morning Joined in Progress Left in Progress

-

: 'Bogie' Humphrey
Bogart's tumultuous relationship with
Lauren Bacall endures throughout his
long film career Kevin O'Connor, Kathryn Harrold Richard Dysart 1980
- MotorWeek 1ln Stereo)
MOVIE:'The Ice Pirates'
C) - MOVIE: 'Assassination'
- Women's College GymnasT
icasp:eN
dC
) AA Championships (60 min

of 1964 160 min)(R)

10:35

13 2

3
- Kentucky Derby
CI 8 - Joy of Painting
- Out of Control
(;) - Paid Program
- Logan's Run
- GED. Science II: The Blood
(R)
- MOVIE_ 'Dirty Dancing' (CC)
- Indy 500: A Race for Heroes
Featured Mario Andretti
- MOVIE:'Tom Horn' A legendary O - Plant Groom
cowboy -hero is accused of murder by 0- Best of Bill Dance
the very people he tried to protect
PM.
Steve McQueen Linda Evans, Slim • MOVIE
3:
. '3Sh5
of Control'
Pickens 1980

O - Lassie

€1

A.M.
- Screen Scene
MOVIE: 'Lucan' A young man
0- MOVIE: 'Tropic Zone' A banana
raised in the wilderness by predatory
plantation is saved from swindlers by a
animals strikes out on his own in search
lone man Ronald Reagan, Rhonda
of his identity Kevin Brophy. Stockard
Fleming 1953
Charming, Ned Beatty 1977
•Zij - Thriving on Chaos Part 3 of 3
- Best of Mickey Mouse Club
- Going Our Way IA) (In Stereo)
(CC) (In Stereo)
• - MOVIE: 'The Adventures of
11:00 A.M.
Milo and Otis' (CC)
raging river
OCT,0CL0- Sea World Mother transports a kitten and Aa puppy
into a
Earth Celebration (CC) Animated series of comic misadve
ntures 1989
characters and Shamu. the Killer Whale Rated G (In Stereo)
help science editor Michael Guillen ex- MOVIE: 'The Return of the
plore the wonders of nature (In Stereo) Vampir
e' A resurrected vampire in
4:00 P.M.
0033 - NBA Inside Stuff
World War II London uses a werewolf O - Around the World in 80 Days
5 - Perry Mason
Phineas
Fogg and Pas-pa-tu attempt to
46 -12. Dink, the, Little Dino- to carry out his reign of terror Bela LuArt of William Alexander and
travel around the world in 80 days (60
saur (CC)
gosi, Frieda Inescon, Nina Foch 1944
Robert Warren
min
I
Advent
ures in Scale ModelCL
- Danger Bay (CC) (R) (In Stereo)
- 21 Jump Street (CC) On Stereo)
ing Part 1 of 2
- Surfing: Marui Pipemasters 0- Sports Profiles (60 min
9:05 A.M.
- Star Search (In Stereo)
CD- MOVIE:'Brook' A detective goes
- Soul Train (In Stereo)
O
From Hawaii (R)
- MOVIE: 'Manhunter' An ex_
Hollywood Detective (R)
underco
ver
to
pursue
a
narcoti
WWF
cs ring
Superstars of Wrestling
- Dr Jim's Animal Clinic
Marine returns home from China and is
Jack Palance, David Birney, Tony King
- Miami Vice (In Stereo)
War Within Dr Richard Holmes
- Get Wet
thrust into the search for a notorious
1975
- Mr. Wizard's World (CC)
gang of bank robbers and killers takes a look at the "war behind the
12:05 P.M.
- Celebrity Outdoors (In Stereo)
O -,217a_pFCiriity
ng(RI
war
Could
World
War II have ended
headed by his sister Ken Howard, Gary
- MOVIE: 'Angel City'
Law
sooner, thereby saving thousands of
Line, Blacks and the
Lockwood. Stefanie Powers 1974
Failure of the War on Poverty
lives (60 minI (RI
12:30 P.M.
Valley
9:30 A.M.
fgD i Ls
69 i-B
.A
LAg
- MOVIE: 'Rooster Cogbum' The 15) i - Mr. Belvedere (CC)
e
iMOVIE: 'Perry Mason: The o
O
a
GI - New Kids On the daughter of a murdered ministe
Case of the Musical Murder' The veEC - Frugal Gourmet ICC) (In
Senior PGAGott Las Vegas
r
joins
Block (CC)
forces with a crotchety former-deputy Stereo)
teran defense attorney takes on the Senior Classic Second round from
Las
0 X - Chipmunks Go to the to track down the killers
case of a stage manager accused of Vegas, Nev 12 hrs I (Live)
John Wayne,
Lassie
Movies (CC)
murdering the dictatorial director who
Katharine Hepburn, Richard Jordan 0- Paid Program
- Bonanza: The Lost Episodes
321 - Quilt in a Day
fired him Raymond Burr, Debbie Rey1975
- Quantum Marketing
- Remodeling & Decorating Tonolds. Barbara Hale 1989
- Babe Winkelman's Good Fish- O - Dennis the Menace
day (RI (In Stereo)
This Week on Pit Road
ing
- American Telecast
- Teen Summit
Zorro
4:05 P.M.
0- Swamp Thing (In Stereo)
Great Decisions
- Bowling: Intercollegiate Cham- O - Midwest Angler
_
Fishing
With Roland Martin
Yogi
Bear
O
•p - Country Kitchen (R) (In Stereo) pionships From Columbus, Ohio 160
2:05 P.M.
4:30
- Lap Quilting (CC) (In Stereo)
P.M.
MOVIE: 'L.A. Law' A woman min ((Taped)
0- MOVIE:'For Ladies Only' An asThis Old House (CC)
a - Side by Side (In Stereo)
wanting an amicable divorce is baited •
piring young actor finds success as an
- Rifleman
46 - E/R Part 2 of 2
with shocking pictures of her husband
exotic dancer in New York Gregory O - Family Double Dare (CC)
_ Media Arts
11; - McLaughlin Group
in the pilot episode of the popular serHarrison, Lee Grant, Louise Lasser •
MOVIE: 'VictorNictoria'
- Bulletin Board
ies Harry Hamlin, Susan Dey, Corbin
- Twin Star Productions
1981
- Fishin' Hole
1:00 P.M.
Bernsen 1986
- Wild Game and Country Cookap - Flintstone Kids
2:30 P.M.
CE - Wrestling
•
ing
Avonle
(CC)
a
(R)
(In
Stereo)
- Joy Junction
(111
Star Search (In Stereo)
4:35 P.M.
Women's Pro Beach Volleyball IB CL - Hawthorne Communications
00 L - NBA Basketball: First
- Fishing With Orlando Wilson
10:00 A.M.
From Clearwater, Fla (60 min ((A)
- To Be Announced.
Round Playoff or Conference Semia
a
- Bugs Bunny &
5:00 P.M.
- Virginian
a CL - Classic Car Shop (In Stereo) final Game 12 hrs 30 min I (Live)
Tweety (CC)
MOVIE: 'Roxanne' A modem - •
(f)- Voyage to the Bottom of the
Volunt
eer
Garden
er
a a or) - Saved by the Bell (CC) day "Cyrano de Bergerac," complete Sea
a
n
e
li -Al3
-C
News
News
gis - Winners (R) (In Stereo)
a)0
- Bill & Ted's Excellent with an oversized nose, coaches his
Roggin's Heroes
Fugitive Part 2 of 2
- Super Handyman
Adventures (CC)
shy buddy in the art of courtship Steve
ALF (CC)
- Work' League of American 0- Outdoor Encounters
0 Cl) - Hometime: Trees and Martin, Daryl Hannah, Rick Rossovich
Football' Birmingham Fire at BarceOriental Rugs
Shrubs (CC) Part 1 of 2
1987 (In Stereo)
2:35 P.M.
lona Dragons From Montiuic Stadium
S
ou-per Force (CC) Part 1 of 2 (In
- WCW Pro Wrestling
- Animals of Africa
- Teens Talk
Steri
(3 hrs (Live)
oo
n
T
e
- VVVVF Wrestling Challenge
- Teamwork
Wind in the Willows Animated
Hee Haw (R) (In Stereo)
3:00 P.M.
a - Life on Earth
The adventures of a mole and his
CD T.)- Victory Garden (CC)
46 i _ Lou Hobbs
11:30 A.M.
- Youthquake
friends exploring the world (60 min !
▪
61
- Paid Program
- Worts Saturday Featured 0-Girl in the Train Agatha Christie's
- Think Fast
a - Sports Report (60 min
motorcycle racing and boxing (2 hrs romantic thriller about a young banker
- NBA Showtime
00
CL
a - Rap City
who meets the girl of his dreams on a
• - MOVIE: 'The Mahabharata' (Live)
ffl!) - Storybreak
•CE
- MOVIE: 'The Treasure of Pon- •
(CC) Peter Brook's adaptation of the 0- You Can't Do That on Television speeding train (60 min.)(R)
CE - Amish Cooking From Quilt
Hindu history of humanity The royal •
cho Ville' An American adventurer.
(110 - MacGyver
- Video LP
Country (In Stereo)
supporting Villa for pay, masterminds a
families enter into a prophetic "Game
GED: Science I: The Heart(R) O - Wild and Crazy Kids
a
Dennis
the
Menac
e
robbery of a Federal gold train Rory
of Dice " A "Great Performances- pre- Teen Summit (R)
- Crisis: Urban Education Part sentation Robert Langton-Lloyd. An- eg - Auto Racing: NASCAR Grand
Calhoun. Shelley Winters, Gilbert Ro- a
National
- Bugs Bunny & Pals
Car Quest Auto Parts
4
of
3
land 1955
tonin
Stahly - Vishwanadan .
Bruce Stores
300 From South Boston•
(fi - Tony Brown's Journal
Side
by
Side
(In
Myers
Stereo)
1989
(In
Stereo)
a
- European Journal
Speedway, Va 12 hrs I (In Stereo Live)
- Country Beat (In Stereo)
- American Telecast
0- Championship Rodeo From Mes- Great American Outdoors Fea- L.A. Law
- L.A. Law
quite, Texas (60 min) (In Stereo)
- Sports Scrapbook
tured fishing for tiger fish on the Zam- MOVIE: 'Bataan' American and 0-MOVIE: 'Patton
'
bezi River in Africa (In Stereo)
- L.A. Law
12:00 P.M.
Filipino soldiers embark on a hopeless
- Attitudes
a - MOVIE: 'The Glass Slipper' A mission to impede the
- Herbie, The Love Bug
- Kate & Allie (CC)
advance of Ja- Dance Weekend (3 hrs(
Week
CL - Kentucky Derby Festival whimsical look at the Cinderella tale panese troops during World War II CoCaron,
Leslie
Michael
Wilding
Keenan
.
Parade From Louisville, Ky Grand mar- Outdoors
(iCnCR
lorized version Robert Taylor, Thomas ala
(R) (In Stereo)
)°ck
Wynn
1955
shal Gen H Norman Schwarzkopf
el - Bonanza: The Lost Episodes
Mitchell Lloyd Nolan 1943 (In Stereo)
- Over the Hill Gang
- Dance Weekend (2 hrs
Today" weathe• reporter Willard
- Outdoor Trails
0- MOVIE 'Spaced Invaders'(CC)
- Outdoor Trail
Scott and local news anchor Don 46 _ Wagon Train
_
Top 20 Video Countdown
10:30 A.M.
5:05 P.M.
Schroeder return as parade hosts (90 O Steven Banks' Horne Entertain- Gunsrnoke
a a CL - Saturday Videos (cc)
11,- World Championship Wrestling
min ((Taped)
ment Center (CC)
CE
•
CIL - Pee-wee's Playhouse
O 0 CC - NBA Basketball First O - Bible and Life
(CC)
Round Playoff or Conference Semi- a Wheel Power
O CL - Fun With Watercolor
final Game (2 hrs , 30 min ((Live)
1:15 P.M.
- It's Your Move
aCL - Tarzan
pa MOVIE 'Back to School' (CC)
- Don't Just Sit There
CE - Yan Can Cook
dB
- American Interests. After 0 - MOVIE 'The Quick
and the
1:30 P.M.
Diplomacy: Saddam's Last Stand?
Auto
Life
Dead' A swashbuckling cowboy 0 jj
0 - PGA Golf Byron Nelson
fel - Remodeling & Decorating To- comes to the aid of a family
Home
Health
of homes- Classic (CC) Third round from Irving,
day (In Stereo)
teaders in this adaptation of Louis L'ABusiness
Annuities
FB - MOVIE: 'Let It Ride' An unlucky mour s novel Sam Elliott, Tom Cone. Texas (2 hrs I (Live)
A tradition in service
Guthy Renker
330
gambler strangely finds things going Kate Capshaw 1987
since 1981
01D- New Yankee Workshop(CC)
his way during an afternoon at the 46 _ MOVIE: 'The Family
' A hired 0-MOVI 'Cousi
ns'(CC)
E
track Richard Dreyfuss, David Johan- killer seeks revenge on the
gangster
sen, Ten Garr 1989 Rated PG 13 (In who sent him to prison Charles
Jim Fain
- Kentucky Derby Special (2 hrs)
D. Melarusey
BronStereo)
son Telly Savalas Jill Ireland 1970
- Good News
a - SportsCenter
614 South 4th Street Murray, Ky.
a 12 - Love Boat
(15 - Sportsman's Showcase
_
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- Maniac Mansion (CC) (R) (In
- MOVIE: 'The Wanderers' A
Stereo)
1960s Bronx street gang tries to hang
•
Light
music
- Dana Gould: Panic, Lust and
on to their last days as carefree kids
•
Confusion Comic Dana Gould perKen Wahl, Linda Manz, John Friedrich
10:30 P.M.
forms before an audience in New York a T1
1979
a
- M"AS"H
City's Players Theater
- Bewitched
•
- Cheers (CC)
- Midnight Love
8:50 P.M.
- Saturday Night Live (In Stereo)•
a - Barbara Mandrel, & the ManO- U.S. Olympic Gold: Diving -- In- All in the Family
drel' Sisters (In Stereo)
door Nationals (60 min I (Taped)
0
- Mama's Family
- Great American TV Poll
•
- ABC News (CC)
as
mei
•
s:oo
_ P.M.
0
MOVIE: 'A Girl to Kill For'
CL0
MOVI
E: 'Affairs of Geraldine' A
American Saturday O
Night(CC) Host Richard Lewis takes a mother's will instructs an elder brothe
r
look at what Americans do on their
11:30 P.M.
fa- to find a husband for his wallflower sisvorite night out Guests include Phil ter Jane Withers, Jimmy
- Mr. Belvedere (CC).
Lydon
Collin
m )on
s. sete
rireta)rr and Billy Joel I60 1946
0 OE - Saturday Night Live (In'
Stereo)
O - America 2Night
0
0ck - Carol & Company(CC) (In 0cm.; - All American Jazz (in Stereo)
- MOVIE: 'Pardon My Stripes"
Stereo)
- Grand Ole Opry Live (R) (In
•
(it - Lost in Space
•
CL - MOVIE: 'Cyrano de Ber- Stereo)
• Dobie Gillis
gerac' Oscar-winning tale of the •
- Video Disc Jockey
soldier-of-fortune with the nose of
- You're on the Air With Dr. Ruth
•
a•
- SportsCenter
clown
o and the heart of a poet Jose
- Zola Levitt
•
•
Video
syncr
asy (In Stereo)
Ferrer Mala Powers, William Prince
- Mercury Media
•
- Jessy Dixon
•

SATURDAYcoNT.
-

•

5:15 P.M.

00

MOVIE: 'Iron Eagle II'

Stereo)

- Amen (CC) Part

1 of 2 (In

o

T S ij - Flash (CC) (In Stereo)

5:30 P.M.
- ABC News (CC)

•

8:45 P.M.

0cy - Lawrence

Welk Show: Salute to Mexico (R)
_ Family Ties (CC)
- Totally Hidden Video (In Stereo)
•
O0
- NBC News (CC)
- MOVIE: 'The Wanderers' A
•
- WKRP in Cincinnati
1960s Bronx street gang tries to hang
0- Runaway With the Rich and Fa- on to their last days as carefr
ee kids
mous
Ken VVahl, Linda Manz. John Friedrich
Oa)- McLaughlin Group
1979
- $100,000 Fortune Hunt
•- World League of American
O - World Tomorrow
Football: Frankfurt Galaxy at Orlan
do
Thunder or Montreal Machine at SaO - Welcome Freshmen
cramento Surge 13 hrs I (Live)
- Bookmark (cc)
- Looney Tunes
•
- Big Picture
•
- Video Soul IR)
- MOVIE: The Adventures of
- MOVIE: The Wrath of God'
Milo and Otis (CC) A raging river
transports a kitten and a puppy into a
- The Mind (CC) Part 6 of 9 IR)
series of comic misadventures 1989
11:45 P.M.
_ Opry Backstage (In Stereo)
10:45 P.M.
News (CC)
(In Stereo)
- Country Record Guide
•
- L.A. Law
Wrest
•
ling
MOVI
E: 'Billy the Kid' Gore Vidal
- Billy Westmorland Fishing
5- MOVIE . 'The Hunt for Red Octo11:50 P.M.
scripted this account of the infamous
- MOVIE: 'Party Incorporated' A
a- MOVIE:'Ninja Academy' A marber'
6:00 P.M.
(CC)
outlaw s exploits and relationship with glamorous widow uses her specia
l
- Drag Racing: NHRA Southern lawman Pat Garrett Val Kilmer, Duncan knack for party arranging to pay off her tial artist finds himself strapped with
a 71,
- Hee Haw (R) (In Stereo)
late husband's tax debt Manlyn Cham- the motliest group of students in the
Regehr, Wilford Brimley 1989
Nationals From Atlanta (60 min
0CL - Current Affair Extra
(Taped)
bers Kurt Woodruff, Christina Veron- history of his school. Will Egan, Kelly
a - Comedy on the Road
•
0'I,
- News
Randall, Gerald Okamura. 1990. Rated
ica 1989
- MOVIE:'The Long Riders'
-.Alfred Hitchcock Presents
•
• - American Gladiators
R. (In Stereo)
0
Sing
Out
Ameri
ca
0f - Rod and Reel Streamside
•
- Sports Report(60 min (R)
10:50 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Penny Serenade'
12:00 A.M.
- MOVIE:'Dressed to Kill' When a
(It - Austin City Limits (In Stereo) •
O - Major League Baseball: Chicago
•
Cubs at Atlanta Braves From AtlantaO- American Music Shop (In Stereo) suburban housewife is brutally mur- OCL- Robert Tifton
7:30 P.M.
dered, the search begins for a psych
Fulton County Stadium (3 firs I (Live( 00 '$, - Down
Soul Train (In Stereo)
- Tracey Ullman
oHome (CC) (In
pathic killer Angie Dickinson, Michael
CU - Mercury Media
- Star Trek: The Next Generation Stereo)
- Yo! MTV Raps
•
Caine, Nancy Allen 1980
(CC) (R) (In Stereo)
- American Gladiators
•
- Yearbook (CC) (In Stereo)
- Dirty Dozen: The Series
•
a- MOVIE:'Escape From Bad Girls
_ Growing Pains
0- Bewitched
1:00 P.M.
- Act It Out
•
Dormitory'
- All Creatures Great and Small
- U5
•
- Grand Ole Opry Live (In Stereo) a
- MASH
gressAll News Evening Joined in Pro- 011
- Counterstrike IR,
•
- Spaceship 'anti: Our Global EnCL - MOVIE: 'ThaFighting Sea- ff•D - Larry King Featured James
vironment An ' examination
bees' A tough construction foreman Woods, Jeremy Irons, Barbara Hero - Inspector Gadget
of the
9:15 P.M.
and a by-the-book Naval commander shey, David Robinson (60 min.)(R)
O 21 - Adam Smith's Money World earth s critical problems and workable 5-MOVIE:
'Out of the Dark' A pho- Join forces agains
- American Music Shop (R) (In
solutions
t the Japanese during •
- L A Law
tographer and his girlfriend launch their
World War II Colorized version John Stereo)
• _ MOVIE The Adventures of
8:00 P.M.
own investigation into the murders of
Wayne, Susan Hayward
Dennis fp S - Paid Program
Milo and Otis.
00 6 - Golden Girls iCC) (In several telephorie fantasy girls Came - 0
Keefe 1944
gli - MOVIE:'Spaced Invad
rot) Dye. Lynn Danielson Karen Black
ers'(CC)
- Rapumentary
Gunsmoke
3
/0
- Williams TV
1989
0
O
In
5
a)
12 - MOVIE Fletch Lives'
Stereo)
• - sportscenter
0 T. - Who's the Boss? (CC)
- Flin Tin Tin K 9 Cop (CCI (RI or ▪ - Cops (In Stereoi
12:10 A.M.
9:20 P.M.
- Comic Strip Live (In Stereo)
5.c,
0- MOVIE: 'S (Dollars)' A bank seO - MOVIE: 'Fear'
▪ - Get Smart
•_ Gospel Celebration Fit for a King a 21, - Mystery! Die Kinde
curity expert and an inoffensive hooker
r (The
run 'afoul of a trio of hardened crimin
• - All News P M Joined in Pro Children) ICCI Part 6 of 6
als
whose safe-deposit boxes they've
gress Left in Progress
- Barbara Mandrell & the Man
robe
d Warren Beatty Goldie Hawn
drell Sisters In Stereoi
6:05 P.M.
Geri Frobe 1971
•- Major League Baseball
Elayne Boosler Party of One Ca
5:30 A.M.
- Bodyshaping (A)
•
Chicago
rneo appearances by David Lettermen
9:30 P.M.
Cubs at Atlanta Braves From Atlant
- One Day at a Time
a
6:35 A.M.
Bill Cosby and assorted friends friti O - Green Acres
Fulton County Stadium (2 hrs
O-S
sepaartakus and the Sun Beneath
45
O _ Flintstones
ance an ho.r of stand-up comedy (60 (1) - Texas Connection (In Stereo)
.,e)
the
min
ElEl Days and Nights of Molly Dodd
6:45 A.M.
- It Is Written
6:30 P.M.
0'0_ - Hamilton Brothers
€10 - MOVIE. •Lisa' A teen ager s ED - One Night Stand
rg 12 - Wheel of Fortune ICC)
(CC) Norm 11113 0 - Paid Program
o
prank phone call draws the unwan
Mtaecr:Dool naid takes center stage (In
ted el
113 6, - Four State Academic Show7:00 A.M.
O - Courtship of Eddie's Father
attention of a serial killer Staci Keanan
Stereo,
0 - Old-Fashioned Gospel Hour
down Championship
O - Under the Umbrella Tree
Cheryl Ladd D W Moffett 1990
MOVIE 'Blood Money' A tough •
0B - Tennessee Outdoorsmen
'3, a T - Oral Roberts
_ Baseball Tonight (RI
Flared PG 1 3
L A cop s investigation of a counterO - Looney Tunes
O Nashville Gospel
- James Robison
63 - MOVIE. 'Jeremiah Johnson' A feiting ring leads him to a former
Viet0
•- Frank's Place
- Coral Ridge Ministry
19th century adventurer abandons c,iv
nam War buddy: Wings Hauser. Karen
6:00 A.M.
_
O 21 - Innovation
Charl
es Stanley
ilization for iife in the Rock y,Mountain Black Robert TDar
Wall Street Journal Report
1990 Rated R (In 0 2
0 B - Sesame Street
(g9- Church Street Station (In Stereo) wilderness Robert Redford Will Geer Stereo)
0 Farm Digest
(CC)
Stefan Gierasch 1972 Rated PG
O - Chicago's Very Own
- Rap Video Collection
'
0 15 - Jimmy Swaggart
O - Rap Edition (RI
_ Video Disc Jockey
O - Faith Crusade Ministries
(3) - SpeedWeek
0 - Oral Roberts
9:50 P.M.
12 - Jimmy Svvaggart
0 - Saturday Night Thunder Fed
- Flambards Part 3 of 13
a Night Tracks In Stz-r.-o,
CD Adventures of the Black Stallion lured Midgr., racinr4 Itr,rn
O - Journey to Adventure. Colorado
Indianapolis
Calli
ope
10:00 P.M.
Springs Where the West Begin
s
Eureeka's Castle
CD - Gospel Music Today
02
12 CD Bible Life
- Jem
O
- Tom & Jerry's Funhouse
News
CD
Kentucky Lottery Fun and
O - Count Duckula
8/-30 P.M.
00 Paid Program
Games
- Love Conne
00- Paid Program
0
„
0
„, 6, -'Empty Nest iCCi Or, 0 Honeymoo ction
O - Fraggle Rock
ners
7:00 P.M.
St
O - Popeye Hour
co
-Rich
,
ard
Tyson at the Improv 160 ED - Welcome to Pooh Corner
13 2
3 0- Young Riders CC.C)
0 21 - Mister Rogers 4,C,
- Cops (Ri In Stereo/
HI
Olin
- SportsCenter
iPosti,oned from an earlier datei (In
Babar
O - Dragnet
James Kennedy
MOVIE 'Glitch!' Mobsters. star
Slr•rf,01
_
ED
O
- MOVIE. 'Batman'
•- Good News
lets and a grand case of mistaken ident- O - MOVIE. 'Dakota' A rebell
ious WA - Jim Henso
n's Mother Goose
ity put two would-be thieves behind the runaway overcomes his feelings of
guilt Stories (CC)
eight. ball Julia Nickson. Will Egan. while working on a Texas
tho- Lifestyle Magazine (RI
Steve Donmyer 1966
roughbrkd farm Lou Diamond Phillips,
- Swiss Family Robinson
Herta Ware Dee Dee Norton 1986 •
0 - Best of Saturday Night Live
- Richard Lee
- Jerry Falwell
0 Sports Profiles 160 min 1(R)
- All News A.M.
a 21 - Different Drummer
6:30
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• Opry Backstage (RI (In Stereo)
_ I. A Law
- MOVIE:'Wildcats'(CC) A feisty
girls track coach is chosen to coach a
rough and rowdy inner-city football
team Cioldie Hawn James Keach.
SVVOOSIe KII11/ 1986 Rated R (In
Stereo)
O - MOVIE 'Sylvester'
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7:05 A.M.
- It's Your Business
_ Flintstones
0 3 - Ag-Day
0 - Community Worship
7:30 A.M.
up,a)- Amazing Grace
0 6 - Weather Info .0 - Family Ties (CC)
Discoverybison
411 -111DJam
0
O - Robert Schuller
- Deay
s Roof
a) 12 _ Living Hope Trinity Lutheran OD CL - World Tomorrow
0 Kids' Court
04_;! - Young at Heart
- Heritage of Faith
- Paid Program
F raggle Rock
O _ Touch a Child's Life
0 /Jumbo s Circus
ID Cartoon Express
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•
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A
hang
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- Physicians' Journal Update
(ff) - MOVIE: 'A Chorus Line' (CC)
- Mediators of Allergic Disease
- Yogi's Ark Lark Animated Yogi
1:15 P.M.
- Heathcliff
- MOVIE: 'Firefox'
Bear and his friends travel in a magical
9:05 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Licence to Kill' (CC) €r) - MOVIE
(5) - Happy Days
- Paid Program
IED
ark in search of a perfect place 160
'The Care Bears Movie
min (R)
go 21 - Sesame Street iCr:
1:30 P.M.
CD - Missions '91
9:30 A.M.
0 5 0 12 - Baseball Pregame
ffl - Virginian
•- Wonderful Wizard of Oz (RI
2 - Two Rivers
3:45 P.M.
St,
- Innovation
CD
Ed
Young
O 3 - Robert Schuller
- Tom & Jerry's Funhouse
•- Darkvving Duck
MOVIE
:
C)
'Hanfo
rd's Point' Pre11:15 A.M.
- Amazing Facts
4:00 P.M.
miere Two young men block the develcri _ Lee Haney's Championship
▪ - MOVIE 'Drum Beat
0 s- Charles Stanley
opment
of a lakeside recreation pro- 0 .8_ - Degrassi High (CC) Part 1 of
Workout
0 6 - Paid Program
2
11:30 A.M.
ject
Lassie
Robert Bray
Bonita
ED - Gerbert
- Garner Ted Armstrong
- This Week With David Brink
29
Granville 1967
O
- MOVIE 'El Condor' Two prisonCD - Ben Haden
•
ley (CCI
ers escape a chain gang to seek a gold- American Telecast
• - Paid Program
7:35 A.M.
ED 3 - When You're Ready to Quit
O 12 - Face the Nation
- Exciting World of Speed and filled fortress in the Mexican desert
• - Captain Planet and the Plane- (r) - Yogi Bear
0 - NBA Show-time
Beauty Featured land speed records Jim Bro)kri, Lee Van Cleef Patrick
teers
from the Dry Lakes in El Mirage, Calif a 0 Neal 1970
0 5 - All in the Family
▪ - Video Gospel
- Charles in Charge ICCi
rare Porsche gathering at Leguna Seca
8:00 A.M.
ED 21 - Long Ago & Far Away
O - Paid Program
- World in Action (R)
Raceway (R) (In Stereo)
2 - Kenneth Copeland
ED 21 - Comment on Kentucky (RI
Ina - Swamp Thing (R)
- Cardiology Update IR)
3 - James Robison
- Winners an Stereo)
- Family Practice Update IR)
0- Fifteen
0- World Vision
- Internal Medicine Update
ED - Baby -Sitters Club: Dawn and CE1 - NJT Special Programming
•- Paid Program
69 12 - Sunday Morning (C
the Haunted House A group of spir- Just Say Julie
1:45 P.M.
ited young girls begin their own baby
Sunday Today
▪ - MOVIE. 'A Patch of Blue' A ID - Larry King Featured James
ED - SportsWeekly
young black businessman befriends an Woods. Jeremy Irons, Barbara Herffl - Big Brother Jake ICC) (R) (In sitting business (RI (In Stereo)
O - James Kennedy
18-year-old blind woman Colorized shey, David Robinson 160 min I OR)
- MOVIE: 'Scrooged' (CC) A
0rj - Wild America (CC) In Stereo) Stereo)
version Sidney Poitier. Shelley Win- ID 2t - This Old House (CC)
- Auto Racing: ARCA Series From
- Sunday Mass
9:35 A.M.
S
on
Winston Cup Racing (RI
ters, Elizabeth Hartman 1965
Talladega. Ala (90 min )(R)
- Charles Stanley
ID - MOVIE: 'Westward the
Stereo)
•
All News Today
▪ - MOVIE: 'Eight O'Clock Walk' Women' More than 100 Chicag
2:00
P.M.
o
- Herpes Viruses. The New CurriThree young people become involved women take a hazardous journey
OW
- Major League Base12:00 P.M.
to
culum
in murder
ball: Regional Coverage Boston Red
Richard Attenborough, California to meet their mail-order hus- 0Cf)U - World League
of AmeriCathy O'Donnell 1953
Sox at Chicago White Sox or Cleveland • - MOVIE: 'Shag' (CC) Four teenbands Colorized version Robert Tay- can Football: New York/New
Jersey
age girls spending their last summer tolor, Denise Darcel, Julie Bishop 1951
- Cartoon Kablooey
Knights at Raleigh-Durham Sky' Indians at Oakland Athletics (3 hrs
gether head to Myrtle Beach for
(Live)
C)- Bobby Jones Gospel
hawks
From Carter-Finley Stadium (3
10:00 A.M.
dancing and romancing Phoebe Cates,
- Lawrence Welk Show: Salhrs (Live)
▪ - Bugs Bunny & Pals
13 -2'0-13
Bridget Fonda, Annabeth Gish 1988
- Paid Program
- Exciting World of Speed and
NBA Basketball: First ute to Mexico
Rated PG (In Stereo)
- Lifestyles of the Rich and Fa- MOVIE: 'She's in the Army
Round Playoff or Conference SemiBeauty Featured land speed records mous
- Dance Weekend (90 min I
Now' Five young women get more
from the Dry Lakes in El Mirage. Calif ,a
final Game 12 hrs 30 min ) (Live)
0 j - Tennessee Crossroads
Bonanza: The Lost Episodes
than they bargained for when they enlrare Porsche gathering at Leguna Seca
X - Hawaii Five-0
0- MOVIE: 'The Cheyenne Social
- Voice of Peachtree
ist in the U S Army Kathleen Quinlan,•
Raceway (In Stereo)
0
CL - Nova (CC)
Club'
- All News P.M. Left in Progress
Jamie Lee Curtis, Susan Blanchard
Living With Diabetes
Major League Baseball: Chi- Star Trek: The Next Generation
1981
4:30 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'The Toy'
cago
Cubs
at
Atlanta
Braves From
(CC) (In Stereo)
- MOVIE: 'The Wanderers' A O 17- Degrassi High (CC) Part 2 of
Atlanta-Fulton County Stadium (3 hrs
- Pound Puppies
- Wally's Wok
1960s Bronx street gang tries to hang 2
(Live)
- Video Disc Jockey
11111 - Revue
on to their last days as carefree kids
Private Benjarnin
MOVIE
:
'The
Great
Outdoors A Ken Wahl, Linda Manz,
- Inside the PGA Tour (R)
- Cartoon Kablooey
John Friedrich •
Victory at Sea
Chicago family's idyllic country vaca- Pole Position
1979
C) Sound and Style With Ramsey
tion turns disastrous when obnoxious
- Alfred Hitchcock Presents
111 - OWL/TV (In Stereo)
Lewis
- Paid Program
relatives show up Dan Aykroyd, John
O - Family Double Dare (CC)
- Methodist Hour
Fred
Waring
2.1. - 3-2-1 Contact (CC) (R)
's U.S. Chorus
Candy, Stephanie Faracy 1988
Paid Program
- All News Morning
- Inside Winston Cup Racing In •
- Dentistry Update
11
- -)- Love Boat
41-‘- New Yankee Workshop(CC).
•
Stereo)
0
-MOVI
'Fire
With
E,
Fire'
8:05 A.M.
- MacGyver
- Road Test Magazine (In Stereo)
1310 - Cardiology Update
fill - MOVIE 'Return to
- Brady Bunch
- Fifteen
&VW
- Isis-3- Perspectives in Throm- MOVIE:'Ski Patrol'
Creek'
0- Paid Program
8:30 A.M.
bolysis
Sports
Report
ers
- Big Valley
ffl - Bassmasters (In Stereo)
13 CU. - Kenneth Copeland
- Senior PGA Golf: Las Vegas
ffl - Bonanza: The Lost Episodes
CD - Shalom Show
ffl - Internal Medicine Update (R)
▪ - Day of Discovery
Senior Classic Final round from Las
CD - Catch the Spirit
Vegas Nev (90 min ((Live)
2:05 P.M.
0X - Travel Magazine
ED - MOVIE: 'Gung Ho'(CC)
€9 - American Sports Cavalcade Fea- ED - Orchestra! Dudley Moore introd10:30 A.M.
613 - Best of Walt Disney Presen
0- Al Lindner's In-Fisherman
ts
tured USAC Stock Car and Western uces the individual parts of an orchesDisney on Parade
CS T - Woodmont Baptist Church
O - Flipper
States
Midgets class competition from tra (RI (In Stereo)
0
This
Week
With
David
Eli
BrinkWeek
0
in Rock
- Zoobilee Zoo
Phoenix (85 min ) (In Stereo)
CD - 30 Good Minutes
- Jerusalem on Line
- Truckin' USA Featured an off- ley (CC)
2:30
P.M.
road truck excursion at Wyoming s 13 3J - Larry Jones
4:35 P.M.
12:30 P.M.
Paid Program
Flaming Gorge (In Stereo)
O
0 2 - World League of American 00 6 - NBA Basketball First ▪ - Captain Planet and the PlaneRound Playoff or Conference Semi teers
0
- Word on Words
ED - Physicians' Journal Update
Football: New York/New Jersey
6) 12 - American Telecast
- Donald Duck Presents
Knights at Raleigh -Durham Sky - final Game (2 hrs 30 min ((Live)
5:00 P.M.
(g) - Inside the Senior PGA Tour (R) CO - Cartoon Express
hawks Joined in Progress From O - Paid Program
00 T - News
- Internal Medicine Update (RI
Carter -Finley Stadium (2 hrs 30 min )
▪ - SK8 TV
ED -COP s.
O 1- 0- ABC News iCC ,
• - Hineni
(Live)
•- Orchestra! Dudley Moore introd- O - Our Voices
12 - CBS News [CC) (In
O
All
News Today
uces the individual parts of an orches- 61) 21 - Newton's Apple iCC:
O - Welcome Freshmen
113StereSOS'le
tra (R) (In Stereo)
O - Paid Program
fB - Motorsports Magazine In
0
2:45 P.M.
- Korea The Unknown War
Stereo)
- Hank Parker's Outdoor Maga- O - Andy Griffith
8:35 A.M.
zine (In Stereo(
€10 - Obstetrics/Gynecology Update
▪ - Andy Griffith
CI
ICC What a Dummy
3:00 P.M.
- Obstetrics/Gynecology Update
C) - Flashing on the Sixties Docu- Living Dangerously JTh
0 2 0 3
9:00 A.M.
PGA Golf Byron
mentary Timothy Leary Dennis Hop- (R)
Nelson Classic (CC) Final round from • - Murder She Wrote ,C0
C2 - Larry Jones
111 - Rapumentary
per Peter Fonda. Allen Ginsberg and
Irving, Texas (2 hrs I (Livel
- Wild and Crazy Kids
O - Robert Schuller
Peter Coyote candidly recall the 1960s
- Rifleman
011
-e0n the Waterways Series O - Paid Program
O - Gerald and Brenda Duncan
160 min I
Stereo)
ID - Jewish Spectrum
Premiere
▪
Cosmos One Voice in the
13 8 - Mystery! Die Kinder (The
ID - SportsCenter 160 mm)
Cosmic Fugue
1:00 P.M.
0 - This Week in Baseball
Children)(CC) Part 6 of 6
13) - Day of Discovery
s
Hawthorne Communications
ED 21 - Victory Garden (CC)
Square Pegs
O - Star Search (In Stereo)
1 1 :00 A.M.
0 6 - Firing Line Blacks and the O - You Can't Do That on Televis
- Truckin' USA Featured customC)- Garner Ted Armstrong
ion
0- It Is Written
Failure of the War on Poverty
ized trucks at the Chattanooga Custom
•- Yogi Bear
O - Paid Program
(E) 12 - Guns of Will Sonnert
- Guthy Renker
ED 21 - Auto Bond A humorous ex- Center On Stereo)
▪ - For the Record
0X0 First Baptist Church
ID - Comedy on the Road
ploration of the automobile's import- 42:1 - Special
• - MOVIE 'Three Godfathers'
0
•- Avonlea ICC) (RI (In Stereo)
- Nature (CC) (In Stereo)
• - MOVIE: 'Jack's Back'
ance to society
21 - Shining Time Station )CC)
▪ - American Gladiators
- Big Brother Jake(CC) (In Stereo)
42) - Infectious Disease
- Trucks and Tractor Power Fea- CB 12
- Wolf and the Fox A wolf and a
- Voyage to the Bottom of the
- MOVIE 'My Stepmother Is an
Gunsm
oke
fox become acquainted
tured monster truck competition from
Sea
- MOVIE 'Bill and Ted's Excel- Alien' A nerdy scientist gets more than
South Carolina's Myrtle Beach Speed
▪ - Paid Program
he bargained for after a signal sent to
- Verdi Requiem
lent Adventure'(CC)
way In Stereo)
- Totally Radical Teenage Vianother galaxy summons forth a beauBreath
CD
Life
of
•
All-Am
erican
Wrestl
ing
EP Family Practice Update
deos
M21
tiful alien Dan Aykroyd, Kim Basinger
3:15 P.M.
fe
MOVIE 'Casablanca Express' CI - Sea World Mother Earth Cele- @El - Bill Dance Outdoors (In
Jon Lovttz 1988 (In Stereo)
bration Animated characters and
•
Beverly
Hillbill
ies (cc)
€10 - Physicians' Journal Update
- First United Methodist Church
ED
MOVIE 'Felix the Cat'
Shamu, the Killer Whale help science
- Herbie, the Love Bug
3:30 P.M.
editor
Michael
Guillen
5:05 P.M.
explore
the wonED
Major League Baseball Maga
13 - Twilight Zone
- Dance Weekend 13 hrs)
ders of nature (60 min )
WCW Main Event Wrestling
rune (RI
ED - Auto Racing NASCAR Winston 0- Dog House
• Paid Program
• - Batman Part 1 of 2
5:30 P.M.
Cup -- Winston 500 From Talladega
- Out of Control
11)
For
Vetera
(219
ns Only
€10 - MOVIE • 'Dirty Dancing'
929 ABC News (CC)
Superspeedway. Ala 13 hrs 30 min
Paid
Progra
m
- Championship Rodeo From Mes (Live)
- Wild Kingdom
el 21: - MotorWeek (In Stereo)
Quite, Texas 160 min ((In Stereo)
CD Come Alive
- NBC News (CC)
- Wagon Train
al - NHRA Today (In Stereo)
•3") - News

o
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fp - Truckin' USA Featured off-road
11:30 P.M.
excursion in Flamingo Gorge Wyo
- On Scene Emergency Res
(R)
(In Stereo)
pon
o:Tse
- Prescribing Information
O - American Telecast
CD - Week in Rock RI
- Paid Program
.rfT_C 0 CD
O Superboy
€10 - Winning Walk
00
7
P.M.
--_14A
arV
PO
tylEm
: 'a
hh
Scig
inteUvv
nsiete
hn'N
- Harry and the Hendersons
O 20 3 0 America s Funni
It Is Written
09 12 - Growing Pains
la Pee est Home Videos
(In Stereo;
pies (R) (In Stereo)
10:45 P.M.
Clarissa Explains It All Clarissa
CD0 6, - Expose ICCI (In Stereoi
Daring dreams of driving. keeps a pet
- Entertainment Tonight ICC)•12 - CBS News +CC J
12 - Murder. She Wrote
8:30 P.M.
World
eoor)I Tomorrow
(In Stereo,
ailigator he s only a foot long) and
- Inside Winston Cup Racing RI
picots aga!rst her little brother from her iCC) 'Postponed from an earlier datei C - Top of the Heap ICC) In Stereo)
11:0
P.M.
0
In
Stereo
)
°
On S
-tevv
- Dragnet
bedroo'r headquarters
i
153TL - Missing Reward
C;) - In Living Color (CC) In Stereo)
• - Paid Program
Adventures of Ozzie and Harriet
- Bill Dance Outdoors (RI (In 13 11_6- Perry Mason
Stereo'
(1)- Cycling: Little 500 Bicycl
21 - Frugal Gourmet CC "I' ID - Digging for Clues American and
e Race
0- ABC News ICC'
British archeological experts investi- Internal Medicine Update (R)
From Bloomington Ind (60
5!e.re0
min I
119
i
- MASH
gate crime and punishment (60 min
63
(Tap
-ed)
€19 - Motorsports Magazine
In
9:00 P.M.
41)
Diggin
g
for
Clues
Americ
21
Astronomers iCC1 on Stereo)
an and
•
Stereo;
Synchronal Research
British archeological experts investi- Internal Medicine Update (R)
- New Mandates for Asthma Care
Sunda
News'yCC
11:35 P.M.
gate crime and punishment (60 min )
Comics On Stereo)
ED - Top 20 Video Countdown
- Week in Rock .Pi
- Trailer Camp
CD - Biography Robert and Geor- (RI
Maniac Mansion iCCi In Stereo) €11 - Major League Baseball New
gette Mosbacher
Hollywood Insider IA)
11:45 P.M.
York Yankees at Seattle Mariners
Word for Today
0C - Paid Program
0 CL - Siskel & Ebert
From the Kingdome '3 hrs
I (Live)
Feature
0
113 Alfred HitchcockPresents
- Beauty Breakthrough
14, - Perspective
11) - Bordertown ICC i (In Stereo)
(r) - For the Record (RI
€8- Trucks and Tractor Power Fea
5:45 P.M.
- MOVIE 'Wolfen'
g) - MOVIE 'Dirty Dancing'
lured monster truck competition from
fig - Bassmasters (R) In Stereol
Si- MOVIE Indiana Jones and the
12:00 A.M.
CE) - Joel Gregory
Last Crusade'(CC) Indy neads to EuEl) - Obstetrics/Gynecology Update South Carolinas Myrtle Beach Speed
- Reunion
O
rope to find his father who disappeared
way IR) (In Stereo)
7:30 P.M.
IR)
O - Tony Robbins
while searchinp for the legendary
- 120 Minutes
3,
- Dinosaurs ICCi (RI ell - Rapumentary (R)
Holy
- Quantum Marketing
Gra
In
r-4arnsof• Ford Sean Connery
Stereo)
Baseball Tonight
CE) - Ben Haden
(11 6 - Simon & Simon
F ',nit '989 Rated PG 13
0
- Real Life ICC) (In Stereol (I) - Tommy Davidson: Takin'
Larry Jones
It to
C
CE)0
- Life
eon
ceEarth
ffi _
O - MOVIE 'Headline Hunters' A D C. The hometown comic performs
Synchronal Research
Paid Program
cub reporter for a big city newspaper before an audience at Georg
6 00 P M
(13All
News Night Lett in Progress
e Wash
(1) - Emergency First Aid
becomes involved with racketeers
'nylon University
2 0 3 0 Life Goes On CC
Stereo)
11:15 P.M.
ff) - NHRA Today (RI In Stereo
Rod Cameron _Julie Bishop
- Richard Jackson
Ber •
/
- MOVIE - 'Flashdance'
Cooper 1 955
MOVIE 'Return to Boggy
13 6 - Super Bloopers & New
9:15 P.M.:
,
6)
ep
C reek
- MOVIE 'Paris Trout'
Get a Life (CC' (R) iIn Stereo;
Practical Jokes ,
111 - MOVIE: 'Lolly Madonna XXX"
.'• .CD
Moody Science
C3 - Bewitched
0 5 a) 12
Tensions mount as one Tennessee
60 Minutes
O - Paid Program
mountain family buys a meadow
lost
- NHRA Today P, In Stereoi
by another family in a tax foreclosure
o 8 - Carnegie Hall Live at 100'
Rod Steiger Robert Ryan Jeff Bridge
The Gala Celebration P..'4,•"- -ir'_•-•`, g) - Family Practice Update ila)
s• - Making of the Little Mermaid
1973
"

ega -

MOVIE: 'Bill Cosby
-Himself— The funnyman looks at the humorous sides of marriage. childbirth
and family life in this concert film taped
in Ontario in 1981 Bill Cosby
1982
Rated PG
In Touch
- Methodist Hour
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,
Or. 3
0
-

41
,
'L/C

nrs

pregna,,,,es 15i tvvr, v r,jnd •••'-/rr'•.."' A n
Denison Sela Ward Pa stnr
Whitehead '99
In Ster."
- Inspector Gadget
- MOVIE Girl Happy
•-,11v,r
of a içi.• roll band S
Keep ar,
or, a clot, own,- ‘„ Ark?
doughtier E - ,s Presley rl.r
bares
J Stone 196F-_,
CD - Paid Program
Cosmos Harmony of the
Worlds
€11 21 - Kentucky The Ultimate
Equestrian Event Highlights of tn., an
nuai ROie• Kentucky 1991 Three
-Day
Event 160 min t (Taped)
0- American Sports Cavalcade Fea
tured USAC Stock Car and' Western
States Midgets class competition from
Phoenix (85 mm n I (RI (In Stereo)
• - Milestones in Medicine ,
MOVIE
The Toy.
than.
)
,

behind - the

2

38:00
P VIE
0-MO
IVI
'Night of
the *inter' Premiere (CC) A mur
defer posing as a preas,rier worms his
95d -yrito the heart and home of a small
town widow
this rf-,•,114Ire of the 1955
Richard Chaniberlain
Diana
Sca•vvint Burgess Meredith 199 1 (lr
Ster•,()
6
MOVIE 'White Hot The
Mysterious Murder of Thelma Todd
Premiere, ICC) Based on Andy E -?
rr orid 5 LiO0 1.Dior
on‘,
Hoo v

O

True Colors
.
•
Why We Fight The Bartle of
Russia P
C3
MOVIE
Child of Darkness
Child of Light ICC)
•
'• '
-

this

ezi _

MOVIIE 'Bal Tabann
Pj" t+'••' Play, jr'
•
• ,,
,1,

(;)

rusts

at toe ma.41g of Disney s
'989 an , mated fe.atrc•
Sterec
- ZOIr0
All News Evening

9:30 P.M.
Green Acres
O Video Gospel !RI
€1) 21 - Shape of the World Series
Premiere (CC;
Stereo)
65) - Celebrity Outdoors (Fit
Stereo.
g) - Family Practice Update (R)
ED - MOVIE_ 'The Wackiest Ship in
the Army' A misfit ship and crew
prove to be instrumental in winning
a
World War II battle Jack Lemmo
n
Ricky Nelson Chips Rafferty 1961
- Rap Video Collection
- John Ankerberg
(3) - MOVIE 1 Love You to Death
.
9:40 P.M.
O Instant Replay

1991
Cardinal
Baseball

•

wood s lrrn3IPS?
mysteries
10.00 P.M.
toe 1 935 death of sLn•ft n. star Thern-..,
2 0 3
Todd 1. r,ni Andf•r•,or Robert Da,
12 - News
1991 1ln 5terec)
The Mind (CC) Part 5 of 9
O 5 Ea 12
MOVI4 'Victim of
- Monsters 'Pi
Love Premiere, ICC) IA therapist is
• - Roggin s Heroes
mar rlr• lover ,5
the samf mar who is victimizing one of CID - Caroline's Comedy Hour
her patients Pierce Brosr ar JoBeth
- Miami Vice
Williams Virginia Marls.er, 1991 (In
- Best of Saturday Night Live
Stereo;
ID - Network Earth
▪ - Married. With Children ICC)
•
- Paid Program
Part 2 of 2 (In Stereo)
- Exciting World of Speed and
€1) - Life on Earth
Beauty Featured land speed records
1111- counterstrike (R
from the Dry Lakes in El Mirage Calif . a
O - Get Smart
rare Porsche gathering at Leguna Seca
- National Geographic Explorer
Raceway (RI (In Stereo)
- Bobby Jones Gospel 11:0
- Physicians' Journal Update
21 - MOVIE 'Heaven on Earth' fia - MOVIE.'Bad Influe
nce'(CC)
- MOVIE 'The Little Mermaid' (CC) A numbe
r of Welsh and English
- Rap Edition (R)
orphans are shipped from Britain to be
1/2 Hour Comedy Hour
GO - SportsCenter 160 min
adopted by Canadian families on 1911
- SportsCenter
€19 - John Osteen
Ontario A Masterpiece Theatre pre
- Rio Tin Tin K-9 Cop (CC) (In
ai - Day of Discovery
sentation Sian Leisa Davies R H
Stereo)
Thomson. Torquil Campbell 1987
10:15 P.M.
0 Jerry Falwell
Inside Winston Cup Racing (R)
- MOVIE 'True Believer' (CC)
- All News P M Joined in Pro- (In Stereo
)
10:30 P.M.
gress
Cardiology Update (A)
(/)
12 - MASH
6:30 P.M.
- MOVIE
& A'(CC) An assis
- ABC News ICC)
Parker Lewis Can't Lose ICC) (In tant DA uncovers depart
mental corrup O - Rockford Files
Stereo)
tion and racism while investigating the ID
CL - All in the Famity
- Looney Tunes
death of a New York City drug dealer
Simon & Simon
- Paid Program
Nick Nohe. Timothy Hutton, Armand
•
• Searching the Scriptures
Assant
e
1990
- Milestones in Medicine - PharRated R (In Stereo)
macy Rounds
- MOVIE - 'Heaven Can Wait' A ▪ - Riker
- Arsenio Hall (CC) (R)(In Stereo)
pro quarterback, summoned to heaven•
- Just Say Julie
IDAmerica 2Night
before
his
time
gets
a second chance
•
- Baseball Tonight
Adventures of the Black Stallion on life Warren Beatty. Julie Christie,• Deal•AMeal
James Mason 1978 Rated PG (In
Paid Program
(CC) (In Stereo)
Stereo)
(R; - Bottom Line
•

Only On
Cable Channel 34
Your Cardinal
Baseball
onnection

o
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1991
St. Louis
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3r0 S1 Loos vs. Cincionattprim
4141 St Louis vs. Cincinnati._
p rim
Sth St Louts vs. Cincirtriali._.12:00 pm
lth St. Louts vs. Atlanta..____8:30 pm
101h St. Louts vs. Housion._._7:30 pm
Itth St. Louis vi, Houston ._._7:00 pm
73rd St Louis vs. Pittsburgh._11:30 p.m
3Iw Si. Louis vs. Now tort ._ 7:30 p.m

Mt
711) Si Louis vs San Francesco 730
Si Lours vs San Dego
900
tern Si Louis vs San Francnco930
21st Si Lows vs San Dog°
730

pm
pm
pm
p rn

•

0 CE)

•
•

•

-

-

•

7•• -11t

•

'

Cardinal
Schedule

5th Si Louts vs Chicago
,10, Si LOU'S vs Manta
1211' Si LOUIS VS Maria

7 30 p m
830 Oon
830 pm

13tri Si Lows is Mama
26th Si Lows vs Cincinnati
ALI=
2nd Si LOtai rri
tOth Si Louis vs
171h Si LCWAS is
22n0 Si Louis is
23rd Si Lours vs
301e Si Lows vs

600 pm
730 pm

PtiiSbwill
730
PlirlSbli•ff
600
0.4ontreal
6 30
Nevi Vali
6 30
Los Azwies 730
San Francesco930

pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
prim

Krallifjj
3vdSiLousvsLoArmgeisri
ISM St Louis vs San Dogs
13in St Louis vs Nov Vort
liati St louts vs PkalacksVaa
20sh SI louo vs New York

9 30
900
7 30
6 30
6 30

MUMS
4th St louts vs Chicago

100 pm

pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
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CLIP AND SAVE
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